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Chapter One
Introduction

1.1

Significance
Water is one of the greatest bounties of Allah. Allah says in holy Quran "And

we made from water everything living" Holy Quran (21:30). It has been precious
commodity throughout ages, the development, management and policy in water
resources had been practiced in different civilizations. Romans were one of the
earliest civilizations to construct extensive aqueducts and other urban water delivery
system. In Middle East, thousands of years ago, irrigation projects were developed.
Land between Tigris and Euphrates rivers was known as Fertile Crescent. In China,
600 B.C and earlier canals were used for transport of water and goods to different
parts. Since history, waterwheels diverted water for agricultural uplift. Centuries ago
waterwheel technology played

pivotal role in transforming Western European

economy. Scarcity of water compelled people for mass migration throughout history
or even civilizations like Moenjodaro, Harappa and Hakara Valley in Pakistan
extinguished due to prolonged acute shortage of water in spite of proper drainage
clues. Indus valley is a cradle of ancient civilization. By excavation, its ruins reveal
that there were lavatories, drainages, fresh water wells and tanks at 5000 pre historic
period. The ancient people of Indus valley were proficient in the field of agriculture
and industry as compared to Egypt and Mesopotamia. Thar Desert, which still lack
modern facilities, adopts centuries old water harvesting system, stonewalls, cistern,
dams, water holes and tanks captured enough storm water for living in desert. (Cech,
2005, pp.1-9)

Professor Tony Allan, 2003 of the School of Oriental and African

Studies (SOAS) London, Water Research Group, Kings College, London states that:
“The History of water Management over the past two centuries has been shown to
have been subject to a sequence of sanctioned discourse. A discourse is sanctioned or
not by the extent to which the polity is the result of what social theorist calls a
„hegemonic convergence‟. When coalitions come together they are partial in their
selection of assumption and information to feed into the policy making discourse.
Self-serving assumptions and information gets on to agendas, gets discussed and
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influences policy outcome. Unwelcome information is relegated to appendices or
ignored.” (Caldar, 2004, p.135) There is a difference between modern water
development and historical development either in ancient times or in medieval periods
in arid and semi arid region. This difference is utility enhancement in modern age
when population escalation, in spite of mega water projects for irrigation, civic and
industrial use, has proved all in vain. This basic water use and its increase in demand
not only for agriculture rather for civic use especially sanitation, is directly or
indirectly due to population pressure. ( Cech, 2005, p.20)

Oceans constitute 71% of earth. But in spite of that much percentage of water,
fresh water scarcity is becoming alarming especially in certain areas of the world.
Water disputes have developed in conflict and crises situation in many parts of the
world. Due to conflict between regional countries having shared water resources, the
value of water is going to be further enhanced. (Ashfaq et al., 2002)

The world

demand for water is increasing. It is going to be a serious challenge for 21st century.
Consumption of water raised six fold between 1900 and 1995. It continues to increase
as agricultural, industrial and domestic demand increases. Globally water is abundant
but unevenly distributed among different regions and countries. (Alam, 2005, pp.3234) In 1997 UN assessed freshwater resources; one third of the world countries are
experiencing water stress, i.e., exceeding 20% available water supply. This stress is
going to

increase further,

in future rapid

population growth,

socioeconomic

development and increased industrial demands being the major causes. By year 2025
industrial demand is going to be doubled. Consumption of water in agriculture is
projected to accounts for 80 percent. Most of all the projected water demand increases
is in developed countries. Three billion people are projected to face water stress by
2035.
Challenge for future water management is difficult to tackle. It is imperative
to save water, make its use more effective.
Pakistan is situated in semi arid climatic region, and the rainfall is not evenly
divided throughout the year. The country's average rainfall is less than 375mm, 60%
area receives less than 250mm, where as 16% area receives less than 125 mm. (Saeed,
2003,pp.66-67) It gets maximum rainfall during monsoon season, the excessive
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rainwater either creates flood havoc or it is guided to Arabian Sea without much
utility. At the same time monsoon failure is also occurring due to El Nino effect. Even
otherwise round 30% of surface water supplies, available from different sources are
running waste in sea. Pakistan is basically an agricultural country. So irrigation is like
life vein and plays central role in economy of Pakistan. Due to high growth rate,
population is increasing rapidly in the country. Shortage is faced with increased need
for agricultural production.
Indus River flows through Pakistan. Indus and its tributaries constitute the
Indus Basin; on the right bank Kabul and Kurrum are situated. Whereas left bank
tributaries are Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi, Sutlej and Beas. Before entering Pakistan these
rivers flow through India or through Indian occupied Kashmir. From Himalayan
Mountains to Arabian Sea Indus River length is 4662 sq Km (1800 Miles). (Hussaini,
1988, p.162) „The entire Basin covers 901230 sq Km (348,000 sq Mile) of which
528360 Sq Km (204,000 Sq Miles) lie in Pakistan. Another 75110 Sq Km (29,000 Sq
Miles) lie outside of Indus Basin but rely on Indus River system for water supply‟.
The total area of Coastal Tributaries and Desert streams region is over 349650 Sq Km
(135,000 Sq Miles), comprising of barren, rugged mountains along with semi desert
valleys and plains. (The First Five Year Plan, 1955, pp172-192) In 1947 Pakistan had
67MAF water available for diversion. Recent data shows that Indus River and its
tributaries provide 147 MAF during flood season and 106 MAF is diverted into
canals. 39 MAF of water flows into Arabian Sea, whereas 8.6MAF water loss occurs
because of evaporation and seepage in river system Storing capacity of the major
dams has already been declined by 4.6 MAF due to sedimentation. The ground water
availability in Pakistan has also dropped enormously per person per annum. Need for
construction of new water reservoirs is crucial where as water loss is to be minimised
on priority basis.
When rivers flow across the international boundaries, disputes may develop
into conflicts. Water dispute between India and Pakistan aggravated, when India
stopped irrigation water canals on 1st April 1948. This was alarm for Pakistan, so
urgent need of water distribution agreement with India was felt. After more than a
decade Indus Basin water treaty was signed with World Bank mediation on 19th
September, 1960. In principle violating, „Appreciable harm‟ of the International Law
Commission as Pakistan was allowed 75% of the water when it had 90% of the
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irrigated land.

Since then India has been threatening Pakistan at different ends. In

1960, she proposed Salal dam for construction, Wullar Barrage in 1985 and Baghliar
dam in 1992. Her propaganda and violations are still creating tussle over the water
issue. (Tariq, 2007, p.87)
First time water problems were identified properly, in First Five Year Plan
(1955-60). West Pakistan was divided into two broad regions:

(i) Indus Basin. (ii)

Coastal Tributaries and Desert Streams Region. Some solutions to the water problems
of the both above regions, were identified:
(i) Improvement of canals. (ii) Construction of dams and barrages. (iii) Construction
of link canals. (iv) Detention of floodwater and perennial streams. Water and Power
Development Authority (WAPDA) of Pakistan was established in 1958. (Akhtar,
1983, pp275, 281) The main tasks allocated to WAPDA were (i) supply of irrigation
water and drainage.

(ii)Generation, transmission and distribution of electric power.

(iii) Control of water logging, salinity and land reclamation. (iv) flood control and
navigation (river).
WAPDA had undertaken development projects, which are generally heavy and
capital intensive. A number of dams have been constructed, both for power and
irrigation purposes whereas barrages are constructed for purely irrigation purposes.
Although some proposed dams are pending due to difference of opinion among
different provinces. Especially large dams, like Kalabagh, have become bone of
contention between provinces. Despite all reservations by various political parties and
regional groups, present president of Pakistan announced construction of five multiple
purpose water storages in next 10 to 12 years.
As consensus on Kalabagh Dam is still underway, government of Pakistan has
diverted its preference to Diamer Basha Dam. Construction of Diamer Basha Dam has
started on 25th April, 2006, in spite of some experts demand for shifting the Dam site.
According to existing plan, construction of other dams will be followed. This world‟s
highest Roller Compacted concrete Dam would have gross capacity of 7.3 MAF with
a live capacity of 6.4 MAF and 4500 MW power production from the Dam would
contribute to great extent to the national dire needs of power.
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One of the major challenges is distribution of river water among provinces.
Especially Sindh and N.W.F.P have reservations against Punjab. The longstanding
disputes among the four provinces were settled on 21st March 1991, when the
commission of common Interest (CCI) approved water appointment accord. As the
problem of water sharing is renewed at the time of shortage due to propaganda for
political gains of different parties and regional leaders. ( Masood, 2007,p.96)
SCARP programme for control of water logging and salinity have been
initiated as per government policy programme. Khan (2002) points this twin maniac
of water logging and ultimate salinity. 2.5 million hectare where the water table is
within five feet from the ground surface, after monsoon rains this area is increased to
5.0 million hectare. And the area where water table is with 10 feet from the ground is
8.5 million hectare, after monsoon rains it raises to 9.1 million hectare. This
programme has reclaimed millions of acre of land.
Ground water development has proved valuable in socioeconomic uplift of the
province. Major part of ground water resources of Pakistan, is exist in the vast Indus
plain, Himalaya to Arabian Sea. Ground water is extensively supplement the existing
irrigation system and for urban utilities for the last century the aquifers were
developed and recharged by natural precipitation, water flow, continued seepage from
the unlined canals at different levels and the application losses in the irrigated lands.
(Kahlown & Abdul, 2002, pp.23-24) In the Indus Basin, total recharge of ground
water aquifer is estimated at 55.6 MAF per year. The essential point for sustainability
of ground water is that withdrawal must not exceed recharge to avoid depletion of this
precious reserve. (Khan, 2002, pp.23-24)
Other different agencies also execute and implement water management
policy under provincial chapters. Public Health Engineering is responsible for urban
water supply at the same time Water and Sanitation Authority (WASA) is also
working in the same field. Provincial agriculture department also work under
provinces. Indus River System Authority's (IRSA) head office has been shifted from
Lahore to Islamabad, being federal chapter. The permanent Indus Commission was
established, made up of one commissioner of Indus water from each country. It
resolved Salal Dam controversy by bilateral negotiation. But Wullar barrage and
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Baghliar dam have yet to be resolved. Eleven agencies and departments are involved
at federal and provincial level in water sector.
Government is taking steps to strengthen infrastructure of water sector, due to
its importance in the national economy. A number of government departments dealing
with water resources development, management, operation, maintenance and research
are engaged accordingly. Different federal institutions of water sector are involved at
national level. The Ministry of Water and Power and its relevant departments, Indus
River System Authority (IRSA), WAPDA and Federal Flood Commission FFC
playing major role in planning, development and coordination. Provincial irrigation
departments

(PIDs)

looking

after

development,

operation,

maintenance

and

management of irrigation system as an autonomous body. Provincial Agricultural
Departments through their version organizations and institutes are responsible for
development and management of crop production to meet the challenge of even
increasing demand of food. On Farm Water Management OFWM various national
and international organizations are busy in agricultural and the related research and
development activities. Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources have large
mandate to conduct and promote research in various disciplines of resources including
desertification. PCRWR Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (PARC) serves as
common platform for the scientist working in different fields and the academic
institution to jointly plan their research activities to avoid unnecessary duplication of
research at National Agricultural Research Centre (NARC).
International water logging and Salinity Research Institute perform with the
assistance of UNDP and Netherlands Research Assistance Project (NRAP). It has
working relation with national and international institutions. It conducts research on
water logging and salinity and developed practical solution of the problems of water
logging and salinity.
More than 100 universities, in public and private sector perform under the
umbrella of Higher Education Commission. Among all these academic institution
only Centre for Excellence in Water Resource Engineering Lahore is awarding
postgraduate and M. Phil degrees entirely related with water related subjects.
Agriculture universities are performing research at postgraduate and Doctorate
students individually or supported by other research and development organizations.
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Other general, social, economic and political perspectives related with water and
management are to

be emphases for a better understanding, planning and

management. Interim Report, 2002)

1.2

Objectives of the Study

The objectives of study different aspects of water management in Pakistan are:
To study varying degree of success in water resource development.
To study implementation of water management policies.
To point out different associated challenges, problems, flaws and gaps.
To evaluate promises for water management challenges.
To suggest certain solutions for comprehensive water resource development.

1.3

Significance of the Study
Water is most essential resource required for survival of human. At the same

time this precious commodity is scarce. Water has been issue for large-scale conflicts
between provinces and nations. The confusion exists for allocation and sharing of
resources between provinces and federal government. Distribution of water among
provinces is to be resolved by the federal government where as the allocation of water
for irrigation and agriculture purposes falls in provincial domains. These problems
have increased due to repeated India‟s violations of Indus Basin Water Treaty. Hence
comprehensive water management policy remains one of the most important
challenges faced by the government. Government has to fix priority areas for national
water policy to deal the water issue properly.

1.4

Statement of the Problem

The research questions are:
What are different dimensions of water management challenges in Pakistan?
What are different prospects in water management in Pakistan?
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Can rationality in distribution of water be achieved among provinces?
Can India abrogate Indus Basin Water Treaty?
To what extent future water scarcity may affect different fields of the life and
can these implications be avoided or reduced?

1.5

Hypothesis
Consensus

on

construction

of optimal reservoirs,

rationality in water

distribution among provinces is imperative and different water management policies
are essential for future viable economy of Pakistan.

1.6

Literature Review
Extensive work has been conducted on the topics related to water management

of Pakistan. As water is vital commodity for existence of life, different organizations,
both national and international are engaged in solutions and resolution of water crisis.
Different research reports are available. Now a day‟s Internet has made easy access to
different parts of the world for literature review.
Lieftinck Peter Water and Power resources of West Pakistan: 3 volumes of the
book was basically a study in sector planning. This work was taken by the World
Bank under the agreement between president of Pakistan and president of the World
Bank on November 13, 1963.Lieftinck Peter, group head and his team made
enormous work to establish different aspects of water and power resource planning. It
covered main framework for the water resource development, proposed future
planning, to overcome the aftermath of Indus Basin Water Treaty. Different broad
range technical papers are supported by certain scientific explanations.
Final Report WCD (2000) „Dams and Development, A New Framework for DecisionMaking‟ Earthscan Publication Ltd London and Sterling. VA
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This report puts forward analysis of prospects & draw backs of large dams
after conducting a thorough international survey. The large dams vary in water,
electricity services and their social aspects. Irrigation dams do not full fill different
projected agricultural and economic targets. Whereas hydropower dams.
In an atmosphere of differences on building of large dams at a meeting of
IUCN in April, 1997 WCD (World Commission on Dams) evolved with consensus. It
attracted 53 public, private and civil society organizations attention funded it. After
completion of its task, WCD presented final report in 2000 then disbanded.
This report carries many valuable insights of different water sectors;
conservation, sustainability, development and equity are discussed. But the main
emphasis on the report is put in two main important water development fields, i.e.
performance of large dams and a proposed new developmental framework. The big
dams gave a good financial recovery due to cheap hydroelectric power generation. In
most of the cases governments and developer failed to access negative impacts of the
project to the area and the people and the resolving the implications. Dams played
positive role in irrigation, electricity generation, domestic and industrial utilities but
on the other hand environment degradation and social stresses.
Five Year Plans, published by Govt of Pakistan, point out problems, narrate
policies and intended projects related to the topic. Empirical data is also available.
These plans are regularly published by planning commission Government of Pakistan
since 1955 and update of Government‟s intending schemes are presented. Among
these plans 1st Five Year Plan In spite of many limitations proved to be a trend setting
not only for development in water sector rather for future planning and research
studies. 1st Five year Plan, in two volumes chalked out, the total area of irrigated crops
in 1955 as 22 million acres approximately. And that total irrigated area 1n 1960
would exceed 24 million acres. Coastal tributaries and desert streams have limited
perennial stream flows. So short term flood flows need to be consumed by detention
reservoirs and diversion structures and canals. Efficient recovery of ground water in
coastal and desert stream area, at reasonable price was also depicted in 1 st five year
plan. At the same time flood waters were to be diverted for ground water
replenishment.
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Bashir A Malik (2005) in “Indus Water Treaty in Retrospect” has dealt the
historical perspective of Indus Basin Waters Treaty. While dealing with water
Management challenges of Pakistan, a major challenge was provocation of Indian
stance on rights of water distribution. Historical rights of water are accepted in
International Law. Malik in his research has discussed the development of irrigation
system in Pakistan with provision of the different internal and external causes. Indian
violations of the riparian states create tussle and uncertainty in the region. Still her
violations of IBWT not only destabilizing the peace of the region rather it has put
millions of poor farmers at stake. According to the book solid measure must be taken
even if by involving the International Court of Law, as she only lingers on the so
called diplomatic dialogue just to gain not only time rather putting Pakistan
agriculture in doldrums…………………still further research is needed to find the
basis of water crises and remedies must be applied.
“Blue Revolution, Integrated Land and Water Resource Management.”
2nd edition by Ian R Caldar, Published by „Earthscan Publication Limited, published
2nd edition 2006.
Calder in this 2nd South Asian edition, projects Integrated Land and Water
Resource Management (ILWRM). Interaction of Land use with water resource goes
one step ahead of Integrated Water Resource Management (IWRM). ILWRM is
fundamental to blue revolution. Change in land use not only affects the water resource
rather land resource is also affected. Interaction between land use, climate change and
water resource present a new research phenomenon. Value of water as commodity,
value of land use, participatory approach, sustainability for the development IWRM
and ILWRM describe new ideals. Blue water (stream flow, aquifer) Green water
(vapour) and virtual water (cereal replacement) along with the priority in allocation
and conflict resolution have been discussed. This book provides new information on
and use & water resource interaction and policy instruments and management
resource tools. It helps policy makers and researchers, working on broad based water
resource. But the management of water resource in different scenario at different
levels and its scarcity is not discussed.
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Document of Indus Water Treaty 1960, gives basic knowledge on distribution of
water between India and Pakistan. Proposed rules for the construction of new dams
and reservoirs can be available.
Dr. Ahmad, Nazir, "Water Resources of Pakistan", Miraj uddin Press,
Lahore, September 1993. He has covered all the basic aspects of water resources of
Pakistan. He is

author of eight more books, which are related to the same topic. He

gives ample knowledge regarding water resources of the country.
Geography of Pakistan by Kureshi K U provides geophysical and climatic aspect of
Pakistan. At the same time basic knowledge of Indus Basin & irrigation system is
available.
Economics of Pakistan by S.M.Akhtar also deals in detail Water Resource
Development.
Economy of Pakistan by Prof. Khawaja Amjad Saeed gives concise
knowledge on agriculture sector.

_

Pakistan Economic Survey, published by Finance division Govt of Pakistan,
each annual volume contains related data for water resource management, agriculture
and irrigation.
Reports by different organizations, e.g. WAPDA, IWMI, World Bank, Asian
Development Bank etc, have extensive researches on water resources, requirement
and management. At the same time WAPDA and other Govt departments engage
private consultants for preparation of relevant reports. These reports are normally
dealt as primary sources.
National and international press comprehend on going proceeding of the
topic,enabling current review for future consideration.
Different websites, e.g. www.pakissan.com , www.waterinfo.net.pkcontains
articles with reference to water issues and analysis. A number of articles were
downloaded and reviewed. At the same time Pakistan water Gateways water
information and water strategy provided relevant information.

1.7

Research Methodologies
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More than one research methodologies were used to examine and describe record,
analyze, compare, and interpret the data collected. Mainly analytical method was
combined with an empirical approach. This method probes deeply and intensively
analyze interaction between the issues that produce change or growth, showing
development since development of different tasks. While the study describes and
interprets events that have already taken place as well as they are related to present
condition, hence the method of descriptive research was also applied to understand
conditions or relationships that existed, opinions that were held, processes that were
going on, effects that were evident, or trends that were developing. Published primary
sources, articles from research journals, documents published by concerned agencies,
government documents, news items, commentaries and secondary source data are
consulted. For systematic examination of current records and documents used as
source of data, content analysis research method was applied while examining variety
of documents for inferences. This method (also known as document analysis)
establishes the authenticity of the document and validity of its content. For notes and
the bibliography, guidelines set forth by the Centre for South Asian Studies and
University of the Punjab, Lahore.
The methodology of this research shall be social and empirical. At the same time
analytical method shall be adopted.
1. Data collection through by:
1.1 Consideration of known data
1.2 Seeking data from known sources
1.2.1 Primary sources
1.2.2 Secondary sources
1.3 Seeking new and previously unknown data
2. Note taking
2.1 Bibliographical card
2.2 Content notes
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3. Evaluating data
4. Interpreting data
5. Writing first draft
6. Finalizing outline and composing final draft

1.8

Limitations of Research
The researcher may benefit from most of the facilities available in Pakistan

and if research demands certain international organizations may be consulted. There
are number of organizations engaged in different dimensions of water resources,
development and management .This research would be extensive in nature to fulfill
goaled requirements. Some of the organizations which would be benefited by the
researcher for onward research include WAPDA, IWMI, IRSA, Centre for Excellence
for Water Resource Management (University of Engineering and Technology
Lahore), PIDA, World Commission on Dams, the World Bank, Asian Development
Bank etc. Most of these organizations have libraries which maintain research record
and archives. A number of publications are being produced on the topics related to
water. Research journals, magazines and daily news papers encompass this crucial
issue regularly. It is obvious that this extensive study needs to limit in certain sphere.
Water management has numerous dimensions. And their further divisions range from
domestic to national and political to environmental aspects of water management
challenges. Due to water stress options also remain limited.
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CHAPTER TWO
General Background

2.1

Water Outlook
Our Earth is the only planet where life exists in the universe. Scientists have

tried their level best to get some clue regarding life in some other planet in the solar
system and the whole of the universe. But in spite of spectacular progress in
Astrophysics, Astronomy, Geography and advanced scientific technology, no solid
proof of life had been established so far. Earth is unique in having life in solar system.
Life on planet Earth is due to its appropriate specific proportionate of its structure, i.e.
lithosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere.
Air and water are most essential for life on earth. The atmosphere especially
oxygen and water is cause of life on earth. (The Concise Encyclopedia of Science and
technology, 2005, pp.716-718) Even revealed books claim that everything made
living from water. Holy Quran (21:30) Thales‟s a great philosopher announced more
than 2500 years ago in Ionia, Greek village, that water is the first cause of all things
seen and unseen.. (Water Encyclopedia, 2005, p.191) Throughout the history even
Aristotle pronounced water, air, earth and fire as elements. (Michael, 1992, p.100)
It is evident that earth was part of sun, when it detached from the sun, it was so
hot that it existed only in gaseous form. Later Earth started cooling and gasses started
converting to liquids and solids. At present Earth comprises of three parts lithosphere
or the terrestrial part, hydrosphere or water bodies and atmosphere or gaseous part. In
atmosphere different gasses are intermixed in such a way that those cannot be
distinguished from each other.
In normal manner except by some special conditions atmosphere is wrapped
around the Earth like a blanket. On certain basis atmosphere may be divided into
different parts, on basis of temperature, it is divided in troposphere, stratosphere,
mesosphere and thermosphere. Almost 97 % of atmosphere lies within 29 km (18mi)
of the Earth‟s surface, the upper limit of the atmosphere extends to 10,000 km
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(6000mi), which is approximately equal to Earth‟s diameter. From Earth to 80 km
(50mi) part is homosphere, where chemical composition of the atmosphere is uniform
in terms of the proportion of the gases. Troposphere is most important in terms of man
and his environment, all the weather phenomenon takes place here. This portion
contains colourless, odourless water vapour, which can condense into clouds and fog.
If condensation continues precipitation may occur, i.e., rain, snow, hail, or sleet. If the
water vapour is in small proportion then it indicates the dryness which is typical of
hot deserts. Like carbon dioxide, water vapour also absorbs heat, working as
insulating blanket along with carbon dioxide in the troposphere, preventing rapid
escape of heat from the earth‟s surface.

Study of physics of lower atmosphere is

meteorology. (Strahler, 1975, pp103-106) Lithosphere is terrestrial part of the Earth
comprising of all the seven continents and numerous islands, Africa, North America,
South America, Antarctica, Asia, Europe and Oceania and numerous masses of the
Earth. (The New Encyclopedia Britannica, 1985, p.123) Greenland is the largest
island in the world with an area 2,175, 600 sq km and with a population 56,386.
(Encarta CD ROM, Ed 2005) 71% of the earth surface is covered by oceans and seas.
These large water bodies along with rivers, lakes, ice and ground water make
hydrosphere of the Earth. In common tradition, Atlantic, Indian, Pacific Arctic and
Antarctica

oceans

are

accepted.

But

Ottokrummel,s

working(Handbuch

der

ozeanographis 1997)discusses 3 oceans Atlantic Indian and Pacific. (The New
Encyclopedia Britannica, 1986, p.583) The hydrologic cycle is movement of water
from the ocean and land surface to the atmosphere and its return to the water bodies,
oceans, seas etc and land masses by precipitation. Water is the only substance which
can exist naturally as gas, liquid or solid, with a small variation of temperatures and
pressures. (Water encyclopedia, 2005, pp.43-44).The water cycle (hydrologic cycle) is
movement of water from oceans and land surface to the atmosphere; evaporation and
it return back to the oceans and land by precipitation. The water molecule that enters
the earth„s atmosphere cannot stay more than 10 days. From oceans 875.3km3
(210mile3 ) of water evaporates and 160.5 km3 (38.5 miles3 ) of water evaporates or is
transpired by planets from land surface, making a total evaporation from the Earth
1035.8km3 (284 miles3 ) per day. Whereas water returns back with a different
proportion, i.e. land surface receives 100 km3 more water i.e. 260.5km3 and oceans
receives 100km3 less water, i.e. 775.3 km3 .But water cycle budgets is balanced as 100
km3 water is carried to oceans by rivers. Water cycle is quite variable, in summer
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more water is evaporated than winter. The air in the southern hemisphere carries less
water than the air in northern hemisphere. (Michael, 1992, p.100)
As view from space, water is the most unique feature of the earth (Water
Encyclopedia, 2005). It is well documented fact that this blue planet is composed of
29% of land and 71 % of water, inclusive of fresh water (Alam, 2002). It is most
essential part of living and development in all regions of the world. Water supply and
demand posses‟ threat in some areas of the world .Due to increase in agricultural,
industrial and civic demands, demand for water is also increasing. (Jackson, 1989)
Since history wars and conflicts over water resources are recorded. Due to this
precious depleting resource and risk of shortage are becoming ground for water wars
in the different parts of the riparian countries especially the upper riparian, fuel the
conflicts over water, when the water is streamed in from outside the geographic
territory of the country. These conflicts arise due the control over water, to have
control on the economy. Unrest in Darfur, Sudan is also linked with water shortage.
Kenya (2005), Ethiopia (2006), Yemen (1999) had violent conflicts over water with in
the countries. Tran boundary conflicts like in the Middle East and South Asia are like
silent volcanoes. India, time and again is violating international laws as upper riparian
for Pakistan and Bangladesh. Conflicts can even aggravate over pollution affecting
the quality of water, European riparian face the problem. Military and Chemical
industries are the main cause of pollution. The deteriorating water quality is affecting
water supply hence widening the gap between supply and demand. (Dedawar, 2007,
pp.10-14).
Shortage of fresh water is going to be most serious challenge of the world with
alarming growth of the world population in 21st century. (Alam, 2002)
97 % of total hydrosphere is saline. Among world distribution of fresh water,
68.7% of which is in the form of snow and ice caps, practically inaccessible for direct
use. 31.1% of fresh water is underground inclusive of deep aquifers. Practically direct
accessible fresh water is only 0.26% of the total in rivers, lake and reservoir (Ahmad,
2002). At the same time water is unevenly distributed among different countries of the
world. Iceland in Europe is most water rich country of the world with 500,000m3 per
person per year, whereas Egypt in Africa is lowest in water with 0.02 m3 per person
per year Alam (2002). In 1995 the average water availability per capita was 7600
m3 /year; Asia stands lowest 4000m3 /year. (Ahmad, 2002). In 1994 in a study UNDP
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revealed that since 1970 world water supply per capita has reduced by 60%. Whereas,
2002 report stated 80 countries of the world are facing acute water shortages. (The
Mahbub ul Haq Human Development Centre Islamabad, 2005, p.90) During early
decades of establishment of the country, Pakistan was water surplus country of Indus
Basin System. Now Pakistan is water deficit country. According to criteria developed
by Swedish hydrologist Flakenmark, which states that the countries having renewable
fresh water 1700 m3 per capita per year face occasional water problems. But the
countries having renewable freshwater availability below this brink face frequent
water stress problems. Below 1000 m3 water per person per year is under ultra
scarcity syndrome. At present estimated per capita per year availability of freshwater
for country stands at 1050 m3 , alarming the water stress situation. This is the worst
scenario since history, as the gap between supply and demand is widening with the
passage of time. The failure of rain system is developing drought situation. Water
demand for agriculture, domestic, and industries is on rise. Water management at all
levels must be reviewed and amendments be enforced urgently. New technologies for
water resource conservation need to be implemented on the most priority agenda of
the government. (Kahlown and Majeed, 2002, pp.21-27) IWMI studies water scarcity
for 118 countries of the world for the period 1990-2025. Seventeen countries in the
Middle East, South African region, Indian subcontinent and northern part of China
would

suffer from scarcity in irrigated

agriculture,

industrial,

household

and

environmental requirements. Another 24 countries of sub-Saharan Africa would be
under ultra scarcity syndrome. The remaining countries of the world would have less
pressure for water demand. The population explosion, constant increasing industrial
and civic use is lessoning per capita availability of water gradually. It can well be
understood by reviewing population figure 2000 years ago, which was 180 million,
i.e. 3% of year 1999. An estimate based on percent trend, projects population of the
world to be 10 billion by 2050, which by all means is alarming. ( Paithaukar, 2000,
pp.383-385).
Varshney (2000) discusses population increase of the world, 1804: 1 billion;
1974: 4billion; 1999: 6 billion whereas projected population for 2028: 8 billion and
2050: 10 billion.(pp. 379-382) World Watch Institute Report (I0I 23-06-2000) adds
that Indian population will increase 519 million, China 211 million and alarming
projected population increase for Pakistan is 200 million. Egypt, Iran and Mexico are
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projected to increase more than 50%. More people will require more food, more grain
therefore more water. The International Water Management Institute (IWMI, 2000) in
a report stated:
“The world‟s irrigated area would need to be increased by 29 percent from
1995 to meet food and nutritional requirements. This irrigation expansion would
require constructing additional storage and diversion facilities to develop 17 percent
more of the world‟s primary water supplies. Furthermore to accomplish this, irrigated
crop yields would also need to be increased by 38 percent over 30-years period (19952025), from global average of 3.3 to 4.7 tons per hectare” (David, Vadivel and Habib,
(2005)
In the first Earth Summit held in Rio de Janeiro, in 1992, it was pledged that
people will have access to clean water universally. More than 1.1 billion people of the
world do not have access to clean water. But no observable progress is reported for
reducing by half the 2.4 billion people, who do not have access to proper sanitation
even till 2015. (Omer , 2004)

2.2

Geographical Setting
The total area of Pakistan is 796096 Km2 , of which Baluchistan province

occupies 43%, Punjab 25.8%, Sindh 17.7% North West Frontier 9.4% and Northern
areas 4.1%. Nearly 60% of the land mass of Pakistan is mountainous, 30% plain and
rest is desert and semi desert. Pakistan on the North and North West, is bounded by
Afghanistan, 2252Km Durand Line, on west by Iran 804Km, on Northeast by China
585Km, India in East 1600 Km whereas Arabian Sea lies in the Southeast. Pakistan
lies between latitude 23° 30' to 36°-45' north and between the longitude 61° to 75° 31 '
east, north to south extension is 1600 Km and about 885 Km east to west. Population
wise Pakistan ranks on number nine whereas area wise ranks at 34 th . Pakistan is land
of diversified relief. (Rafique, 1990, pp1-15)
Kureshy, 1997) by using values computed from 1.1 million maps that 468,000
Km2 in the north and west form mountainous land and plateau and 328,000 comprise
of plain area with approximation.(pp.11-29)
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The northern and north western mountains present three mighty mountain
ranges of the world,

Himalaya, Karakuram and Hindu Kush. Here largest

concentration of mountains on Earth is located, with higher than 2000m calculation in
the South and higher than 8000m in the north. In this mountainous belt, there are 20
peaks of over 7500m elevation among these nine peaks have more than 7900m
elevation including K-2 8611m (2nd highest in the world), four Gasherbrum peaks,
Broad peak, Nanga Parbat (8128m) and Tirichmir (7992m).
Physically, according to distinct land forms different authors have divided the
country in to varying parts as per their study or for convenience. Kheli (1997) Sethi
(2007) divides the country into six major physiographic regions, Khalid (2001)
Kureshi (1997) encompass the country in five physical division whereas The
Cambridge Encyclopedia (1989) consolidates the same with three physical regions.

2.2.1 Topography/ Land Forms
Three mountain ranges are specified by Sethi (2007), to the north, north-east
and north-west of Pakistan. The great Himalayas extend for 2500Km from east to
west. Himalaya with average altitude 4000 meters, are situated south of Karakoram
Range. The Siwaliks, the lesser or Lower Himalayas and Central Himalayas are the
different parts of the Himalayas. Low altitude (600-1200 meters) Siwaliks are located
near Attock, medium altitude lesser Himalayas (1800-4500 meters) occur in northern
Hazara and Murree whereas Central Himalayas are situated between Pir Punjal range
and Karakoram Range located in Kashmir. Kureshi (1997) points out Pamir Knot as
the point where Hindu kush branch off from Himalayas. It is an important intersection
where borders of Pakistan, Afghanistan and China meet on north and north-west
border. The range direction is north-south, runs through Chitral, Swat and Dir. The
district Chitral encompasses larger part of Hindu Kush in North West Pakistan. Mc
Mohon and Hodleton (1902) was the earliest geologist who introduced geology of
Chitral in Hindu Kush.
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The fast flowing rivers, Kabul, Swat, Panj kora and Kunar flow through these
ranges with narrow valley floors and high steep valley walls. Average altitude of
Hindu Kush is 5000 meters. Hindu Kush range is contiguous with the Karakoram on
its west and Sor Laspor-Yarkin river valley make geographical demarcation of the
two.
The Karkoram, „meaning black gravel‟ is range which stretches more than
400Km from Hunza to Shyok. The range runs east-west with deep narrow valleys and
sharp peaks. It comprises the Southern marginal mass of the Asian Plate. (Kheli,
1997, pp577-590)The Cambridge Encyclopedia of South Asian Countries(1989)
describes “the Karakoram are probably much older than the main range of the
Himalayas to the east. Recent evidence suggests that their highest peak, K-2, may in
fact be even higher than Mount Everest. Its average altitude is about 6000 meters. The
west dimension of the range lies in Pakistan. A bleak and desolate massif, cut through
by the gorges of the Indus, the deepest of which is over 500 m and less than 25 Km
wide, the higher reaches are covered in places by extensive snow fields and huge
glaciers”(p.35)
The Hindu Kush, the mountains and valleys of Northwest Frontier hills are in
complex stretch. The best description is in terms of rivers and their basins. Three
basins form the Sub montane region lying west of Indus. Banuu plains, irrigated by
Kurram river, to the north is Kohat plain, still north is Peshawar valley made of
alluvium brought by Kabul and Swat river. Swat and Panjkora rivers form territory of
the districts Swat and Dir respectively whereas valley of upper Kunar constitutes
Chitral district. (Johnson, 1981, pp. 6-16) Peaks like Sad Isragh (7,367 meters) and
Tirch Mir (7,700 meters) covered with permanent snow and ice.
The western bordering mountains comprise of many parallel ranges. These
mountains are lower than the north but still conspicuous. The hills disappear as
proceeded further south in the desert of Baluchistan, composed of stones and sand.
(The Cambridge Encyclopedia, 1989) Safed Koh Ranges are located to the south of
the Kabul River and river Kurram to the south of these ranges. The west-east strike is
strongly represented in the range. The general height of the Koh Safed is 3600 meters,
with highest peak, Sakaram, rising to 4,761 meters. Cultivation is practiced in the
region by the help of irrigation. The famous and historic magnificent Khyber Pass lies
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in this mountainous zone. Kheli (1997) has geologically described Khyber Pass “The
Khyber pass characterizes an isolated physiographic feature located on the W fringe
of the Peshawar plain, sharing the border with Afghanistan. The hills of Khyber pass
represent the S W continuation of the Hindu kush Range which on South is bordered
by Mesozoic –late Tertiary Kohat plateau and on the North and Northwest is
surrounded, respectively, by the Paleozoic-Mesozoic hill ranges of MohamandMalakand and Afghanistan”. (pp. 577-590)
The Khyber Pass stretch 53 Km northwestward in to Afghanistan through a
spur of Safed Koh range. The pass is narrow and twisting surrounded by rugged cliffs
of lime stone and shale.
The Waziristan is divided in North Waziristan and South Waziristan. This part
of the country is now a day is showing world‟s difficult battle between militants and
the Pak Army. Due to difficult terrain, advances are difficult as the border with
Afghanistan spread over a large part, Kurram and Gomal Rivers encompass the
Waziristan hills. Although Koh Safed and Waziristan hills make defensive barrier
with Afghanistan but the rugged terrain provides camouflage to the militant
infiltrators. Bannu valley is located on the east of the Waziristan Hills, near Tochi
pass and Dera Ismail Khan near Gomal pass act as important military Garrisons. Lowlying Bannu basin is drained by a number smaller streams flow from surrounded hills
and mountains. Kurram dam on Kurram River provides irrigation to the area.
South of Gomal River and west of Indus River, Sulaman Range extends for
480 Km in the north-south direction. The average height is 600 meters; highest peak
is Takht-i-Sulaiman (3,443 meters). At the southern and of Sulaiman Range are Bugti
and Marri Hills, draining westward to the Bolan River further south it meets the low
Kirthar range average, height 300 meters, running north-south and make the western
boundary of the lower Indus plain. The Hab and Lyari Rivers are meager source of
surface water draining into the Arabian Sea.

2.2.1.1 Western Mountains Economic Activities
The western mountains are dry and devoid of vegetation. The climate and
relief are unfavorable for farming and because of difficult rugged terrain irrigative
canals and other facilities are not only costly rather some places do not have easy
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access for developmental work. Although urban center like Peshawar, Kohat and
Bannu are well connected to the rest of the country. Many parts of this region lack
different modern facilities apart from physical and economics constraints cultural
constraints even impede the development. Due to dry climate nomadism and rearing
of cattle especially sheep and goat is one of the main occupations of the locals.
Although the western mountain has considerable mineral resources, different public
and private entrepreneur are extracting but not at large scale. Even at national level
minerals contribute about 1% to the country‟s GNP. (Kheli, 1997, pp.577-590)
Most of the world‟s Alpine glaciers lie in this mountainous belt, including
Baltoro 58 Km long in the Karakoram Range, Batura 58 Km long in the Hunza Valley
in the Karakoram Range, Siachen 78 Km long located in the Karakoram Range. In
this mountainous belt four glacier terraces are recognized, having elevation, 10001200m; 1800-2000 meters; 2500-3000 meters and 3500-4000 meters. (Sethi, 2007,
pp.1-22) (Kheli, 1997, pp.577-590)
The precipitation in high altitude of mountains is in the form of snow. Severe
climate in the higher mountainous region makes life severe so density of the
population remains low. Even some of the passes in the region are open only for few
months. Nomadic and Semi nomadic life is observed in different parts of the
mountains. Agriculture is possible in that area where water is available in sufficient
quantity. Rice is cultivated on the terraces of Hindu Kush and in the Karakoram
barely and millets are the main crops. Fruit and dry fruit is also source of food and
income for the people of the area. Alpine forests also supply the timber for the
country.

2.2.2 Plateaus
The Baluchistan Plateau is situated in the south-west of Pakistan. It is an
extensive plateau with and average altitude of 600-3010 meters and an area of
347,190 Km. Sulaiman, Kirthar and Pab Ranges separate plateau from the Indus plain.
A variety of distinct physical features are studied

in this vast region of

Baluchistan.The Gomal River on the north of Takht-e-Sulaiman separate the
Baluchistan region, broad high upland features from the north where valleys and
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mountains spurs are the main features of the terrain. Structurally, this is one of the
most complex corners, where Great Himalaya and Karakoram ranges undulating from
southeast to northeast. (Johnson, 1981, pp.6-16) Among some distinctive features of
the Bluchistan are the lobes, the irregular depressions. Zhob-Loralai Basin forms a
lobe, surrounded by Sulaiman range and central Bruhi range, which reaches short of
Quetta, a small basin. This basin is surrounded by Zarghum, Takato, Khalifat, Chiltan
and Murdar Gharh hills, from all sides. Another common land form of the Baluchistan
is low lying plateau of the north western part, separated from each other by mountain
ranges, like the Ras Koh and Chagai hills. An important characteristics of Baluchistan
is inland drainage, many small rivers drain in to land, some drain in Hamun-iMashkel. Some rivers, like Hub and Loralai, drain into Arabian Sea. Some parts of
Baluchistan plateau have lakes, locally known as Hamuns. But most of the year these
lakes are dry and filled by seasonal rain fall. Hamun-i-Mashkel (54 miles long and 22
miles wide and Hamun-i-Lora are among major saline water lakes. A number of
barren mountain ranges, with average altitude 600-3010 meters, present versatile
landscape. The Kirthar range which forms boundary between the Sindh plain and the
Baluchistan plateau, lies south of Sulaiman range.( Pakistan Almanac, 2005, pp.6-12).
Lasbela plain on the east and Makran coast on the west form coastal areas of
Bluchistan. Zhob, Porali, Hingo and Dasht are mentionable rivers of this area which
drain into Arabian Sea.
Baluchistan falls in dry zone; rain is occasional, it is outside sphere of the
monsoon current. During rain narrow channels of rivers deposit gravel, boulders, sand
and silt at foothills. The dryness of weather develops bareness, vegetation is scarce.
Farming is dependent on subsoil water on limited scale. Due to many repelling
factors, sparse settlements are found. Shortage of water, lack of infrastructure rugged
vast land and orthodox feudal system still obstructs the largest province of the country
to progress in spite of great valuable mineral reserves.
The Potwar plateau presents picturesque, located south of capital Islamabad. It
is far flanked in the west by river Indus and in the east by river Jhelum, in the north by
Kala Chitta range and Margalla Hills in the south by Salt Range. Johnson (1981)
describes Potwar as distinctive sub-montane region having an area of 18,000 Km2 , the
height varies from 305 to 610 meters above sea level. Haro and Soan River, the
seasonal streams flow from east to west and after crossing the region fall in the Indus.
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A distinctive topography is studied in the region, consisting of ridges, troughs
and basins. Streams and hill torrents have eroded and dissected large part of the
plateau it makes irrigation much difficult. Salt Range is considered as typical bad
land. Agriculture is mostly dependant on rainfall (375-500 mm), small dams built in
the catchment areas of the streams. Other than large alluvial plain of Haro-Soan,
agriculture on the bottom and terraces of valleys is also practiced. (Pakistan Almanac,
2006).
The Salt Range starts in the east near the Jhelum district in Jogitilla and
Bakrala Ridge. It consists of a number of parallel low hills, valleys basin plains or
plateau. Some saline lakes, Kallar Kahar, Sakasar and Khabeki are larger among a
number of lakes. The average height of the range is about 671 meters and the Sakesar
Peak (1525 meters) is the highest point in Salt Range. The range has ample reserves
of rock salt other than gypsum, lime stone, coal, gas and oil. (Rafique, 1990, pp.1-5)

2.2.3 Indus plains
Indus plains consist of the triangle of plains formed by Indus and the five
rivers, Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi, Beas and Sutlej. It is the most prosperous agricultural
region of Pakistan and the Indian Punjab. It stretches 1,050 to 1,130 Km from the
boundary of Potwar plateau to the south till Arabian Sea. (Rafique, 1990, pp.1-5)
The Indus plain constitutes western part of the Indo-Gagnetic plain which is northern
part of the sub-continent. It is made of the alluvium brought by the Indus and its
tributaries. The Indus plain covers an area approximately 181300 Km2 (70,000 mile2 ).
(Khalid , 2001,pp 139-147)
The plain has average gradient of 19 cm to one Km (approximately 1 meter to
5 meters) slopes gently to the sea. In spite of the absence of major relief feature, the
micro relief features are of great importance due their relationship to flooding and
irrigation. Geographers like (Kureshi, 1997; Sethi, 2007) divide the Indus plain in two
major parts, upper Indus plain and lower Indus plain. Whereas five micro relief
features are present in this great region. Active flood plain lies on both sides of the
rivers. This narrow adjacent strip is flooded in every rainy season especially during
summer monsoon. At the end of rainy season, dry and braided channels, rich in
alluvium, are apparent all over. The active flood plain present along all the rivers
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except southern half of River Ravi due to little water flow. This 40 Km wide strip is
quite fertile and important for agriculture. Embankments are made on the outer
margins of the active flood plain to protect the neighboring areas from flood. The
meander and cover flood plains are only flooded during heavy rains in monsoon
season. Jhelum, Chenab and Ravi River have wide spread meander plain. Indus river
has wide spread meander in the Sindh. „Alluvial terraces‟ is another micro relief
feature of this plain. There terraces are areas of higher ground between rivers. The flat
alluvial terraces are very good for agriculture if the irrigation facilities are available.
Ganji bar Nili bar and Sandal bar are most fertile alluvial terraces.
In Indus plain is the most developed and productive region of the country.
Fertile soil with the help of vast irrigation system, make it excellent for farming.
Although water shortage and orthodox carefree management, retards the progress
noticeably.
Piedmont plains are mostly agricultural lands located at the foothills of
Sulaiman, Kirthar and Himalayan mountains. Piedmonts have smaller tract of land as
compared to doabs having gentle slope with some flat patches. Low water flow is
recorded in the regions stream, river or hill torrents except in the rainy season. (Sethi,
2007, pp.1-22)
Vast area of deserts, in different parts of the country, present dry and desolate
conditions. Thal is located between River Indus and River Jhelum, Thar comprising of
Cholistan, Nara and Tharparkar located on the south-eastern part of Pakistan. The
Kharan desert in the south-western part of Bluchistan is littered with stones and sand
over a vast area. Having dry and ultra dry climate desert will be discussed under
climatic conditions. Triangular shaped tide delta of Indus plain extends south of
Thatta to the Arabian Sea. Rafiq (1990) explains this deltaic physiography “South of
Thatta in Sindh and consist of marshy salt plain almost flush with sea level. Besides
having some pastures, it is an old silted up marine gulf and is flooded sea-water
during the monsoon”.

2.3

Climate Setting
Importance of study of climatology is well established since World War II and

is well recognized in different fields of life particular utility in economics, social
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planning, water management and agriculture management. Climate is study of
average spatial distribution of different climate elements, e.g. temperature, rainfall,
pressure, winds, humidity and evaporation etc and their relation to man‟s activities.
While discussing climate of the region under study i.e. .Pakistan, different types of
climates prevail in the country marked by great contrast between high mountains and
board plains. Elements of climate vary widely. This variation of the climate is due to
latitudinal extent, variation in altitude, high mountainous regions, varying distance
from sea, desert environment, occurrence of monsoon climate and penetration of
western disturbance. (Awasti, 1995, p.23)

2.3.1 Climate Pakistan
Sethi (2007) relates climatic divisions of Pakistan with topography. Highland
climate of mountainous areas, rainfall is associated with altitudes. The northern
mountains experience highest rainfall in the highland climatic zone where as Western
Mountain, the least rainfall. Temperature conditions also vary from north to west
depending on the altitude. Lowland climate zone includes whole of the Indus plains
except coastal areas. It has semi arid to arid climate, hot summer with summer
monsoon rainfall and mild winter. The amount of rainfall varies from north to south.
Coastal climatic zone comprise coastal belt and Indus Delta. Daily temperature range
is low. Arid climate zone comprises deserts of Bluchistan, Sindh and Punjab, where
rainfall is less than 300 mm. summer temperature are high. (pp.23-37
Sajjad (2004) depicts summary of Pakistan climate „Pakistan Climate is dry and hot
near the coast, becoming, progressively cooler toward the northeastern up lands. The
winter season is generally cold and dry. The hot season begins in April, and by end of
June the temperature may reach 49° c. Between July and September, the monsoon
provides an average rainfall of 38cm (15cm) in the northern areas. Rainfall can vary
radically from year to year and successive pattern of flooding and drought.‟

All of the country lies north of tropic of cancer. The great wall of Himalaya
blocks influence of mid-latitude central Asia. Climatologically different parts of
Pakistan have contrast on the one hand; snow and blizzards are being recorded in the
northern, North and North Western part of the country. On the other hand dust and
sand storm are common in the Thar, Cholistan desert during summer. (Pant and
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Kummar, 1997, p. 133) Pakistan is wholly outside tropics although the climate is
classified as tropical climate, more precisely tropical monsoon. As the monsoon is
spread for a short term so the climate comes to be continental semi arid. (Kheli,1997,
pp.577-590)
In summer Pakistan is considered meteorologically as tropical and in winter
subtropical. The country is having continental type of climate with little rainfall.
Latitudinal extension of the country is such that (24o N to 36o N) major part of
the country lies in tropical, above 30 0 N it is extra tropical region, having middlelatitude westerly weather system. In winter equator ward shift of the belt bring rain to
the country, in summer this belt shifts northward so only northern part of the country
receives rain.
Monsoon system hits the country from east, giving rain to NE Kashmir, NE
Punjab and eastern KPK. Nature of tropical weather system is different than extra
tropical weather system. Frontal activities are absent in the tropical region.
Thunderstorm occurs throughout the tropics. Hurricanes and tropical cyclones move
from east to west before turning towards north. As frontal activities are absent in
tropics, the convergence and divergence from clouds and precipitation. There are two
convergence zones, Equatorial convergence zone and monsoon convergence zone.
Four main weather system control water resources over the region in which
Pakistan

lies,

western

disturbances,

convectional currents and

monsoon

tropical cyclone.

system,

local development

of

Western system is formed over

Mediterranean Sea or North Atlantic Ocean during November to April; begin to move
easterly or north easterly direction causing rainfall over northern Pakistan. Gradually
these western lows move from extreme north to lower latitudes with onward season
advanced .Moist monsoon from south east to east enter the region and cause rainfall
over the region. Local moist weather condition of northern Punjab and KPK produce
convectional currents causing rainfall in the area. Tropical cyclones are experienced
pre monsoon (May) and post monsoon (October-November).
A number of causes are responsible for failure of weather systems as: 1) Anti
cyclone over Tibet (200 mb) shifts eastward (ii) low differential heating (iii) weak
Somali jet at 1 to 5 km (iv) Monsoon axis shifts towards foot hills of Himalayas (v)
Himalayan snow (vi) weak westerly stream shifting to higher latitude (vii) low
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temperature gradient is present in the upper air between 30° N and equator (viii) At
higher latitude lows are formed (ix) Failure due to El - Nino and La- Nina effects.
All means of irrigation are linked with activeness of weather and droughts
occur due to the failure of weather system. (Riaz, 2002, pp.47-48)

2.3.2 Climatic Change
Parry and Timothy argue that like weather climate is also variable. The
climate of any region is not exactly same of one year to other year. „A climate change
can be defined as change in the average climate (or its variability) from one averaging
period to the next.‟ Overall, it is evident that 20 th century has been most warm century
since 1400 years.( Parry and Timothy,1998,pp.5-22)
It is essential to assess impact of climatic change on sea level, rainfall pattern,
aridity, changes in land use, forestry & agriculture and that of water resources for the
development of the region.(Pant and Kummar, 1997,p.46)
By considering world climatic record since 1861, it is evident that temperature
rise is between 0.3°C to 0.6°. But this significant change is irregular, high latitude
maritime regions had greatest impact whereas tropics were affected most. The global
warming of twentieth century is evident.
Global climate change is affecting different fields of life. Global surface air
temperatures have increased by about 0.3 o -0.60 C since the late 19th century and 0.2 o 0.3 0 C during last 40 years. Pakistan , a part South Asia has also observed warming in
spite of less emission of green house gasses as compared to industrialized developed
countries. (Pant and Kummar, 1997,p.47)

2.3.2.1 Temperature as an Independent variable
“Temperature is considered as an independent variable while studying
different climatic elements. Temperature variation causes corresponding changes in
pressure distribution and consequently in wind direction and its velocity which
control atmospheric humidity, condensation, formation of clouds and their draft in the
sky, precipitation and storms. Either directly or indirectly temperature governs all
other weather elements, there is none of such vital importance to

living things as

temperature and there is none which exercise so profound affect over population
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distribution. As far as the climatic study of an area is concerned, temperature holds a
key position because it determines the character of local climate. Hence it becomes
essential to analyze the existing temperature conditions, its aerial and seasonal
distribution, annual variation of its magnitude, temperature anomalies, ranges and
extreme etc.”(Awasti,1995,p.53)
The surface temperature over this South Asian region shows a variety of
trends in is seasonal and diurnal pattern and is greatly modified by the altitude,
location relation to the sea coast and geographical features. (Pant and Kummar,
1997,p.14-15)
Savant August Arrhenius, a Swedish physical chemist (1859-1927) was first to
propose the theory of global warming. He argued that by doubling mixing ratios due
to increased combustion of coal in the UK would increase temperature by 5 °C.
(Jacobson, 2002,pp.310-350) Since last century environmental threats are increasing
tremendously.

Climate change and

global warming are linked

with these

environmental degrading scenarios. Global warming and climate change are used
synonymously but climate change gives a wider sense. Being a global phenomenon,
impact of climate change has become critical for the world. The underdeveloped
countries or developing countries like Pakistan would have more damages because of
their precarious situation.
Man can alter only the human activities as reduction of greenhouse gasses, but
it is beyond one‟s reach to change or stop external forces like, solar variations; the to
alter earth‟s orbital element or natural internal processes of the climate. Certain
pollutants by different human activities are increasing percentage of greenhouse
gasses emission in the atmosphere, most important of these are Co 2 , CH4 , N 2 o,
CFCs, water vapors and other industrial gases. Solar radiation reaches to outer skirt of
atmosphere without loss. But afterwards depletion starts by reflection, depletion and
absorption in different parts. Earth radiates long wave or infrared radiation back to the
space in relevant proportion. But GHG act as cover to outgoing weak long wave
radiation. This radiation is trapped by clouds and GHG which in turn enhances the
warming of atmosphere, causing global warming. Main cause of increase in GHG is
human activities. Industrial Revolution of 18th century triggered GHG emission in the
atmosphere which reached to peak during recent decades. Global warming is no more
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a theory rather it is affecting millions of people around the world in terms of severe
weather, droughts, flood, heat waves, cyclones and anti cyclones. (Mustafa, 2007,
pp.91-114)
By 2006 average surface temperature of earth has warmed by 0.7 c in the last
125 years, CO 2 and other green house gasses atmospheric activities .It is evident that
this global warming is man induced. (Ruddiman, 2008, p.321) Numerous impacts of
climate change are observed over the entire globe. Warming of globe giving rise to
snow and ice melting, rise in the sea level and change in weather systems.
In the summary for Policy Makers in the fourth Assessment Report of
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change(IPCC)

further increase is noted in

continuity of Global warming, as eleven years 1995-2006) rank among the warmest
years. Since 1850 as per instrumental record rise in sea level at an average 1.8 mm per
year from 1961-2003. But during decade 1993-2003 a faster rate was observed, at an
average 3.1 mm year. The total twentieth century estimated sea level rise as 0.17 m.
(IPCC,2007)

2.3.2.2 Rise in Sea level
During last century sea level has rose 17 cm approximately on average, which
was contributed 4cm to thermal expansion, 5cm to mountain glaciers 2cm to Green
land and Antarctica which also reveals global warning. During 1900s average sea
level rise was 1.7 mm / year. But since 1992 this has increased to 3mm/years.

2.3.2.3 Retreating Mountain Glaciers
“Mountain glaciers cover 680 Km2 of earth‟s land surface and represent 4%
of the total surface area of land covered by ice on Earth. Mountain Glacier makes 1%
of land ice, 99% of mountain glaciers are retreating since middle 1800s.Rate of ice
melting has increased since 1990s in Green land. (Ruddiman, 2008, p.341)

2.3.3 Climate Change Variability
„Climate change issue is considered as the large challenge for sustainable
development in the Third Assessment Report of the intergovernmental panel on
climate change. This occurs because the impact of climate variability and change
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climate policy responses and associated socioeconomic development will affect the
ability of the countries to achieve sustainable development goals.‟
„The Earth‟s climatic system has demonstrated by change on both global and
regional scales since the pre industrial era, with some of changes attributable to
humans activities. Human activities have increased the atmospheric concentration of
key anthropogenic greenhouse gases, (i.e., Co 2, CH4, N2 o (nitrous oxide) and
tropospheric ozone (O 3 ) reached their highest recorded levels in 1990s, primarily due
to combustion of fossil fuel, agriculture and land use changes‟. „Globally it is very
likely that 1990s decade‟ was warmest decade and 1998 the warmest year in the
instrumental record (1860-2000). The increase in the surface temperature over 20 th
century for Northern Hemisphere is likely to have been greater than that for any other
century in the last 1000 years. Insufficient data are available prior to 1860 in the
southern Hemisphere to compare the recent warming with changes over last 1000
years. Temperature changes have not been uniform globally but have varied over
region and different parts of the lower atmosphere”.
„There is new and stronger evidence that most of the warming observed over
the last 150 years is attributable to human activities.‟
„Changes in sea level, snow cover, ice extent, and precipitation are consistent
with warming climate near Earth Surface…. For instance, it is very likely that the 20 th
century warming has contributed significantly to the observed sea level rise; through
thermal expansion of sea water and wide spread loss of the land ice. There are no
demonstrated changes in overall Antarctic Sea ice extent from the years 1978 to
2000.‟
Joseph M. Moran and Michael D. Morgan have written in their book,
„Meteorology‟ that there are many evidences of climate change. According to them
mountain building and continental drift might give evidence of climatic changes over
millions of years. The systemic changes occurring in the earth orbit about the sun may
reveal climate shift of the order of 10,000 to 100,000 years. Greenhouse gases also
cause climatic change. Carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases are steadily used
in the modern industrial era. 80% increase of Co2 is because of fossil fuel combustion.
(Moran and Morgan, 1997, pp.471-485)
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2.3.4 Temperature Rise in Pakistan
“The annual surface temperature of South Asia has been slightly increasing
since 1940. Records of different meteorological stations account for warming in the
annual surface air temperature observed over the various meteorological stations of
South Asia. Climatic changes over the Asian monsoon regions, of which Subcontinent is major part, are of global concern, particularly in view of the high
concentration of the human population. There are enough indications to suggest that
South Asia has a share of global warming.” (Sajjad, 2004) Karachi

shows

regular

increase in the temperature. The temperature is rising about 0.37% per decade.
Temperature has increased about 1.01% during last 53 years. Nawabshah temperature
is rising fast since 1997. Temperature increased 0.21% during 1971-2001. Jacobabad
has little change in mean temperature. Hyderabad has no change in mean maximum
temperature but mean minimum temperature has an increasing trend, temperature is
rising since 1984. During 1984-2001 temperature has risen about 0.27%, annual
temperature is also changing. Lahore had decreasing trend during 1947-58, 1958 to
1984 no change was observed. After 1984 an increasing trend was observed in means
maximum temperature. Lahore temperature is rising slowly. Increasing rate is 1% per
50 years. The mean maximum- minimum temperature of Multan has not been
changing since long.

Temperature in Rawalpindi is decreasing in mean maximum and minimum
during 1947-71. After that an increasing trend is observed.
Bahawalpur has significance rising trend during 1976-2001 there is about
0.73% increase in the mean maximum temperature it may rise up to 2.1% till 20250.
Peshawar had decreasing trend in mean maximum during 1973-1983. For last
two decades temperature of Peshawar is rising fast. During last 50 year there is 0.4%
increase in temperature of the city.
Quetta, Zhob, Dalbadin and Panjgoor have significant increase in mean
maximum and minimum temperatures. In Quetta since 1982 to 2001 mean maximum
temperature increased 0.7%.The mean maximum temperature of Zhob increased 0.3%
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during last three decades. The Dalbadin temperature rose 1.6% during last two
decades. In Jehlum temperature is increasing on regular terms since 1980. The linear
trend during the entire data period 1947-2000 has a change in temperature at 5% level
per 50 years. So the surface temperature of Pakistan is rising. (Sajjad, 2004)

2.3.5

Rainfall Importance
Rainfall being one of the most important and conspicuous of all atmospheric

processes for survival of all plants and animals, has always attached the greatest
attention of planners in different fields of life.
“Rainfall is a product of different climatic phenomena as evaporation,
condensation, vapour pressure and formation of clouds. Rainfall plays an important
role in the assessment of climatic water balance of a region. It also controls humidity
and aridity of a region, which are to determine efficiency of agriculture. It is essential
to study its characteristics amounts, monthly seasonal variation, percentage, intensity,
variability and it‟s a real distribution” (Awasti, 1995, p.142)

2.3.5.1 Monsoon
The monsoon circulation is most pronounced over a vast area from Pakistan
(in west) to Japan

(in east) .Himalaya mountain play major role in development of

Asia monsoon (Pant and Kummar, 1997, p.18), Because of land –ocean count and
orographic barriers summer monsoon is quite developed. In spite of regularity of
monsoon there are fluctuations in the intensity and spatiality on time scale ranging
from days to decades. Each monsoon season has its own characteristics in terms of
precipitation .Summer monsoon of Asia get encounter with anticyclone of Tibetan
Plateau. Although at surface extending from heat low over Pakistan, southeast wards
up to Gangetic West Bengal is semi permanent feature of the summer monsoon
activity in South Asia. This monsoon is quite influenced by this trough. Regular
changes in monsoon rainfall in the region occur frequently. (Pant and Kummar, 1997,
p.110)
In recent years satellite observations and international observation plan
considerably provide data to get insight into mechanism of monsoon circulation and
other climatologically features of the region. Spatial and temporal variations of
monsoon are observed, being dependable source of water, not only for Pakistan but
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for the whole region, have multiple impact on the economy of the countries. Even
economic planning especially that of natural resources over the region is dependent on
monsoon rainfall. It has seasonal fulcrum like situation i.e. occurrence of flood in one
part and drought in other part. 80 % of the total annual rain fall in major parts of the
country is contributed to the summer monsoon. (Pant and Kumar, 1997, pp.30-33, 53)
Atmospheric flow pattern associated with monsoon change seasonally. There are a
number of complex causes which establish monsoon current but fundamental cause is
excess of heating of Asian landmass in summer and cooling in winter in comparison
with surrounding water bodies. (Pant and Kummar, 1997, p.70)Rain fall in Pakistan is
seasonal is predominately due to monsoon system during 3 months of monsoon.
Western disturbance during winter give some precipitation in the form of rain fall and
snow.
Monsoon depression normally forming over the Bay of Bengal north of 18 o N
latitude and move west-north across the centre of northern part of the sub continent
giving wide spread rains. (Pant and Kummar, 1997, p13)

The mountains and high plateau of central Asia favour summer monsoon, by
deflecting the upper westerlies northward and by making an important heat source in
upper troposphere. Excessive heating of the plateau lowers the low pressure zone over
northern India, to develop a strong air stream. (Flohn, 1960,pp75-88)
Tibetan plateau, 4.5 Km above sea level, an enormous body, plays an
important role in Asian Climate. It acts as mechanical barrier and high level heat
source. During the summer monsoon most prominent weather phenomenon is
anticyclone over the Tibetan Plateau. Basically monsoon circulation is due to
conspicuous, irregular difference of land and water bodies in the region which have
contrasting characteristics of weather. (Koteswaram, 1958, pp.10, 43-45)
Important socio-economic impacts on local, regional and national scale have
been observed due to variation in summer monsoon. Rainfall affects all parts of
society .As the country is arid to semiarid any significant change in climate can
disturb the highly populated society. Awasti, 1995, pp. xxiii, xxxix)
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Latif and Tariq (2006) while discussing Indus Irrigation System of Pakistan
discusses importance of rainfall, as a source of water but as the rain is unreliable and
insufficient for crop growth. A large part of rainfall (approximately 70%), floods the
area or flows into the sea without much of the utility on one hand and causing
miseries to the villages and towns by floods. Plains of Sindh get more rainfall during
July-August with a decreasing trend from coastal to Central Sindh. Southern Punjab
and northern Sindh are areas of low rainfall having 152 mm annual average. The areas
above Salt Range get higher annual average of 635 mm, including districts of Jhelum,
Rawalpindi, Attock and Mianwali.(p.11) An important contribution of water in Indus
Plains and Peshawar Valley is 26 MAF but its contribution to the crops is about
6MAF in the irrigated areas. Khan and Ahmad (1988) sate the average rainfall range
10mm to 1000 mm. they calculate the runoff losses from cultivated portion of rainfall
area nearly 6MAF. If water loss from rangelands and forest areas is added then this
loss rises to 18MAF approximately and that if 25% of this loss is conserved and
stored i.e. 4.5 MAF which can further be managed for proper utilization in agriculture
and power sector for a visible change in barani backward areas people.
In Pakistan, northern Indian, Nepal, Bhutan and Bangladesh, the winter
westerlies dominate at surface level and also at high altitudes. The quite important
regional climatic characteristics of northern Pakistan and north western India depend
on these western disturbances. Winter westerlies bring appreciable amounts of rain to
a narrow belt of N.W.F.P and Punjab in addition to Peshawar vale. The Cambridge
Encyclopedia of South Asian Countries, 1989, p.35)
Pakistan is one of the densely populated countries in the world‟s most
populated region, South Asia. Being part of the region she shares different climatic
phenomenon and characteristics. As the most part of the country is arid and semi arid,
so significant climatic change would affect different fields of the life. The southwest
monsoon (summer monsoon) season, June to September, is responsible for 70-90% of
rainfall in South Asia. Western disturbances give some rain to north and north western
part of India and adjoining areas of Pakistan during winter as rainfall and snow fall.
(Pant and Kumar, 1997, p.32) There are several instances of rainfall departure in
different years having extreme weather conditions, causing floods to draught.
Parthasarthy and Kothwale, 1995, p.113)
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During July 2007, over 6000 villages were hit by flood in Sindh and
Baluchistan, due the unexpected rains and floods 350 people died and Rs. 8.427
billion worth damage caused in agriculture sector Dawn 14th July 2007.
The major parts of Southern plains are basically arid. (Bryson and Murray
2004, p.171).The major rainfall season of Pakistan is summer monsoon season, mean
summer monsoon rainfall of Pakistan is 13.3 cm which accounts for about 58.5% of
the annual rainfall, based on the data 1901-1990.(Chaudry, 1994)

2.3.6 Climate/ Desert
Climatic variations and human activities are among the different factors which
promote desertification. Although desertification may occur in any climatic zone but
dry and hot climatic regions are more prone to this phenomenon development, where
degeneration of land, water and other resources takes place. According to UNEP
report, 785 million people of the world are to be affected by desertification, which is
18% of the world‟s population. It is further stated that 50,000 to 70,000 Km2 of
cultivable land is going out of production each year. The total 34.75 million Km2
decertified area is 75% of dry land productive area of the world and 40% of the entire
world productive area. It is estimated that 26 billion dollars loss is being faced by
world annually because of the loss of agricultural production as per desertification.
Pakistan has 79.6 million hectare total area. Estimates show that major part,
85% i.e. 70 million hectares fall under semi arid and arid climate where as 41 million
hectare of desert land with extra-arid climate. The main deserts are Thar, Cholistan,
Thal and Chagi-Kharan. (Akram and Khan et al., 1995, pp.1-11), Vast Area of
Cholistan desert 26,000 Km2 has rain as main source of water. Ground water is
mainly saline. Annual rain varies 100mm to 250mm. The mean annual temperature of
the area is about 27.5°c. Thar desert, covering 30% of the total Sind area, 43,276
Km2 , have arid climate with an average rainfall 200-300 mm mostly during monsoon
season. Mean maximum and mean minimum annual temperature are 35.5°c and
20.5°c respectively. Water is scarce commodity of the Thar Desert, human and
livestock both depend on wells and ponds. The Thal desert, 23000 Km2 , also fall in
Punjab province. About 50% of the Thal fall in arid to ultra arid region (rain fall less
than 200 mm) where as remaining half falls in semi arid zone (rain fall 200-500 mm)
about one third of Thal desert has irrigation facilities. Chagi and Kharan desert is
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located in Baluchistan. The climate of the desert is dry but healthy, mean annual
rainfall is 127 mm maximum rainfall is during January – March mean annual
maximum and minimum temperature is 29.8°c and 16.6° c respectively.
In deserts rainwater harvesting can be operated by suitable catchments for
domestic water use, livestock, wildlife, aforestation and crops. Different Government
and Non government organizations have set up different projects to facilitate the
rainwater harvest in the deserts. At Dingarh in Cholistan desert, PCRWR research
station rainwater harvested and stored more than 49 million liter per annum. This
water is used for human population consumption, livestock and for wild life at
Dingarh (Akram and Ahmad, 1999, pp121-131)

2.3.7 Anomalies
Irregularity to cool water of eastern tropical Pacific happens every few years
and these normally cool waters of eastern tropical Pacific become unusually warm in
a phenomenon called El Nino. During El Nino years weather pattern of the world is
disturbed, flooding rains can strike one part of the globe, while unusual drought may
occur in other parts of the world. (Water Encyclopedia, vol 4, 2005, p.191)
Ruddiman (2008) describes:

“El Nino events recur irregularly with in broad

band of 2-7 years and each fluctuation lasts for about a years. In addition to ENSO
changes, other Oscillation has been detected in smaller regions. This oscillation
appears as changes in surface pressure, temperature and winds that may persist for
many years or even decades”. (p.320) It has far reaching impact on climate, economy
and planning. Actually, it is referred to southward current that runs along the coast of
southern Ecuador and northern Peru during the summer of that hemisphere when
Trade winds are weakest. El Nino is referred to Christ child as these warm current sets
after Christmas. (Quinn, 1987,p.411) Every few years due to warmer surface of
Pacific Ocean, severe effect on the weather in many parts of the world is recorded.
(Oxford Advanced Learner‟s Dictionary, 2005, p.497)
During El Nino anomalous warm and fresh surface water is carried hundreds
of kilometers further south. The sea surface high temperature persists for months for
more than a year. El Nino is also known to be associated to the climatic uncertainties
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over distant area of the world. (Pant and Kumar, 1997) According to Berlage (1957)
Southern Oscillation is atmospheric counterpart to El-Nino. (p.52)
„During the high southern oscillation phase precipitation tends to be abundant
in the Indonesian-Australian region, the north equatorial Pacific, most of the south
Asian region, SE Africa and Northern Coast of South America. Relatively dry
conditions prevail over the equatorial Pacific, the southern tip of India and Sri Lanka,
east of central Africa, the Panama river basin and northern Mexico .During the low
phase of the Southern Oscillation the patterns of rainfall anomalies are approximately
opposite to those mentioned above in the case of high opposite phase” (Ropelewski
and Halpert, 1987;1989)

The El-Nino and southern Oscillation ( ENSO) are highly

interactive, sea surface temperatures and Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) anomalies
are highest simultaneously. Many climatic implications due to ENSO in tropical, extra
tropical and many remote areas are documented, although causes of ENSO
mechanism development are not well understood.
Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) was developed as fluctuating relationship in
sea level pressure between the eastern tropical Pacific and the tropical Indian Ocean
based on the pressure data at certain representative stations. (Pant and Kumar, 1997)
Cold sea surface temperature anomalies are La Nina and Warm sea surface
temperature anomalies are El Niño. The phenomenon of cooling of the water in the
central and eastern Pacific that happen every few years and affect the weather in many
parts of the world is described as La Nina (Oxford Advanced Learner‟s Dictionary,
2005, p.863)

2.3.8 Climate Change; Effect on Water Resources
Water resources depletion crisis may have resulted partly from the climate
change and partly due to mismanagement of the water resources by the concerned
authorities. Global warming, ozone depletion, loss of tropical forests and marine life
is believed to be dangerous just like nuclear danger. The depletion of ozone layer is
raising temperatures of the different parts of the world. Which in turn would cause a
swear drought in the hotter areas of the world as evaporation would enhance due to
additional heat. So the hot arid areas would become ultra arid. (Mastoor, 2008, pp.95102)
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Peterson and Klepper (2003) state that the climate changes will affect
precipitation which in turn affect water resources and demand for water.
Scientists were of the point of view that weather change would not exert major
affect on the hydrological cycle. But little changes in climate in recent years reveal
significant affect on the water resources in some part of the world.
The major cause of the weather changes is the sun, although other factors
include man induced effects, increasing green-house gases, aerosols and geographical
events, like volcanic activity.
Atmospheric and oceanic circulations play important role in the climate
change. El Nino term is referred to the high sea surface temperature which persists for
long period especially in eastern and central Pacific. During 1997 Sea surface
temperatures in tropical Pacific were 5°c (9°f) higher than the routine temperatures of
these weather phenomena are occurring for thousands of years, although during recent
years they occur frequently with regularity. La Nina is often followed by El Nino,
having lower temperature than long term averages of sea surface temperatures. The
corresponding atmospheric circulation, Southern Oscillations (SO), together with El
Nino is termed as ENSO.
Climate Changes would affect precipitation and run off. Due to rise in
temperature, evaporation would be enhanced which in turn increase precipitation to
balance the moisture as water vapor would not stay in atmosphere more than ten days.
These changes would further enhance spring glacier melting on one hand and on the
other in river catchments mountainous areas on rain fall would increase the snow fall.
At the same time snowfall period be shortened with an increase in runoff. The areas
with lower moisture in the soil, due to enhanced evaporation would be converted to
more dry regions. Hence drought occurrence would increase in these arid and ultra
arid areas. In arid and semi arid regions of the world even smaller changes in climate
would affect water supply enormously. (Khan and Ahmad, 2002, pp.13-14)
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2.3.9 Global Warming; Warning
Kyoto Protocol is an international agreement adopted in December 1997 in
Japan. The protocol sets binding targets for developed countries for addressing global
warming. The countries are required to specifically reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
In future global warming poses threat to the survival of mankind. During
coming decades, frequent extreme climate would be observed. Kofi Annan, then UN
Secretary General, on 15th November 2006, addressed Climate Change Conference in
Nairobi:
“Climate change is not just an environmental issue, as too many people still
believe. It is and all-encompassing threat. It is a threat to health, since a warmer world
is one in which infectious disease such as malaria and yellow fever will spread further
and faster. It could imperil the world‟s food supply, as rising temperatures and
prolonged drought render fertile areas unfit for grazing or crops. It could endanger the
very ground on which nearly half the world population live coastal cities such as
Lagos or Cape Town, which face inundation from sea levels rising as a result of
melting icecaps and glaciers. (Annan, 2006)
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Chapter 3
Water Development: Setting

3.1

Indus Rivers System
Indus Rivers System comprises of Indus along with its tributaries, Ravi, Beas

and Sutlej, Jhelum, Chenab whereas Kabul River joins south of Peshawar Valley, near
Attock. (The Encyclopedia Americana vol15, 1984, p.103)
The main eastern tributaries of Indus are the Sutlej Ravi, Chenab; Jhelum rising at
higher altitude in Himalayas, passing through Indian held Kashmir enters the plains of
Pakistan. River Beas joins the river Sutlej at Harike in the Indian Territory
Rivers which lie on the west of Indus are smaller in size and less flow of water
than the eastern tributaries. The rivers Swat, Kabul, Tochi, Kurrum, Gomal and Bolan
join from west. During summer because of snow melt volume of these smaller
tributaries is enough but as in winter snow melt reduces their flow also reduces due to
lower temperatures.
But in Indus Basin water Treaty Beas, Ravi and Sutlej were regarded as
eastern rivers and Jhelum, Chenab and Indus as western rivers.
Indus is translated from word Sindh, is derived from Sanskrit, Sindhu means
“The lion river, the Indus derives its name from the Sanskrit word, Sindhu,
which means a large water body, a sea or an ocean. In Greek, it is called
"Sinthos" and in Latin, the "Sindus". The name gradually came to represent
the people who lived beyond it and the name Hindus was born. It took less
time to derive the name Indus gave people a lot more.
In the Rig Veda, there is a reference to "Sapta Sindhus", where Sapta means seven
and Sindhus, refers to rivers. The seven rivers are the Indus, her five tributaries and
the river Saraswati. The Rig Veda is also said to enumerate and many medicinal
plants found on the banks of the river Indus.
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The Mahabharata, another ancient Indian epic refers to Sindhu and the king who ruled
the region that nestled on the banks of the river. While dating epics and texts are still
arbitrary, the great Indus Valley Civilization at Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro, now in
Pakistan, are eloquent testament of the culture and people of the region. A site similar
to that and liked to that period has been unearthed at Lothal Gujarat, India.”
(diamerbhasha.com, 2010)
Indus river source is beyond Himalayas, in the Tibet Plateau, northwest of
Manasorwar lakes. ( Henry, 1890, p56) It rises at an altitude of 16000ft (4900 m) in
the south western Tibet flow down the slopes of Himalayas. ( The New Encyclopaedia
Britannica vol6, 1986, pp.301-302) It enters the Rupshu district of Indian Held
Kashmir at 79° 10'. (Henry, 1890, p56) It is one of the largest rivers of the world,
having length of 1,800 miles (2900 Km). An area of 450,000 sq miles (1,165,500
km2 ) is drained by the Indus. Its annual flow is double than the Nile River but its flow
varies greatly during the year, least in winter months and maximum during summer
because of snow melt and monsoon rains in catchments areas. It further narrates,
“The Zaskar, Shyok, Shigar, Hunza, Gilgit, Astor and other streams carry
snow and glacial melt water to the Indus from the main Himalayan range, the
Karakorum range, the Nanga Parbat Massif and the Kohistan ranges.” (The New
Encyclopaedia Britannica vol6, 1986, pp.301-302)
It crosses Jammu and Kashmir from the southeast at an elevation 13,800 feet
(4206meters). Below Leh, Capital of Ladakh, Zaskar joins the Indus. After getting
waters of Nubra, Shyok, a larger tributary, joins Indus above Skardu. After Skardu
Basin its descent is rapid, 25 miles (40km) of Gilgit, bends abruptly to south, here
Gilgit River joins the main Indus Stream from the west. Passing through Chilas,
Jalkot, it reaches the area where Basha Diamer Dam is proposed. Lower down
Tarbela, it separates Peshawar from Attock, a Punjab district. After receiving waters
of Kabul River, the volume of water is enormously increased. Ninety miles below
Attock it enters plain area from the gorge above Kalabagh. (Douie, 1916, pp.37-39)
The Indus gets major tributaries in Punjab to the east,

which includes the

Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi and Beas. Then the river becomes wider and its speed slow
down as the plain gradient reduces.
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The river Indus has the highest mean monthly discharge from end of June to
September because of monsoon and summer glacier melt. (Sethi, 2007, pp.30-32)
Burrard and Hayden (1933) describe that this volume of water in summer
varies with their size, altitude, location with respect of the monsoon occurrence, the
height of the snow line and past heritage of glaciers.(p.244) The water volume
increases after March in Indus, Jhelum and Chenab but volume in Ravi and Sutlej
increase later. Indus early rise in flow is due to two large groups of glaciers in Hindu
Kush and Karakorum ranges. Rainy season increases this flow from July to
September. This high flow decreases sharply in September in Indus and Jhelum but
continues another month in eastern rivers.
River Jhelum is western most of the five rivers of Punjab. It rises from the
deep spring of at Vernag in the Indian occupied part of Kashmir. It joins Wular Lake
after crossing Anantnag, Avantipur and Srinagar then it flows from the Wular Lake
which controls its flow. The banks are quite low and often cultivated at the edge of
the river. From Sopur the character of Jhelum changes, it crosses the Pir Panjal range
at 7000 ft (2,100 m) gorge; whose sides are formed by the Kajang Mountains on the
right and the Pir Panjal on the left. Kishan Ganga tributary, called Neelam on Pakistan
side joins the Jhelum main at Muzaffarabad in Azad Kashmir. Below Muzaffarabad
Kunhar tributary joins the Jhelum. This drains the Kaghan Glen of Hazara division. It
bends southward forming border between Pakistan and Azad Kashmir till Maufa
Town. After breaking through Siwaliks Range, Jhelum becomes Plain River.
It divides the districts of Jhelum

(right) and Gujrat (left) flows throw the

Shahpur and Jhang districts at last falls in Chenab at Tirmmu. The total length of the
river is 450 miles (725 Km). The main tributaries, of the river Jhelum, are river Phru
in Lolab, Dudh Ganga joins below Sri Nagar, Kishanganga near Muzaffarabad,
Kunhar below Muzaffarabad. (The Encyclopaedia Britannica vol 6, 1986, p.548)
Chenab rises near Barlacha pass, flows through Pangi, Chamba (Himachal
Pradesh India) and southeast of occupied Kashmir. It breaks through the Pir Panjal
Range near Kishtuar. Having plain area, at Akhnur Chenab becomes navigable.
Afterwards it enters Sialkot district of Pakistan, tributary Tawi from Indian held
Kashmir, joins Chenab from the west. In Pakistan Chenab separates Sialkot and
Gujranwala on the left from Gujrat, Shahpur on right. It flows through Jhung to its
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Junction with Jhelum at Trimu, on ward still called Chenab, joins with Ravi on the
north of Multan district and Sutlej on the South of Multan. Below this stream is called
Panjnad. (Doiue, 1916, p.41)
Sutlej is easternmost and longest tributary of Indus Rivers rises in Rakar Tal Lake in
Tibet near the sources of Indus. It flows in northwest direction to India, enters India in
Himachal Pradesh state, then it generally flows westwards through the Zaskar,
Himalayas and Siwalik ranges to Punjab plains, where Beas river joins Sutlej flowing
southwards, it makes a part of border between India and Pakistan, finally flows into
the Chenab river. Its total length is 900 miles (1400 Km). Lower section, after joining
Chenab is called Panjnad i.e. water of five rivers. (The Encyclopedia Americana vol
26, 1984, p79; Morrison, 1906, p42)
Beas River is also known as Hyphasis in Ancient Greek and Vipasa in Sanskirt. It
rises in the Himalayas in the Rohtang Pass in the Kulu district of Himachal Pradesh,
north western state of India at an altitude 14,308 ft (4,361 meter). It flows south
through Kulu Valley then bends to west and after passing Mandi it flows in Kangra
Valley. After crossing Kangra Valley it enters in Indian state and joins Sutlej at
Harike. It covers a course of 290 mi (470 Km) (Encyclopaedia Britannica CD-ROM,
2005)
Ravi River rises in the Himalayas in the Himachal Pradesh, north-western
Indian state. It flows in west-north west direction in the Himachal Pradesh. At the
boundary of Jammu and Kashmir turns to southwest. It flows along the Pakistan –
India border for 50mi (80 Km) before entering in Pakistan. After crossing Lahore,
turns west near Kamalia and joins Chenab south of Ahmadpur Sial. It covers 450
miles (725 Km). Large areas of land are irrigated by Ravi waters. The upper Bari
Doab Canal, with head works at Madhopur in Indian Punjab was completed in 187879 which irrigates large area on eastern side and its distributaries canals extends into
Pakistan. Lower Bari Doab Canal lies completed in Pakistan which was completed in
1971. (Encyclopaedia Britannica CD-ROM, 2005)
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3.2

Irrigation

3.2.1 Irrigation Development History
Inundation canals irrigated millions of acres of land in the Indus Basin since
ancient past during the flood spans. Doabs (areas between two rivers) were firstly
developed; the tributaries were more feasible for development than the Indus main. In
1859, on Ravi the Upper Bari Doab Canal (UBDC) was opened to develop Bari Doab
i.e. land in between Beas and Ravi rivers. UBDC was the 1st project of the type; it
was followed by Sirhind Canal on Sutlej in 1882, whereas Lower Chenab and Lower
Jhelum became operative in 1892 and 1901 respectively. 1908 and 1914 were
respective years for the opening of the Bahawalpur and Upper Swat Canal. The
Dipalpur project was continuity of canal network. It was huge project consisting of
the Upper Jhelum, the upper Chenab and Lower Bari Doab canals, which was
completed in 1915. Long time planned, world‟s largest single irrigation system, by
taming Indus flow, became reality with completion of Sukkar Barrage in 1932. The
irrigation network expanded by completion of mega Sutlej Valley project, again in
1932. The Sutlej Valley project was consisted of 11 canals and four head works at
Ferozpur, Sulemanki, Islam, and Punjnad. The Havili Canal project was opened in
1939, having head works at Trimmu. Kalabagh Canal project came up in 1947.
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, 1991, pp17-18)

3.2.2 Irrigation of the Indus Rivers
The favorable geographic pattern of the Indus Rivers, suitable gentle gradient
of the rivers, flood plains and Doabs provide favourable conditions for irrigation. The
area is intersected by main rivers, hills pour down numerous rivulets. Generally the
favourable gradient is southward.
Irrigation in subcontinent had been practiced since history, flood waters were
used by breaching the natural levees hence low lying portions of the flood plains
being inundated. Inundation irrigation is limited only during floods and higher waters.
British developed contiguous irrigation system when they obtained political control of
different abundant water river basins, with the help of available modern technology
and easily available cheap labour in the later part of nineteenth century. The British
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government motive behind the mega canals network was to improve agriculture and
to generate revenue. At the same time raw material for mills, Multan to Manchester
was in demand. On political grounds the lands were to be allotted to British
government loyal.
Upper Bari Doab Canal (UBDC) was developed as it‟s the modern canal on the Indus
Rivers, of Ravi, here irrigation commenced in 1861. UBDC was well planned canal; it
irrigated much of the waste land in the Central Bari Doab. (Irshad, 2004, pp.252-257)

Sidhnai canal, proposed in 1856, was a small canal. It was constructed to support the
limited regenerated supply of Ravi between Madhopur and new head works built at
Theyraj (Multan). The lower Chenab canal was opened in 1892, irrigated 150,000
acres. Development of its three branches distributaries paced after 1900. Rasul
Barrage was completed in May 1901 on Jhelum river. The lower Jhelum canal is quite
smaller than the lower Chenab canal. Ministry of Agriculture and Works (1960)
Table: 3.1 Selective Productive Irrigation Works till March 1903
Name of Works

Full Cusecs

Area Irrigable

Cost

Cost Per acre

Discharge

(Acres)

Rupees

irrigation

(Rs)

(Rs)

849,000

19,585,680

23

1,600,000

27,509,322

17

2,400

195,000

1,29,905

6

Jhelum 3,800

266,500

11,468,942

43

(Approx)
Upper Bari Doab 6,500
canal (UBDC)
Lower

Chenab 10,800

Canal
Sidhnai
Lower
Canal
Source: Rober B. Buckley, (1905) „The Irrigation Works of India, 2nd ed, e & F. N.
Spon, London, P 310
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3.2.2.1 Mega Irrigation Setup
Indus Irrigation Network is one of the largest and oldest, of its type, in the
world. There are 43 independent canal sub systems, 2 mega storage multipurpose
reservoirs and 19 head works. Length of primary canal reaches 57,000 kilometers
(35425 miles).

Command area is 34.5 million acres (13.96 million hectares). In an

average year canal head withdrawals are 105 million acre feet (MAF). Approximately
29 million acres (11.73million hectares) of land is irrigated by the system, which is
58% of the total 50 million acres (20.23 million hectare). In addition to that 10 million
acres (4 million hectares) is irrigated by tube wells, which is 20% of the area.
(Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, 1991, p.22)

3.2.2.2 Irrigation Performance
Irrigation performance in Pakistan is declining. During British rule irrigation
remained at key position in the government sector. So irrigation agriculture was
developed at large scale. Since IBDP efficiency of irrigation has been gradually
declining. This is referred to a number of factors. Different concerned departments
and agencies present different views. Lack of maintenance funding along with socio
political influences acting as hurdles. Another point of view is governments using the
irrigation water as public good not as precious commodity.
The main objective of Indus Basin Irrigation System (IBIS) was to irrigate
maximum land for cultivation. In subsistence agriculture, water is to be spread over
larger areas and low cropping intensities were affordable for a small population
present at that time.
In few decades in social, cultural, agricultural and economic parameters,
changed the scenario altogether. IBIS design did not bear agricultural development
over number of decades. Irrigation intensities have increased enormously due to
agricultural development.
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In the Punjab cropping intensity has doubled against the designed intensity of
83 percent. (ACE, 1994)
NESPAK and PDC, Studies reveal that due to different inputs in agriculture,
irrigation water demand has increased. Lower Bari Doab Canal, system a well
developed command area with fresh ground water, the water deficit was 22 percent.
Lower Chenab Canal (LCC) and Lower Jhelum canal (LJC) command area study was
undertaken by JICA reported 40-45 percent supply of the net over all crop water
requirements.
Due to inadequate capacities of the IBIS, irrigation requirement are not met.
This problem aggravates during peak demand period. Another management constraint
develops when head-end farmers extract more water than their legal share. This
suffers increase shortage of water to the tail-enders. The tail-enders has to use
marginal quality water which in turn causes environmental degradation due to salinity
and sodacity at surface. (Haq, 1999) Irrigated agriculture faces setback at tail portions
of system. To maintain equity in water allocation and distribution faces severe setback
at different levels.
Limitations are there on supply end. That is the scarcity of water, especially
during the critical crop demand period, limitizes the performance irrigation system. In
addition to water availability, seasonal variations are significant. During the Kharif
season 85% of water flows in the rivers whereas just about 15% river flows are
recorded during Rabi season. Main part of annual flow (70%) occurs during 3 months
of monsoon season. Ultimate solution for this fluctuating flow pattern is number of
large storage to streamline seasonal fluctuations. Already limited storage capacity is
still depleting due to siltation etc. It is assessed that about 25% of the mean annual
river flows is dumped in Arabian Sea without much utility. Different studies
summarize that Irrigation System will continue to be under water scarcity pressure.
Even after system‟s full potential, supplemented by the groundwater, a supply deficit
would still remain and continue to aggravate with time. (Mohtadull, 1997) To
determine performance of an irrigation system its operation plays an important
position. Standard and criteria are not set. Many canals are run more than their
designed capacity, which may risk safety due to raised water level. For taking more
than due share outlets are tempered by breaking of irrigation channel, causing serious
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damages to operation. The monitoring and assessment of performance remains poor.
Funding is also insufficient for maintenance so maintenances are deferred due to lack
of funds. The World Bank (1988) assessed operational safety of irrigation system is
threatened.
Due to continuous raise in labour and material rate, the maintenance funding
does not correspond to the rise in cost. It leads to deferred maintenance because the
revised yardsticks for maintenance did not provide damages occurring due to over use
of existing Channels and also the deferred maintenance. Before creation of Pakistan,
during colonial period, irrigation used to be an earning department even after looking
after operational and management costs, it used to partially finance some of the new
schemes. But later revenue rates raise lagged far behind the increase in expenditure in
O and M. The collection of the revenue was still less than actual revenue.

Figure 1: Increase in O & M Expenditure Vs. Water Rates Increase in Punjab
(Percentage in Nominal Terms)

World Bank (1994) discussed low overall irrigation efficiency of Indus
System, which is 35 to 40 percent.
Pakistan has one of the largest irrigation networks in the world. It consist 3
major canal commands and about 107,000 outlets. The command area under this
irrigation system is 41.16 million acres (16.65 million hectares). Its diversion capacity
is about 250,000 cusecs. Total length of the main canals is 7321 Km, distributaries /
minors length is 307056 Km and water course length is 1.6 million Km. (Latif, 1996)
Perennial canals in the Indus Basin Irrigation System (IBIS) have lower water
allocation (2.55 to 3.33 cusecs / 1000 acres) than the non perennial canals. Due to
storages and improved supplies of water in rabi season, water is available most part of
the year. So a number of non perennial canals, in Punjab and Sindh, get supplies
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almost throughout the year. Annual withdrawal has increased 80 bcm in 1947 to 131
BCM to date and 80% extra water has been induced in rabi season in Punjab and
Sindh.
The non perennial canal system due to improved withdrawals practically has
become perennial canal system. The non perennial system duties are 2-3 times higher
than the perennial system duties. This has led to acceleration of water logging and
salinity hence degradation of land has occurred. (Shah and Shafique, 1997)
To improve performance of the current irrigations system, water duties water
allowances have to be updated accordingly. In addition remodeling of canals to
increase capacity and re-designing of to outlets to improve discharge is also need of
the time. (Chaudry and Raja, 1999, pp.45-46)
It is going to be a challenge to sustain irrigated agriculture to meet the
escalating demands of future.

3.2.2.3 Achievements
Four major parameters were used to review the achievements in the irrigation
sub sector, efficiency, requirement, equity and sustainability. Irrigation efficiency is
the ratio of the Volume of water required for a specific beneficial utility as compared
to the water delivered for this purpose. (Ahmad, 1999, p.189)
Haq (1999) claims that Pakistan irrigation system has the largest contiguous irrigation
network in the world having gravity flow. In dry climate this irrigation system serves
as the lifeline for sustainable agriculture.

3.2.2.4 Institutional outlook
Many departments and agencies are managing irrigation and agriculture. Two
separate federal ministries are responsible for the services; the whole set up comes
down to the farm level. Irrigation has a separate organizational structure. The
Provincial Irrigation departments (PIDs) hold major responsibility for irrigation
management. PIDs perform some construction work, operation and management
(O&M) of the irrigation facilities which extend from barrages to main canals to
outlets. Maintenance of drainage and flood control, water revenue assessment is
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looked after by the PIDs. On the other hand PIDs acts as mediator for resolution of
conflicts among different water users. Water courses lining and on farm management
is carried by on farm water management (OFWM) section. (Haq, 1998) Provincial
Irrigation Departments (PIDs) have been upgraded to Provincial Irrigation and
Drainage Authority (PIDA) with more powers to run the business.

3.3

The Ground Water
As world population continues to grow, fresh water demand is going to

increase. Only 2.5% of global water reserves are fresh water. Of this fresh water,
approximately 30% is stored in ground water and 0.3% as rivers and lakes while the
remaining reserves are stored in glaciers, icecaps soil moisture and atmospheric water
vapour. Global water consumption was estimated 50% of the available fresh water
during 1996. Water use in 2025 is projected over 70% of accessible fresh water will
be consumed. 35% of the world population will face acute water shortages.
Ground water has been important source of potable water because it is readily
available in many places and needs little or no treatment. In 1985, in United States,
approximately 22% of water use was from groundwater whereas 10-50% of water use
is from groundwater in the most of the European countries. In United States 56% of
population uses the same as drinking water.
In the areas where demand for groundwater is highest, ground water supply
may be ceased after some time. Adverse side effects are noted due to over pumping.
The mining may cause subsistence of land to meters. Over pumping affects surface
water ecological systems due to interference to the natural hydrological cycle. Quality
of ground water may be degraded due to over pumping. Agricultural chemicals,
pesticides, and fertilizers, has contaminated the ground water on large scale. Over
pumping along the sea coast has increased seawater intrusion. Ground water quality
has been degraded due to industrial pollution. Increasing demand for ground water is
alarming for physical, human health and ecological factors.
Coordinated struggle is the need of time for hydrologist, hydraulic engineers
and water resource planners and engineers.
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Ground water simulation models are used for analysis and decision making in
broad water related problems. (Ahl, David and Mulliga 2002, pp1-3)
Groundwater which occurs naturally is being affected by human being. Base
line characteristics of ground water bodies are essential for management and for
recognizing the pollution. Understanding of spatial and temporal distribution of water
quality is important in relation to hydro geological and geochemical controls. One of
the most difficult problems of hydrogeology is to assess whether ground water quality
is natural or has been affected by human activity, to a greater or less extent.
(Edmund‟s and Shand, 2008, p.1)
Drinking water supplied from ground water varies 15% in Australia, 75% in Europe.
In major parts of Pakistan groundwater is used for drinking purposes. In the world
almost 97% of the water supply used for domestic purposes is made from
groundwater. Since history ground water has been utilized by mankind. Biblical
modern researches give clue of the Well where Joseph the prophet was dropped. Same
way 12 open wells which Moses sanctioned the 12 tribes are mentioned in the Holy
Scriptures. (Gohar, 1992, p.5)

3.3.1 Ground Water Recharge
A favourable combination for hydrologic factors is required to the process of
recharge in the arid regions. In arid regions recharge occurs rarely which is quite
lower to the humid regions. Different processes by which recharge takes place are
infiltration, stream channel loss, seepage form impounded water bodies. (Water
Encyclopedia vol 5, 2005, p.408)

Groundwater is not a direct independent source.

Its source is surface water, rainfall. Recharge comprises seepage from rivers, canals,
irrigated fields and deep percolation from rainfall (Malik, 2005, p.16)
Ground Water recharge in the Indus Basin is mainly due to recharge from
different surface sources of water. The quality of ground water varies from place to
place and from time to time. But the potential is dependent on surface water supplies.
(Bhutta, 2005, p.43) Indus plains have vast aquifer. This aquifer has been recharged
in the geologic time by surface water flow, seepage and precipitation. Indus plain
aquifers has an area over 194250 Sq Km (75000 mile 2) at great depth and are
composed of unconsolidated alluvial deposits consisting of fine to medium sand, slit
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and clay. It is estimated that recharge in the Indus basin are around 67 MAF whereas
13 MAF is lost to ET (evapo transpiration).
Table:3.2Ground water Recharge in the Indus Basin
Location

At
(MAF)

Head Infiltrations

Recharge to Aquifer

%

MAF

%

MAF

1. Canal Diversions
Canals

104.0

15

15.6

75

11.7

Distributary/Minor

88.4

8

7.1

75

5.3

Watercourse

81.3

25

20.3

60

12.2

Fields

61.0

30

18.3

90

16.5

Crops

42.7
Sub-Total 45.7

2.Tube Wells
Watercourse

45.0

10

4.5

60

2.7

Fields

40.5

25

10.1

90

9.1

Crops

30.4
Sub-Total 11.8

3.Rainfall: Average Rainfall of 0.656 ft over area of 43 Ma.
Rainfall

28.0

Crop-use

7.0

4. Rivers

50

14.0

50

(Recharge 4.11-baseflow 1.53)

7.0

2.58

Total Recharge 67.1
Source: Bhutta, Muhammad Nawaz (2005) “Ground Water use in Pakistan:
Opportunities and Limitations P-43
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The number of tube wells increased from 2700 in 1950, to 600,000 in 2000
including 25,000 large capacity SCARP wells. Ground water component in irrigation
increase ten times; from 4.5 to 45.2 MAF. (Malik, 2005, pp.16-17)
2.5 million Families in Pakistan depend on ground water use. Contribution of
ground water to the national economy is US$ 1.3 billion annually. Total investment
on private tube well has increased to Rs. 25 billion. The available statistics about the
private tube wells is insufficient for different areas especially the remote rural areas.
During 1995-2005, considerable tube well installation took place but this tremendous
growth is not reflected in the statistics as per the growth.
Bhutta (2005) considers ground water as a key role in alleviating
poverty in Pakistan. But this researcher takes it as the key to survival of the poor
farmer as in India Southern States due to excessive depletion of water a considerable
number of farmers made suicide. Groundwater is providing basic increased need for
industrial, urban and agricultural expansion especially in arid and semi arid region.
(p.43)
One of the important feature of water resources of Pakistan is the availability
of considerable groundwater reservoirs in the Indus plain and to some other isolated
geographic regions which have extensive amount of water and these rivers receive
annual recharge on regular basis whereas a number countries are not blessed with this
Allah‟s providence with the renewable annual recharge. (Gohar, 1992, p.1) The total
ground water potential in Pakistan is approximately 56 MAF, out this 42 MAF is
being used (Rajput, 2005, p.3)
Irrigated agriculture is the major use of ground water in Pakistan. The ground
water use provides the farmers control over the water, available for use in time of
productive period for crops.
In the Indus basin annual recharge to groundwater is estimated 68 MAF. But
the quality of 50% area ranges marginal to hazardous quality for use. At present
estimated pumping of ground water in the basin is 45 MAF (55 BCM). 13 MAF or
more water is lost as ET (evapo transpiration) losses without any utility. In Pakistan
35% of total agricultural requirements are met by groundwater. Due to its utility in
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agriculture, cropping intensities have increased form 70% to 150% whereas crop yield
has increased 150-200 percent.
The aggregate groundwater potential after full development of surface water
resources is estimated to be 56 MAF (Shahid(Ed), 2006, pp.519-520
By means of canals, surface water irrigates cultivable area of the country. As
population increased demand for food and fiber also increases. Canal irrigation cannot
support agriculture fully. So ground water is being induced in the system to get better
results. Surface water contributes 65% and ground water 35%. (Bhutta, 2005, p.48)
With the controlled irrigative practice during the previous century, the ground
water equilibrium was disturbed; due to leakage and seepage form the gravity canals
and the irrigation system. Water level rose 50-60 feet below ground level in the
central parts of the doabs. Which created threat of water logging and salinity in large
tracts of land in the Indus plains? Government of Pakistan started water logging and
salinity control and reclamation projects (SCARPS). (Gohar, 1992, pp.5-6)]
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Figure 2 / Table3.3 - Area irrigated by different sources (Mha)
Year

Total

Canals

Tube

Wells

wells

Canal

+ Canals+

Tube wells

Wells

Others

1980-81

14.84

8.14

1.83

0.21

3.95

0.10

0.61

1983-84

15.46

7.95

1.95

0.18

4.58

0.08

0.72

1986-87

16.31

7.96

2.2

0.18

5.16

0.07

0.74

1989-90

16.89

7.74

2.57

0.16

5.72

0.08

0.62

1992-93

17.33

7.91

2.67

0.18

6.23

0.10

0.24

1995-96

17.58

7.6

2.89

0.18

6.58

0.11

0.22

1999-

18.09

7.56

3.10

0.18

6.99

0.09

0.17

+1.27

-0.03

+3.04

-0.01

-0.44

2000
Diff:

between -0.58

1999-2000

and

1980-81
Source: Govt. of Pakistan 2000-01 Agricultural Statistics of Pakistan.

3.3.2 Groundwater Quality
Quality of ground water varies both horizontally and vertically, it ranges fresh
to highly saline. The quality depends on the origins, the sources of recharge and
pattern of ground water movement in the aquifer. It is noticed that the near the river
fresh water strips are available due to seepage of the fresh water from the river.
Ahmad (1995) has stated that 34% of Indus plain is underlain by useable
groundwater. The quality of ground water varies from less than 1000 PPM TDS to
more than 3000 PPM.
Unplanned

ground

water

development

in

private

sector

has

caused

considerable imbalances in groundwater resources systems. In Punjab groundwater
withdrawal has already exceeded recharge hence lowering groundwater level is
conspicuous. But if we consider the country as one unit than still some potential can
be developed through better planning and designing of tube wells. (Gohar, 1992, p.7)
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An analysis of ground water table depth in the canal command areas was
conducted to ascertain water table trends from 1985-2002. It was observed in all the
canal command areas of the Indus Basin during 2000, lowering of water table. The
ongoing drought was one of the reason but increase in private sector tube wells acted
as mining of the ground water to lower the level of water. Due to continued rapid
lowering of ground water, poor farmers faced a new problem as pumping of water
became possible only by powerful electric motors operated by petrol or electricity.
This phenomenon affected more than 5 percent small farmers in Punjab and 15
percent in Baluchistan as they cannot afford to pump water form deeper aquifers.
(Bhutta, 2005, p.48)
As we move away from the rivers, mineralization of ground water increases.
There are some pockets in the doabs of Punjab which have highly mineralized
groundwater having 4000 to 20,000 PPM of dissolved solids. Haro is a small tributary
of Indus Rivers, in its basin salt content range from 200 to 800 PPM which increases
towards the eastern and western ends. There are some parts of the region where
overlain groundwater is of marginal quality while lower part of the water is of good
quality. (PPSGDP, 1999)
Regular surveys have not been carried out in Sindh, of ground water.
According to estimates 3-5 MAF of water is scattered in different parts especially
along the Indus water channels. A total of 4168 tube wells are being operated in these
fresh water zones. In saline ground water zones, the tube wells are installed a
shallower depths, being used for irrigation and domestic purpose. The salinity in these
zones exceeds 3000 PPM. This high salinity does not correlate with irrigation practice
because it‟s natural phenomenon. During last few years‟ depth of ground has been
doubled due to less flow of river, which may be due to draft and excessive withdrawal
to make up the surface water shortage. The rapid depletion has caused mixing fresh
water zone with saline water causing further fresh ground water degradation.
(Ministry of Water and Power vol III, 2005, pp.16-17)
In 1966 Hunting and Mac Donald(1966) while preparing report on ground
water of Sindh found some of the most saline water in deltaic region of Indus, having
salinity double of the sea water salinity. In general in Sindh, adjacent to river, salinity
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is less than 1500 PPM. But it increases with distance from river. The ground water of
lower Indus plain is highly saline because it‟s from marine origin.
In the valleys of KPK, shallow ground water is mainly derived from rainfall
and seepage from canals and fields is generally less than 1500 PPM, an indication of
good water.
According to recent study 70% of the 560,000 tube wells of Indus Basin are
pumping saline water. This may affect adversely soil health and would produce
sodacity. All Ground waters contain salts. Different factors affect nature and
concentration of salts. Main factors are environment, movement and source of ground
water. (Ministry of Water and Power vol III, 2005, p.28)
It is estimated that 8.13 Mha (20.1 Ma) out of 16.47 Mha (40.7 Ma), is
underlain by groundwater with salt concentration below 1500 PPM. Whereas 1.94
Mha (4.8 Ma) is underlain by aquifer with salinity 1500-300 PPM. (Ministry of Water
and Power vol I, 2005.pp.3-9 to 3-10)
WAPDA reported in 1984 that in the Lower Indus Plain fresh groundwater
exists mainly on the left bank of the Indus. On the right bank, fresh groundwater is
found only in a narrow strip. The fresh aquifer depth decreases with distance from
river. The depth of fresh water aquifer is not thick under the river bed and south of
Nawabshah. Only very small shallow pockets of fresh water are found south of
Hyderabad. In this lower deltaic region most saline water of Pakistan is found,
samples having salinity twice the salinity of sea water.
In the final report of National Water Policy (2004), it is noted that in the Indus
Basin the quality of the ground water varies from place to place and with depth. The
quality is also related to the pattern of ground water movement in the aquifer. Areas
with heavy rain get splendid and quick recharge making the aquifers of fresh water to
greater dept. KPK mountainous regions and upper parts of Punjab Doab come in this
category

having deep

water reserves with low mineralization.

Since history

groundwater recharge is occurring along the main river channels, make the underlain
freshwater reserves to deep and wide belts. Freshwater sedges are also found new
canal flow. (FFC, 2004, pp. (7-3, 7-5, 7-11)
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In the province of Sindh useable groundwater is mainly found in the Indus
Plain. This is recharged by the meandering Indus River and the canal irrigation
network. Recharge by rainfall is least as the rainfall in the region is scanty.
Fresh water lenses in the region are thought to be of very recent origin because
overlying lenses are of dense saline water. (FFC, 2004, p. (7-15)
A major part of KPK is mountainous area and groundwater in sufficient
quantities is found in soft rocks made of unconsolidated sediments such as gravel,
sand and clay beds. Groundwater from hard rocks discharges through springs. (FFC,
2004, p. (6-1)

3.3.2.1 Chemical Content of Ground Water
Chemical content in ground water in upper horizon of Bannu Basin ranges
from 350 to 3000 PPM. Groundwater quality of Indus Basin in Baluchistan is
hazardous. Although the northern part of the province, comprising of Zhob, Pishin
and Lora, the quality of groundwater is generally good. Ground water in western and
southwestern parts of the province is saline to highly saline, at all depths. In some
areas of Balochistan as Nokkundi, Dalbandin, Saindak areas, Kachhi plain, Noshki
and coastal areas, ground water salinity exceeds 3000 PPM. In Baluchistan excessive
withdrawal of ground water is causing saline observe able water movement. This
unplanned pumping will be harmful for future of Indus Basin ground water. (Bhutta,
2005, pp.50-51)
Quality of ground water is progressively worsening as use of groundwater in
agriculture has increased manifolds. Doabs (Land between two rivers or tributaries)
are facing salinity rise and its spread in further regions. Sindh is also suffering from
the same water degradation problem.

3.3.2.2 Ground water Pollution
Other than rise in salinity of ground water, municipal and industrial effluents
are being discharge in the rivers and canals. Eastern rivers have been developed fully
by India so no water is released in these channels except the flood flow. Rather India
is throwing her effluent drainage in these dries channels, which later enter in Pakistan.
The poor farmers use these hazardous flows of effluent to grow different crops. These
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channels are of so stinking odor that one cannot bear. Vegetables coming to Lahore
metropolitan area are nourished by these effluents from and drains. In Kasur, Beas
reaches are infected by hazardous pollutions of India but still cattle is being nurtured
on this quality of water in this region. These flows by seepage and percolation
recharge the underlain ground water hence polluting the aquifers. Industries pollutants
in different parts of Pakistan are drained in different drains running across hundreds
of kilometers. Heavy metals and toxic chemicals are being induced in the aquifers.
Deep percolation from agricultural fields of fertilizers, pesticides and insecticides,
enhance the chemical component of the aquifer, hence degrading the quality of water.
As ground water is the main source of drinking water in the country, which
causes health hazards. This hazardous water even effects adversely the crops
production and hygienic quality.

Table: 3.4 - Industrial Waste Water Being Discharged into Irrigation Channel
Main Cities

Discharge
Municipal

Industrial

Lahore, Kasur, Khenewal, Multan

3403

142

Faisalabad, Hafzabad Gujranwala,

328

270

Mandi Baha-ud-Din, Gujrat, Sargodha,

131

44

Bahawalpur,

286

83

Sheikhupaura, Jhang

Dera

Ghazi

Khan,

Muzafargarh, Sukkur, Rahimyar Khan
Source: Bhutta, Muhammad Nawaz (2005) “Ground Water use in Pakistan:
Opportunities and Limitations P-50

3.3.3 Demand Management
Supply of water according to demand of the crops is major management
challenge. At the same time connection should be focused on the efficient use of
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water. Time and quality of the crop should be specified when and which type be
produced. The crops species which consume least per unit water be encouraged.
Irrigation method be applied in which least water is wasted. Water supply must be
made available to tail Enders by better management. For this purpose improvement of
infrastructure is essential. Influential of the area should not be above law; equitable
share of tail Enders would reduces their reliance on ground water without considering
quality.
Now a day‟s economy of water is stressed at different hierarchies. Pricing of
water is linked with efficient use of water by the farmers.

3.3.4 Recharging of Aquifer
To combat falling of water table due to excessive use it is essential to recharge
the aquifer.
During flood flow of monsoon month‟s proper arrangements must be made to
retard this for recharging of the ground water. Saline barren land can be used to retain
rain water for rain water harvesting. Surface drain water may be managed to collect
for onward recharging, by making small chimneys of highly permeable material. In
Australia even the rain water which drains along the roads is utilized.

3.3.5 Riverine Area: Development of Groundwater
Riverine areas are the lands on both sides of Indus and its tributaries, within
range of 5 to 10 Km. 2 million hectares of cultivable land lies in riverine areas.
Groundwater in riverine areas is suitable for irrigation. Small power private tube wells
are installed for agricultural purpose. By proper planning and management this
potential of ground water can be availed.
If tube wells of these areas are operated during October-March, i.e. Rabi
season, this will lower ground water level making room for excessive recharge in the
monsoon or flood flow. Due to seepage from river bed and by annual flooding of the
areas recharge of ground water takes place. Planning is made such that annual
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withdrawal from riverine areas does not exceed annual recharge, to balance. (Bhutta,
2005, p.50)

3.3.6 Depletion Ground Water
Abnormal Groundwater depletion is reported in 43 canal command areas, over
Pakistan, including Lahore, Rawalpindi-Islamabad, Peshawar and Quetta.
In Baluchistan beyond the Indus Basin sharp water table lowering of
underground aquifer is noted, 15 cm (6 inches) to 60 cm (2 feet), occurring in number
of areas. The Pahsin-Lara river basin presents acute situation, where recharge is 35%
less than abstraction. Many wells in this basin have dried up. Orchards are under
water scarcity threat. (Ministry of Water and Power vol I, 2005, p. (2-3)
Water may be obtained due to pumping excessive to recharge and larger yield
may be obtained but consequently water table decline will seriously affect quality and
quantity of water... (Ministry of Water and Power vol III, 2005, p. (3-9)
Water level is dropping in 26 canal commands out of 43 canal commands of
Pakistan. (Ministry of Water and Power vol II, 2005, pp. (P18-P20)

3.3.6.1 Groundwater Depletion in Cities
In Pakistan most of the cities get water supply from tube-wells for domestic
and industrial demand. Water supply to Islamabad is from Simly Dam but to fulfill
the water requirements more than 170 tube-wells are supplementing the supply.
Records of water table of different cities show a decreasing trend in the water level
continuously. Water level in Islamabad is declining 1 meter (3.28 feet) annually and
0.5 m (1.65 feet) in Lahore annually. It is predicted that demands would exceed
supplies in different cities. It would exceed 44% for Islamabad, 47% for Faisalabad
and 65% for Quetta. In near future domestic and Industrial requirements for water is
estimated to be 8.2 MAF (10 BCM). (Ministry of Water and Power vol II, 2005, p.
(P21)
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Table: 3.5 - ESTIMATED GROUNDWATER RESOURCES
Province

BCM

MAF

Punjab

52.8

43.2

Sindh

22.5

18.4

Balochistan

2.5

2.1

KPK

3.8

3.1

Total

81.6

66.8

Source: National Water Policy, volume II; (January 2002)

Table: 3.6 EXTENT OF AREA WITHIN DIFFERENT RANGES OF
GROUNDWATER SALINITY

Canal

CCA

Commands

Mha

GA
Ma

Mha

Fresh Zone
Ma

<1500ppm

Saline Zone
1500-3000

>3000 ppm

ppm
Mha

Ma

Mha

Ma

Mha

Ma
4.12

Punjab

4.2

20.27

9.84

24.31

6.83

16.88

1.33

3.28 1.67

KPK

0.29

0.27

0.40

0.99

0.35

0.86

0.50

1.23

Sindh and

5.47

13.51

6.24

15.81

0.94

2.32

0.55

1.36 4.74

11.71

14.9

34.50

16.5

41.1

8.1

20.7

2.4

4.9

15.8

-

-

Balochistan
Total

6.4

Source: Water Sector Investment Planning Study by WAPDA (1990)
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Table: 3.7 CRITERIA FOR USING IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE

Water Quality

Criteria

RSC (me/1)

TDS (ppm)
Useable

0-1500

<2.5

Marginal

1500-300

2.5-5.0

>3000

>5.0

Hazardous

Source: Ministry of Water and Power (2005)

Table:3.8 Area Irrigated By Canals and Tubewells in Pakistan (Mha)

YEAR
S

Punjab

Sindh

KPK

Balochistan

Canal

Tubewel

Canal

Tubewel

Canal

Tubewel

s

ls

s

ls

s

ls

s

95-96

4.21

9.35

2.17

0.12

0.35

0.16

0.42

0.35

96-97

4.17

9.40

2.41

0.13

0.35

0.16

0.42

0.33

97-98

4.08

9058

2.43

0.13

0.38

0.16

0.42

0.34

98-99

3.88

9.67

2.53

0.13

0.39

0.16

0.40

0.34

99-00

3.93

9092

2.39

0.13

0.39

0.16

0.40

0.34

00-01

3.82

10.23

1.91

0.10

0.41

0.17

0.41

0.34

Source: Agriculture Statistics of Paksitan 2000-01 (MINFAL, 2002)

Canal Tubewel
ls
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Table: 3.9 GROWTH PRIVATE TUBEWELLS IN PAKISTAN
Period Ending

No. Of Tube wells

Remarks

1960

7,300

End of 1st plan

1965

32,500

End of 2nd plan

1970

82,500

End of 3rd plan

1975

132,400

End of 4th plan

1980

175,900

End of 5th plan

1985

209,500

End of 6th plan

1990

250,000

End of 7th plan

2001

562,000

End of 9th plan

Source:

Agriculture Statistics of Pakistan 2000-2001 (MINFAI, 2002)

Table: 3.10 Present and Projected Water Requirements (Million Acre Feet)
Water Use

Year 2001

Year 2025

Agriculture

100

127.5

Drinking & Sanitation

4.5

10.5

Industries

2.2

3.5

Environment

1.3

3.5

Total

108

143.2

Source: Ministry of Water and Power (2005)

3.3.7 Suggestion
Salts are beneficial to crops in limited quantity. Crops have resistance to
certain level of salinity of water. So if in canal command areas saline ground water is
mixed with canals water then the resultant would be diluted saline water.
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On the other hand salt tolerance specific crops are promoted in such environment.
Ministry of Water and Power I (2005)
Quality of groundwater in Indus plain is highly variable. The aquifers have
high permeability so that ground water abstracted quite economically. (Ministry of
Water and Power vol II, 2005, p. (P18-P20)

Table: 3.11 Estimated Ground Water Potential
MAF

BCM

Province
Punjab

43.2

52.8

Sindh

18.4

22.5

Balochistan

2.1

2.5

KPK

3.1

3.8

Total

66.8

81.6

Source: Pakistan Water Resources in Interim Punjab Report Vol II (2005)

According to a study in 2002, it was estimated that groundwater contribution
in total water supply of Punjab during Rabi season of 2001-2002 climbed to 81% of
surface water at farm gate. (Ministry of Water and Power, 2005)
Use of groundwater in the National Water Policy (2004) is discussed. Approximately
85% of the total groundwater extraction is used for agriculture, whereas remaining
15%

is

used

for

industrial,

domestic

and

environmental protection

needs.

Groundwater extraction per annum has increased many folds 1 MAF (1.25 BCM) in
1950 to 42 MAF (52 BCM) in 2000-01.
A heavy investment of Rs.35 billion, on private tube-wells has been done. The
annual running and maintenance cost of these tube-wells is Rs.22 billions. Annual
average of US $ 3 billion (Rs.180 billions) is being contributed to the national
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economy by groundwater out of total US $ 16 billion attributed by agriculture to the
national economy. ( FFC, 2004)

3.3.8 Challenges
There are number of challenges which are faced in governing the ground water
resource:
(i)

Population density in aquifer zones have increased many times. So the
already depleted aquifers are burdened with more population.

(ii)

Fresh water availability is also reducing day by day. This in turn is putting
pressure on aquifers.

(iii)

Unchecked installation of tube wells especially in private sector is causing
mining of the ground water.

(iv)

Poverty has spread all over the country especially during this decade, to
manage poverty is also directly or indirectly relates with groundwater
resource.

(v)

Lack of will, not only among managers but general public also behaves the
same way.

(vi)

Poor institutional management. (Bhutta, 2005)
For proper management proper statistics of different aspect of ground water

must be updated. Proper registration of private tube wells be introduced and be
linked with some major managerial phenomenon like electricity connection etc.

3.4

Water logging and Salinity

According to Clayton, if water table is within ± 1.5 meter at the natural surface then
land is water logged. Water logged land is also associated with the crop yield. It is
estimated that if the crop yield reduces to 25% then land is considered water logged.
Central Water and Power Commission (India) defined “When water stagnates on the
land surface or the water table rises to such an extent, soil pores in root zone become
saturated, resulting in restrictions in the normal circulation of air, a decline

in the

level of Oxygen, and increase in the level of Carbon dioxide”. Physical measurement
of depth to the water table using open wells, tube wells, or observation wells, is
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assessed in the field. In coarse textured soil, shallow water table may not be problem,
but fine textured soil could cause problem in a deeper water table. (Gupta, 2005,
pp.599-603)

3.4.1 Process of water logging
Land and water natural interaction is disturbed by inducing more water in the
system, ignoring the inadequate surface and subsurface drainage. When water
interacts with soil it is absorbed by the soil. Actually water percolates in the earth
through very small pour present in the underlying soil. It is stored in aquifers present
beneath the surface. Texture of soil, quantity and the duration for which water is
present on the surface are the factors which determine quantity and rate of seepage.
Chambers (1998) has discussed seepage of water form reservoirs, canals, channels,
distributaries minors and water courses. Rice fields in canal irrigated command area
induce more water to the sub surface water hence contribute to water logging. High
cropping to gain more grain increases this phenomenon. (Chambers, 1988)
Qureshi (1978) has mentioned that generally ground water tables were 10 meters
deep, prior to the mega canals operation; water logging could have been reduced with
some observant attention on water flow management with quite lower cost from the
start of irrigation from Mangla Dam.
Table3.12 Tolerance Level of Crops to High Groundwater Table (At 0.5 meter depth)
Tolerance Level

Crops

High Tolerance

Sugarcane, Potatoes, Rice, Willow, Plum, Broad
beans, Strawberries, Some grasses

Medium Tolerance

Sugarcane,
Apple,

Wheat,

Barley,

Oats,

Citrus,

Bananas,

Peas, Cotton, Pears, Black

berries, Onion
Sensitive Tolerance

Maize,

Tobacco,

Peaches,

Cherries, Olives,

Peas, Beans, Date palm
Source: Water Encyclopedia (2005) Vol. 3 P 602 Wiley- Intersecince, A John Wiley
and Sons Inc. Publications
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3.4.2 Salinity
“Soil Salinity is the presence of major dissolved inorganic solutes in the soil
solution… The primary source of the salts in soil and water is the geochemical
weathering of rocks from the earth‟s upper strata, with atmospheric deposition and
anthropogenic activities serving as secondary sources. The predominant mechanism
causing the accumulation of salt in root zone of agricultural soils is loss of water
through evapo transpiration, which selectively removes water, leaving salts behind.”
“Soil Salinity may affect plant growth, minimize crop yields and in severe
cases crop failure. Irrigated agriculture which accounts for 35-40% of the world‟s
food and fiber is badly affected by soil salinity.” (Crown, 2005)
Arid and semi arid irrigated agriculture regions of the world get inflicted by
water logging and salinity. As large part of Pakistan is lies in arid and semi arid
climatic zones having irrigations as source of water, has been affected badly by water
logging and salinity. The huge irrigative system of the country is enhancing water
salinity threat as the drainage is improper and inadequate as the topography is flat.
The seepage from the irrigation channels, limited water supply, and different
mismanagement practices use of brackish water for crops is increasing this problem.
Irrigation management plays major role for sustainable agricultural production
and for mitigating of adverse effects of water logging and salinity. It is the water
mismanagement and poor drainage which cause water logging and salinity. The
drainage system in irrigated agriculture, maintains balance in water and salt at the root
zone to enhance crop production. The irrigation system in Pakistan was developed
without proper surface and sub surface drainage. (Chand, 1999, p.388)
Mott and Mac Donald (1992) discussed on lower Indus Master plan, that
mitigation plans for water logging and salinity were not so successful, because of lack
of data related to technical, economic and social parameters. The persistence of the
problem is somewhat due to inefficient irrigation management and inappropriate
design of irrigation projects having inadequate drainage. In fact our planning for
water management remained focused to bring more areas under irrigation network
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rather to than making intensive use of land and water. This approach was because of
the contest to grow more food, to achieve self sufficiency in food for minimizing
grain imports. To achieve the target of self sufficiency current canals network
remained over loaded. It is stated that canals discharge 60 percent more water than its
designed capacity. The excessive water load in the canal resulted in excessive seepage
through unlined channels. This excessive seepage became a cause of water logging.
Other factor remained that more water was delivered than the disposal capacity.
While it increases cropping intensity. Overall mismanagement also increased seepage
in the canal channels. In case of head-end farmers, the use of water than excess of
crop requirements, water balance is disrupted. The water table rises due to excessive
watering. This in turn causes water logging and salinity over a vast area in the vicinity
depending on the geology of the underlain ground. The head end farmer and giant
land lords misuse water excessively Chand (1999) has presented water logging widely
spread all over Pakistan as the rising of water tables and associated salinisation of non
cropped areas.(pp.388-90)
Basically water logging and salinity is result of man‟s intervention in nature,
where land and water natural cycle is disturbed. WAPDA reported in 1989 that
Pakistan has the second largest water logged area of any country. Whereas in terms of
irrigated agriculture water logged area, Pakistan ranks on fourth.
During fifties, this problem emerged as challenge for irrigated agriculture.
Government launched Salinity Control and Reclamation Projects (SCARP) under
patronage of Water and Power Development Authority (WAPDA) in early sixties. Till
1999 WAPDA has completed 57 SCARP projects mainly in Punjab and Sindh being
the most awfully affected provinces. In affected areas of KPK and Baluchistan,
SCARPs have been beneficial. The major task of SCARPs was installation tube wells
in affected areas to lower the water table to lower the water logging and salinity of the
soil. In SCARPs programmes government has installed 15,500 large tube wells.
(Bhutta and Chaudry, 1999, p.147) The total cropped area of Pakistan is about 23.04
mha in year 1997-98. With minor increase it was 23.63 in 2007-2008. (Federal
Bureau of Statistics, 2009, p.2)
The contribution of rain to the crops is estimated about 7.4 BCM (5.99MAF)
Rate of evaporation is 150 to 200 cm annually. Average runoff is 199 BCM
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(161MAF) annually. Development of irrigation system which commenced in 1950
emerged as a mega system. The Indus Plain ground water aquifer has an aerial extent
of over 194250 Sq. Km with Low to medium and medium to great depths. Ground
geology of aquifers is composed of unconsolidated alluvial deposits, making water
extraction economical.
The water table data of 1978 to 1998 given by SMO (1998) reveals that the
area less than 1.5 m depth ranged from 9% to 18.3%, area with depth 1.5 m to 3.0
meter, ranged 32% to 43.2% where s percentage of Cultural Command Area (CCA)
having depth more than 3 meter, ranged 43.3% to 52.8 %.
Quantities of soluble salts in the soil determine the adverse affect on the crop
growth. In arid and Semi-arid where rain fall is little and high temperatures induce
higher evapotranspiration, salinity level is higher. Saline groundwater comes to the
surface due to capillary action, from soil surface moisture evaporates and salt is left
behind. This process continues, salt accumulation increases at root zone of plants
which in turn reduces fertility of the land and agricultural productivity. As the water
table rises, evaporation continues to accumulate salts on soil. The fallow land is being
reduced due to rising water table and accompanied salinity. This phenomenon is
putting pressure on the best lands, as farming intensity cropping on those areas. This
in turn reduces land/ soil fertility as no time is availed to rest the land for revitalizing
fertility. In addition this intense cropping need more watering which again may result
in water logging due to intense watering of the land.
Salinity has affected throughout Pakistan in varying degrees. Sindh Province
is most infected with this menace. The main reason is excessive seepage from the
canals and barrages. In province Sindh land lords hold quite extensive land holdings,
unbalancing the agricultural practices. Excess discharge to meet the demand of
growers, intensifies the seepage especially during rice and sugarcane cultivation.
(Agri digest, 1993, p.12)
Agriculture hydrologists have stressed that rice cultivation in the area should
be terminated as for rice water use is high and rice plant is covered with water in
water for weeks. So due to seepage water tables are raising further.
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Due to different malpractices in irrigation system improper drainage, improper
maintenance and operation of water channels is faced by all the provinces of the
country. But Sindh is most affected province. In Sindh 1.35 million hectares cropped
area of 2.86 million hectare is degraded due to this problem. It is 47 percent of the
cropped area whereas 24 percent of cultivable land (5.56 million hectare) 24 percent
of cultivable land is also infected by water logging and salinity. There is 4.80 million
hectare area has ground water table is less than 10 feet. Different organizations data
regarding water logging and salinity differ as the survey criteria and methods vary.
Studies have confirmed that the areas under food crops are affected by water logging
and salinity.

3.4.3 Drainage
Drainage is considered essential to reduce the groundwater table level. The
ground water table rises due to seepage by different means, rainfall, reservoirs,
unlined canals, river flooding etc. Different concerned organizations like Water and
Power Development Authority WAPDA, Salinity Control and Reclamation Authority
SCARP and International Water logging and Salinity Research Institute (IWASRI)
consider tube well (vertical) as drainage means.
Many organizations and researchers including Asian Development Bank
(ADB), Left Bank Out fall Drainage LBOD, Mott McDonalds etc has stressed the
need of surface drainage, as permanent solution to drain out saline water to sea. The
basic function of drainage system in irrigated agriculture is to maintain the water and
salt in the root zone at and optimal level crop production. Many countries have
confirmed in their researches and study that absence of drainage result in poor crop
output. (Chand, 1999, pp388-390)
In Interim Report Vol II (2005) prepared under the auspices of the Ministry of
water and Power, it is ascertained that the irrigation and drainage are inseparable. (p.
(P4)

3.4.4 Groundwater Table
A high ground water table reduces crop yields. All the major crops production
is affected when depth of the ground water table become less than 1.5 meters. Apart
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from the crop production and crop yield, there are numerous environmental and social
impacts caused by water logging and salinity. Living conditions of the people in water
logged area deteriorates. Health problems are increased. As soil adhesive condition
minims due to water logging and salinity, so house made of mud and stone crumble.
Traveling and transportation is also minimized because of poor land conditions. Due
to unfavorable conditions people may migrate out to other Areas. There is 12% of
canal command area in the Indus Basin is badly affected by water logging. Ministry
of Water and Power II (2005)
Table3.13 Completed SCARPs and Drainage Projects June 1995
S.No

Name of Project

Project

Tubewells

Area

(no)

Drains (KM)

Year of
Construction

(M.
Acres)
A. Punjab
1.

SCARP-I

(Rachna 1.217

2069

-

1960-63

SCARP-II FGW (Chaj 1.649

2205

682)

0.690

821

-)

1961-85

Shahpur 0.112

258

-

1975-79

1635

240_

-

61

-)

1969-81

(Rachna 0.588

935

-

1969-73

(Satiana 0.118

71

-

1975-77

101

-

1975-77

Doab)
2.

Doab)
3.

SCARP-II (Saline)

4.

SCARP-II
Pilot Project)

5.

SCARP-III

FGW 1.138

(Lower Thal)
6.

SCARP-III (Saline)

7.

SCARP-IV

0.142

Doab)
8

SCARP-V
Pilot Project)

9

SCARP

–V Shorkot 0.169

74

Kamalia (Pilot)
10

SCARP-V

Lower 0.333

48

200

1981-87

Panjnad 0.216

623

-

1975-79

SCARP –VII C.B.D.C 0.196

101

134

1982-85

226

-

1976-80

30

177

1981-87

0.020

80

-

1977-81

along

R.Q.B. 0.054

85

8

1979-82

17

Paharng Drain

0.097

-

84

1976-80

18

AWL along C.J. Link

0.023

-

35

1982-85

19

Tubewell

Replacment -

1472

-

1980-86

Reclamation 0.006

-

19

1985-88

76

30

1981-89

40

48

1987-89

514

480

1981-92

Rachna Khairwala
11

SCARP-VI
Abbasia

Unit-I Allahabad
Project
12

(Pandoki Unit)
13

SCARP-VII

0.078

Minchenabad Pilot
14

Fordwah Sadiqia Unit- 0.111
II

15

AWL along T.P.Link

16

AWL
Link

Phase I &II
20

Kheri
Scheme

21

AWL along T.S.M.B 0.089
Link

22

Gojra Khewra PhaseI

23

Punjnad

Abbasia 1.460

SCARP-VI (Unit IIIV)

0.038

75

24

SCARP

Transition 0.122

3700

-

1986-92

71

196

1987-94

-

467/75000

1983-94

5363

-

1990-95

Pilot Project
25

Hadali

SCARP

Sub 0.164

Unit
26

Lower

Rechna 0.354

Remaining

Drainage

IV
27

Private

Tuebewell 0.445

Development
Total

9.599

20585

2800

-

B. SINDH
28

Larkana Shikarpur I& 0.7101

-

1212)

1972-82

II
29

SCARP Khairpur

0.441

540

550

1963-70

30

Skikrpur Pilot Project

0.017

50

-

1973-74

31

Larkana Pilot Project

0.008

35

-

1974-75

32

Sukkur Pilot Project

0.005

18

-

1974-75

33

Sukkur

400

-

1975-79

Righ

Bank 0.150

Project
34

Kandkot Pilot Project

0.013

25

-

1977-78

35

North Rohri Project

0.793

1192

-

1969-79

36

Kotri Surface Drainage

1.350

-

3198

-

37

Kotri Surface Drainage 0.464

-

310

1986-89

-

457

1976-89

-

34000 Acres

1977-85

Part –II Stage-II
38

North

Dadu

Surface 0.347

Drainage P-I
39

East

Khairpur

Drainage

Tile 0.045

76

40

Tubewells

-

233

-

1980-86

-

968

1973-86

0.441

1080

-

1976-90

FGW 0.541

1214

-

1976-90

-

417

1989-92

-

240

1989-93

5.486

4788

7352

-

0.136

218

Replacement
41

LBODCore Programe (Spinal Drain)

42

Ghotki FGW Project

43

South

Rohri

Projec0.170t
44

North

D0.701adu 0.170

Surface

Drainage

Phase-II
45

Larkana

Shikarpur 0.701

Rehabilitation
Total:
C. N.W.F.P
46

SCARPs

Peshawar

Jue Shaikh
To

Katur Dhen &

49

Pabbi

50

SCARP

Bannu 0.090

267

1972-82

176

27

1976-82

97

64

1979-80

0.135

-

480

1979-92

Command 0.157

-

108

1985-95

491

946

-

-

171

1974-80

Phase-I
51

SCARP Mardan Pilot

52

SCARP Mardan

53

Chashma
Area

Development

Project
Total:

0.518

D. BALOCHISTAN:
54

Hairdin

Surface 0.087

77

Drainage

Project

Phase I
55

Hairdin

Surface 0.090

Drainage

Project

-

151

1986-89

Phase II
TOTAL:

0.177

-

322

-

GRAND TOTAL:

15,780

25,854

11420

0

Tile drain in acres: Taken in on-going SCARPs,

Already taken under S. No.

27
Table 3.14On-going SCARP and Drainage Project:
S.

Name

of Project

No

Project

Area

Tubewells

Drains

Year of

Completion

(Nos)

(KM)

Commence-

Status (%)

(M.

ment

Acres)
Punjab
1.

Fordwah Easter 0.618

-

700

1988

57

-

159/3500

1993/1989

8.5

0.105

-

186/58400

1990

8.5

Rechan 0.468

-

150

1989

46

-

60

1989

86

Sadiqia
Remaining
Phase –I
2.

Fordwah Easter 0.298
Sadiqia
(South)Phase–I

3

Khushab
SCARP

4

Upper

Remaining
(Deg Basin)
5

Sukh

Beas 0.813

78

Below

B.S

Link
6

Gojra

Khewra 0.437

58

296

1989

24

22

257

1991

44

-

212

1993

75

-

62

Phase-II
7

Shorkot

0.056

Kamalia
(Saline)
8

D.G.

Khan 0.332

Saline

Surface

Drainage
Project
9

Second

-

SCARP
Transition
Project
TOTAL:

3.143

80

1713

-

-

2250

1640/35000

1986

75

-

416

1989

-

-

144

1994

-

-

-

1994

-

B: SINDH
10

Left

Bank 1.425

Outfall

Drain
–I

Stage
Project
11

Kotri

Sruface 0.646

Drainage
Project Part-II
Stage-II
12

Lower

Indus 0.985

Right

Bank

(RBOD)
Stage-I
13

Larkana

0.040

79

Shikarpur
Surface
Drainage
TOTAL:

3.097

22.50

2200

-

-

445

1990

26.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

C: N.W.F.P
14

SWABI SCARP
i

Remodeling 0.281

of Upper Swai
Canal Dislys
ii

Remodling -

82780

of

Surface

acres

Drains
iii Tile Drains

-

51000
acres

TOTAL:

0.281

2.330

-

-

-

GRAND TOTAL

6.521

2,330

3,913

-

-

Tile drains in acres

Table 3.15 Future SCARPs and Drainage Projects
S.No

Name of Project

Project Area Estimated
(M. Acres)

A: PUNJAB:
1

SCARP D.G Khan (Saline Sub Surface 0.333
Drainage Phase-II

2

Fordwah

Eastern

Sadiqia

Phase-II 0.311

(North) SCARP –VII
3

Sukh Beas Phase-II Surface / Sub-surface 0.311

Cost (M. Rs.)

80

Drainage
4

Effective

Linkage

Project

Khairwala 0.559

SCARP-V
5

Indus Munda Unit (SCARP Thal Canal 0.333
Project)

6

C.B.D.C Remaining

0.930

7

Sukh Beas Below B.S Link Phase-II 0.630
(Main stem)

8

Fourth Drainage Project Additional Area

0.559

(I.R.R Sub Project)
TOTAL:

4.320

15,755

B. SINDH:
9

Right Bank Outfall Drain

4.500

8400

10

Ghotki Saline

0.837

1200

5.337

9600

TOTAL:
C: N.W.F.P.
11

Pehur SCARP

0.055

81

12

Bannu SCARP Phase II

0.080

181

13

Doaba Daud Zai SCARP

0.095

195

14

Kafur Dhen- II SCARP

0.02

245

TOTAL:

0.232

702

GRAND TOTAL

9.889

26,057

Indus River brings about 10 tons per year of salt in Sindh In addition to this 4
tons of salts comes from ground water through wells. Groundwater pumped through
tube wells contain TDS (total dissolved solvent) its use cause salinity.
In Sindh, the drainage project was initiated in 1970, with small scale SCARP
programs. LBOD (Left Bank Outfall Drainage (and RBOD Right Bank Outfall
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Drainage was stored 1886 and 1995, respectively. (Ministry of Water and Power vol
III, 2005, pp.18-20)
It is very necessary to conduct research in arid and semi arid areas on tile
drainage as tile drainage is considered to reduce the water salinization. (Ahmad and
Awan, 1999, pp.164-171)

3.4.5 Government Measures for Water Logging and Salinity
WAPDA since its establishment is working to combat water logging and
salinity. It has completed 57 SCARP (Salinity Control and Reclamation Projects
which covered a gross area of 7.81 mha. In addition two surface water management
projects and five drainage programs have been executed. (WAPDA, 1997, p.37)
In the 1950s detailed surveys conducted by Government with the assistance of
US Geological survey, to determine ground water table and salinity in the Punjab
Province. SCARP programmes were initiated on the basis of these surveys under
public tube well programme, in 35 years WAPDA had installed more than 20,000
tube wells. Each has average capacity abstraction 80 l/s (3 cfs). These tube wells
performed in two ways, these tube wells were used to reduce water logging and
salinity in much saline groundwater areas. Irrigation was the other use of these tube
wells in less saline groundwater areas. These provided farmers guidance to install
private tube wells. According to Government of Pakistan (1999) more than 15,500
private tube wells are operative for irritations purposes. Although their discharge was
quite lower, 28 l/s (1 cfs) and less. This resulted in reduction of public tube wells
especially in the areas of fresh groundwater. SCARP in a transition programme plans
handing over pumping of public tube wells to the farmers in the fresh groundwater
zones. But in saline groundwater zone, SCARP tube wells are facing technical and
departmental problems.
Tile drainage system is being used to lessen water logging and salinity.
Natural drainage of Indus Basin is poor. In addition construction of different manmade features, like, road, railway lines, embankments for flood protection and the
construction

of

irrigation

system

enhance

drainage

problem.

Inappropriate

maintenance of already constructed thousands of Km of surface drainage is no
showing good performance.
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In the fourth Drainage Programme by improving the surface drains, the
groundwater table dropped even before construction of pipe drains in different
SCARPs. Left Bank Outfall Drain (LBOD) project was planned to reduce or maintain
groundwater level. In addition saline drainage water from 1.275 million acres of Left
Bank of Indus River in Sindh, be disposed of to sea. In this mega project remodeling
of canals and drains, the construction of drainage tube wells, scavenger wells, tile
drainage and interceptor drains were included. WAPDA (1996) Right Bank Outfall
Drain (RBOD) was design to improve integrated development of agriculture on the
right bank of the River Indus in province of Sindh. This project is also designed to
improve drainage and to reduce water logging and salinity. (Bhutta and Chaudry,
1999, pp.141-142)
Pumping of water from SCARP tube wells also flush out salts from saline
soils, this again cause degradation of the land. Hence SCARP benefited only for short
time period. At the same time SCARP suffered from O and M short comings. Lack of
planning and lack of will is also noticed. To overcome this double edge threat
comprehensive planning is needed at all levels.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Inter Intra Water Management Challenges
A number of water management issues have emerged as challenges at national
and international level. This scenario is retarding national harmony, progress and
economic growth. A close look of these relevant issues will help to solve the impasse.
Multidimensional evaluations of the profound problems at political, diplomatic and
local aspects are vital.

4.1 Apportionment of Water among Provinces
4.1.1 Apportionment Background
The reasons behind the issue of division of and distribution of water among
the provinces are political as well as self gain aspect of the feudal lords.
Sind and Baluchistan both the provinces are climatically arid zones. Major
parts of the Sindh and Baluchistan have desert like climate having sparse and sporadic
rainfall.
There are areas like Thar, Kachho and Kohistan are dependent on rain, i.e.
these are rain fed Barrani areas. Major part of Bluchistan does not have irrigative
system, arid region depending on rainfall during winter. Only

small part of

Baluchistan is fed by Indus System.
The climate makes ultimate effects on the land and the irrigation. At the same
time, the Indus system flow in Sindh slows down due to reduction of river gradient in
the old stage of its flow, as the erosive power of channel reduces enormously. The
river cannot keep its flow in a stream hence river splits into branches, termed a deltaic
stage. Flow of river varies during the year and also varies year to year; nearly 80% of
river flow and 65% of precipitation occurs during 2-3 monsoon months.
The scarcity aspect is still enhanced as the coast along the southern part of the
country extends for approximately 1,046 km (650 miles). Makran and Lasbela Coast
of Bluchistan is stretched for approximately 730 km (450 miles) while Sindh coast is
316km (197Miles). (Chaudry, 2010, p.31) The ratio between the fresh water and
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saline water has increased as the natural flow of water is obstructed in upper reaches,
by diverting all the three Eastern Rivers in the extra Indus zone in Rajistan and the
other arid areas like Panipat Gulgam, Rotak Hisar on Indian side. Further the natural
flow of Western rivers has changed by diverting flow for the irrigation to the land fed
by Eastern Rivers. For this purpose reservoirs like Mangla, Terbela, and Chashma are
operated. So these reservoirs divert a mega amount of 16 MAF to the areas previously
fed by eastern rivers. On the other hand sea water intrusion gives rise to the alarming
phenomenon

„Down

Kotri‟.

Kotri barrage

is

observational parameter being

downstream. Intrusion of sea water is a regular natural phenomenon although
enhanced because of certain crucial requisite. Water logging and salinity are another
ultimate of the water flow. In the Accord 1991, 10 MAF down Kotri is an agreed
figure to reduce sea intrusion. Diversion of river water for the use of urban
necessities, still become a cause in reducing the flow of water. Karachi is
continuously increasing in population. Daily commuting statistics reveals on average
350 person stay back in Karachi. So an increase of 350 people daily is in addition to
natural annual growth of population of Karachi mega polis to 150 million. [Federal
Bureau of statistics (2009) This population and industries produce tons of tons
effluent to be disposed at the risk of environment and water quality. In apportionment
award a considerable amount of 5 MAF was allocated for the urban utilities of
Karachi.
At the time of scarcity of water regional leaders become more vocal. The
national scarcity of water is divided proportionally among the provinces. But this
point is taken as provincial card causing psychological unrest among the masses
especially those in the lower riparian area.
In an interview with Deputy General Manager PIDA at Lahore office, Mr. M.
Shafeeq (May 8 2008) submitted that Sindh was even apportioned water generously.
It may be observed that number of breaches occur frequently in canals network in
Sindh which indicates surplus water. (Shafeeq.M Personal communication May8,
2008)
In Sindh and Bluchistan Vedara and Sardar is dominant not only in terms of
political influence rather in terms land holdings. It may be termed as mega land
holdings. One of the major drawbacks in the system is that facilities and benefits do
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not reach at gross root to small land holders, who are worst, affected in terms of
availability of water.
Water distribution issue among the provinces dates back prior to the partition,
when British India constructed irrigation network. It originated since Sutlej Valley
Project in Punjab, sanctioned in 1921. Bahwalpur state protested for supply planned
for Bikaner state that the flows were even inadequate for herself and for the upper
riparian Punjab. Apprehension for Sukkar canal project was conveyed by Punjab, as it
felt that both Sukkar and Thal Barrages would receive inadequate supplies. At that
time Sindh was part of Bombay Province, it launched protest regarding Sutlej Valley
project, which withdrawal, feared for inadequate supplies for Sukkar Barrage canals.
Time proved that the supplies for the Sutlej Valley were insufficient, ample storage
were

required

to

provide

sufficient

supply.

(Ministry

of

Information

and

Broadcasting, 1991,pp.17-18)
After partition the contention continued, Province Punjab was pin pointed for
gaining major share. Punjab is most populous province and in addition to that Punjab
produces more than 70% of agricultural production. Other provinces claim that the
shortage is projected artificially to get lion‟s share. During President Musharaf regime
elaborate telemetry system was installed at different points for recording water share
being delivered appropriately. (Ahuja, 2007, pp.94-95)
Since arising of the differences among different provinces, six committees and
commissions have worked to chalk out resolution. But no comprehensive acceptable
resolution worked out the differences of different stakeholders. On recommendations
of Anderson Committee in 1937, Government of India increased allocation to Sukkar
and Panjnad Canals, Paharpur, Thal and Heveli Canals were commanded to share
allocations during shortage and surplus. Again on Sindh complaint, in 1939, regarding
apprehended effects on Sindh inundation canals due to Punjab projects. Rau
Commission ruled that an upper riparian cannot interfere with existing irrigation of
lower riparian. This Commission also put ban on construction (Sutlej Valley Project)
commencement till 1st October 1945.
Indus Water Treaty changed the water flow scenario altogether in Pakistan.
After completion of Mangla dam in 1968, the „Water Allocation and Rates
Committee‟ was formed known as Akhtar Hussain Committee. But committee
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recommendations could not be implemented as just after submission of its report, all
the four provinces were united to make one unit, on 1st July 1970. Fazal-e-Akbar
Committee, constituted in October 1970, remained void in getting consensus for
allocation

of Indus

Water

and

its tributaries.

Chief Justice Anwaar-ul-Haq

Commission was constituted under recommendation of Council of Common Interest
(CCI) failed to comply in time. Government made reference to Supreme Court. Chief
Justice recommended to the President that the distribution of waters of the River
Indus and its tributaries be made under Fazal-e-Akbar Committee Report. Court
recommended Indus River Authority be appointed for some modifications and
adjustments. Justice Haleem, Chief Justice of Supreme Court was asked on 3rd March
1983 to undertake the task of apportionment of waters on a fair and equitable basis.
No decision could be made even on Haleem Committee report, submitted on 15th
April, 1983.
The provinces received water supplies of irrigation through ad hoc distribution
apportioned by Federal Government notification for each season, i.e. Rabi and Kharif.
(Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, 1991, pp. 19-22)

4.1.2 Result of Delay in Apportionment
Comment: Delay in the award was causing damages and loss to the system
and the economy of the country. Basic loss to be considered was the water; running
waste in the Arabian Sea (30-32 MAF per year). 10 MAF have been allocated to
combat sea intrusion. If apportionment has settled since long, 20 to 22 MAF
development of water would had long lasting effect on the water resources hence on
agricultural production and in turn viable economy of the country
As the allocation issue remained pending even at the completion of Tarbela
dam. Before Tarbela, total water use was 97.5 MAF (Kharif- 67.36 MAF, Rabi 30.21
MAF). Experts wanted to improve utilization to 104.24 MAF (kharif 76.41 MAF Rabi
24.83 MAF) for the planned needs, by improving the existing system. In addition to
that after induction of additional 8.56 MAF from Tarbela, water use was to be raised
to 117.81 MAF (Kharif- 80.00, Rabi 37.81 MAF). But due to the apportionment
problem, additional schemes could not be implemented. As a result the already
operative irrigation system consumed the Tarbela water, for 97.51 MAF to 105.35
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MAF, which would have been 117.81 MAF. This extra water poured into the existing
system escalated the twin hazard of water logging and salinity in different parts of the
Basin. Shortage of hydroelectricity is also indirect of shoot of the water allocation
prolonged pending issue as new projects could not be launched. This is causing loss
of billions dollars of exchequer for thermal power fuel. (Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting, 1991, pp.24-25)

4.1.2.1 Why Consensus Missed
Comment: The document of Apportionment Award (1991) among the
provinces has analyzed the different committees report. Which reveal that there had
been difference of 1 to 2 MAF of water allocation which is not a major quantity as
securing 126 MAF of national water. In Haleem committee, consensus was seen
among the 3 representatives of the provinces, only KPK dissented for securing 14
MAF in spite of 12 MAF.

4.1.3 Water Apportionment Award 1991
“The Inter Provincial Committee on Apportionment of Indus Waters” formed
under the Council on Common Interest (CCI), identified main hindering aspects
among the provinces. During March 1991, Chief Ministers of the four provinces
reached to mutual agreement on apportionment of Indus River System Waters:
Existing ad-hoc allocations remained intact. KPK and Baluchistan projects
were provided authorized water quota under existing uses. Kurrum, Gomal and Kohat
Basin could be developed, in KPK, but without disturbing existing uses on these
rivers. Baluchistan was allowed to develop resources on the Indus right bank
tributaries flowing through its areas.
Under the apportionment distribution, Punjab‟s allocation was set at 55.94
MAF (Kharif 37.07; Rabi 18.87). Sindh‟s allocation of 48.76 MAF (Kharif 33.94;
Rabi 14.82) inclusive of agreed 5 MAF per annum, for Urban and Industrial use of
Karachi metropolitan. 5.78 MAF (Kharif 3.48; Rabi 2.30) to KPK and 3.87 (Kharif
2.85; Rabi 1.02) was allocated to Baluchistan.
Another 3.00 MAF (Kharif 1.80; Rabi 120) from engaged civil canals above
the rim stations in KPK. The balance river supplies, including flood flows and future
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storages shall be apportioned as Punjab and Sindh 37%, KPK 14% and Bluchistan
12%.
On the estimate projected by Sindh, a major quantity of 10 MAF was set for
escapage to sea, down Kotri. But final figure was to be determined after further
research.
In the Accord, provinces were allowed to plan new projects as per their
prescribed share. Small schemes which should not exceed 5000 acres could be
planned above 1200 feet SPD elevation.
Different systems allocation will be calculated on the 10 daily bases. These
uses will help in determining, shortage and surplus share, on all Pakistan bases.
Priority would be given for the irrigation uses of the provinces in the operation of the
already operative reservoirs. An important feature of the Accord was avoidance of
wastage by all the provinces. It was allowed, that surplus may be used by another
province, for time being, not establishing right to such uses, in case a province is not
in a position to make full use of the allocated part. It was decided to make use of even
a drop of water. In addition to this,
“The need for storage, wherever feasible on the Indus and other rivers, was admitted
and recognized by the participants for planned future development”. (IRSA, (1991)
At the time of accord it was considered best possible apportionment. The
provinces were considered master of their own waters. Five million acres of land
under cultivation was claimed to be brought under cultivation.
Sindh gained extra 4.5 MAF water, which was 13 percent more than already in
use, under the ad hoc delivering of water. It was even higher than the previous
committees and missions.
KPK gained 50 percent more water than its demand, that is, it was given 12.69
MAF against her demand for 11.85 MAF in 1983. Chief Minister of the province
hoped to gain Rs. 760 crore (1crore=10million) by only Chashma Right Bank Canal.
Baluchistan also received additional water. Baluchistan chief minister hoped to bring
0.6 million acres to 1.6 million acres under cultivation.
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Punjab chief minister said that his province has made sacrifices to facilitate the
accord. He pointed to execute network of Greater Thal Canal.

Table: 4.1 Water Apportionments among the Provinces (Fig. in MAF)
Province

KHARIF

RABI

TOTAL

Punjab

37.07

18.87

55.94

SINDH*

33.94

14.82

48.76

N.W.F.P. (a)

3.48

2.30

5.78

1.80

1.20

3.00

2.85

1.02

3.87

+

+

+

1.80

1.20

3.00

(b)CIVIL CANALS**
BALOCHISTAN

*Including already sanctioned Urban and Industrial uses for Metropolitan
Karachi

**Unguaged Civil Canals above the rim stations

Source: GOP Ministry of Information and Broadcasting
Rivers supplies were apportioned among the provinces during 1971-1991, by
issuing ad-hoc sharing orders by the federal government. (Nadeem, 2003, p.113)
Construction of new canals was banned, during the period 1971-1991, under
ad hoc arrangements, which in turn stopped further development of irrigated
agriculture in the country.
Even in October 2003 News Paper Business Recorder termed the WAA as a
major breakthrough. Business Recorder (2003)
This 14 Paras Apportionment Accord 1991 was adopted as decision of
Council of Common Interests (CCI) on March 21, 1991]
The para 2 of the WAA (1991) apportions a total of 114.35 MAF among the
provinces. But the mentioned 114.35 never been achieved since agreement. Qazilbash
(2005) foresees that could not be likely be achieved in future, as already depleted
physical limits, are continuing the trend. Tarbela, Mangla and Chashma has gone
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down 25% i.e. 3.5 MAF. Punjab got to share shortages in proportion to the actual uses
during 1972-82. Qazilbash (2005)
On

many

occasions,

provinces

have

shown

mutual

goodwill

and

accommodation in resolving pending issues. After independence Kotri, Taunsa and
Guddu Barrages were constructed on main Indus River with cooperation. Provinces
Water apportionment issue dates back to pre partition. Since Anderson committee
(1935) till 1991 consensus it remained pending.
Annexure II of Apportionment Accord discussed the 10-Day Seasonal System
adopted as para 14 a.
Comment: The Indus Water Accord 1991 apportioned the water not on actual
average usage, which at that time stood 105 MAF, rather at 117 MAF. It was because
provinces were convinced to construct new storages and in anticipation of new
storages, figure was added to the actual average usage. Shahid, (2006)
IRSA: The Council of Common Interest is a constitutional body to resolve issues
between centre and provinces and between provinces. Apportionment Award was
signal under Rule 14 of Council of Common Interest (CCI) on March 21, 1991 with
headquarters at Lahore. Later on due reservation by other provinces especially by
Sindh the headquarter of Indus River System Authority has been shifted to Islamabad
Vide Presidential ordinance No XL of 2000 dated September 4, 2000. Ahuja (2007)

4.1.4 Consensus on Construction of Reservoirs
Water is vital for economy of Pakistan. It is need of the time that it should be
developed to the full of its capacity by all the four provinces of the country. Being
stake holders, consensus among provinces is necessary.
Construction of 4 main canals have been commenced to provide water to the
desert areas. Time and again different provinces have shown their provincial concerns
over construction of these canals.
According to Para 8 on Page 2 of the 1991 Water Apportionment
Accord (WAA), provinces are free to execute new projects, with in their agreed share.
Different projects initiated by different provinces are Rainee-Thar canal in Sindh,
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Kachhi canal in Baluchistan and Chashma Right Bank Lift Canal in KPK whereas
Greater Thal Canal in Punjab.
Opposition to Greater Thal canal is underway in Sindh Assembly. The Sindh
Provincial Assembly, have brought resolutions against the construction of the Greater
Thal Canal. Sindh preemption that Punjab may divert its waters through this canal as
the water in Indus River is not sufficient. Both Federal and Punjab Governments have
clarified that this canal be operative only during availability of water during floods.
But Sindh fears that once water is made available people would compel to make the
canal perennial under political pressure. Hence would withdraw extra water than the
due share. During President Musharaf regime press remained vocal on the precision
of Telemetry System for monitoring. [Press]
Lack of trust is noticed among the provinces, especially Sindh persists
reservation for Punjab projects. Sindh raises the question, being lower riparian, upper
canal withdraws. It puts forward its feeling that it may be deprived of its share. Sind
states because of historical events, its doubt is justified. One way or other, a deep
concern has been rooted in the minds and hearts of the smaller provinces that Punjab
would attain more benefits out of the distribution mechanism.

Punjab is a larger

province in terms of population, developed land and per capita income. Punjab
projects itself as major producer of crops and feeding the whole of the country. In a
personal meeting with Shafeeq (2008) DGM Provincial Irrigation Drainage Authority
(PIDA) [Personal Interview] discussed that Punjab is being deprived of its due share
in the process of reconciliatory process. Canals in Sindh often face breaches due to
over load of the water.
Punjab point of view is put forward as the further development being
delayed, causing throwing away of considerable amount of water in sea. A historical
record of past 25 years is 35 MAF to 38 MAF per annum below Kotri. Sufficient
water is available after deduction of 10 MAF for prevention of Sea intrusion in the
continental agricultural part of the country. This was allocated as a minimum down
Kotri escapage under Para 7 of the water Apportionment Accord as per Sindh
demand.

Para 7 suggests further studies to establish the amount to check sea

intrusion. Since signing of Accord (1991) almost 2 decades have lapsed, study could
not be undertaken because the provinces could not agree on such. Disagreements
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persist between Punjab and Sindh on availability of water for development /
additional storage. Sindh resists that there is no further water available for further
development.
The mode of sharing of shortages was accepted in the Para 14 (b) of the
Accord (1991) on page 3 “The record of actual average system uses for the period
1977-82, would form the guideline for developing a future regulation pattern. These
ten daily uses would be adjusted pro-rata to correspond to the indicated seasonal
allocations of the different canals systems and would form the basis for sharing
shortages and surpluses on all Pakistan basis.” after the accord. Country faced serious
water shortages during 1994-1995, 1997-1998 then during long spell 1999-03. Acute
differences arose during these shortage periods. In the accord Punjab was apportioned
2.7 percent less than the historical flows and Sindh was given 1.2 percent more water
than the historical flows. Punjab pleaded that it agreed on reduced flow than its share
and allowed Sindh more water than its due share, in the Accord 1991 deal in which
construction of more storages were to be taken place. As the storages are not
constructed, rather opposed by others, so the Accord (1991) is not fully implemented.
So Punjab sought its share on pre 1991 historical average basis. But shares kept on
enforced as per 1991 Accord, under agreement in ministerial meeting in 1994. In spite
of 1994 ministerial resolution differences kept on due to lower riparian apprehensions.
Shahid (2007)
Table4.2 Canals Under Execution
1. Kachhi Canal Baluchistan
Location
Off taking site

Sibbi & Dhadar Districts
Taunsa

Barrage

(Indus

River)
Canal Capacity

10,500 Cusecs

Area to be Irrigated

560,000 Acres

Estimated Cost

Rs. 44 billion

Percentage of construction

1.5%
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As of August 31, 2003
2. Chashma Right Bank Lift Canal, KPK
Location

D.I.Khan Districts

Off taking Site

Chashma Barrage (Indus

River)
Canal Capacity

2,500 cusecs

Pumping Lift

60 feet

Area to be irrigated

261,000 Acres

Estimated Cost

Rs. 38 billion

Percentage of construction

In the study stage

As of August 31, 2003
3. Greater Thal Canal, Punjab
Location

Bhakkar, Jhang, Khushab,
Layyah

&

Muzzaffargarh

Districts
Off taking Site

Chashma

Jhelum

Link

(Indus

River)
Canal Capacity

10,500 cusecs

Area to be Irrigated

1,500,000 Acres

Estimated Cost

Rs. 61 billion

Percentage of construction
As of August 31, 2003

8%

4. Rainee/ Thar Canal, Sindh
Location

Sanghar & Tharparkar Districts

Off taking Site

Duddu Barrage (Indus River)
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Canal Capacity

10,000 cusecs

Area to be Irrigated

2,60,000 Acres

Estimated Cost

Rs. 51 billion

Percentage of construction
As of August 31, 2003

4.2

1%

Kalabagh Dam - An Impasse

Table4.3 Principal Project Data
Indus River at Site
Catchment area (Max) 110500 sq miles
Observed flood

1,200,000 cfs

Reservoir+
Gross storage
Live storage
Dead storage
Retention level

7.9 MAF
6.1 MAF
1.8 MAF
915 FT SPD*

Minimum reservoir level Area at retention level 825 ft SPD*
Main Dam
Crest elevation

940 ft SPD*

Crest width

50 ft

Maximum height

260 ft

(Above river bed)

Length

4,375 ft
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Overflow Spillway
Sill Level

860 ft SPD*

PMF Discharge

1,070,000 cfs

Orifice Spillway
Sill Level

785 ft SPD*

**PMF Discharge

980,000cfs

Installed Capacity

3600 MW

*Survey of Pakistan datum, based on mean sea level at Karachi.
** Probable Maximum Flood.

4.2.1 Project Cost
The total cost at July 2003 price level, including contingencies, price
escalation and interest during construction, is estimated as US$ 5,116 million.
Implementation of the project would take about 6 years for the first power unit to
come in operation.
Kalabagh was a feudal estate, with in Punjab; in 1822 it was annexed by the
Sikhs. Later British granted Nawab of Kalabagh as feudal estate. Now the price has
hiked to billions of dollars.
In 1953 near the town Kalabagh well known as Kalabagh Dam was initiated by
Government of Pakistan (PC II). It was considered as storage dam till 1973 later as
per energy requirements; it was enhanced to multipurpose dam. Its paper work was
finalized in March 1984 by United Nation Development Programme (UNDP)
Ahuja(2007)
As the engineering studies of the dam have been completed for years for
multidimensional aspects so the project can be started without wastage of time
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The proposed Kalabagh Dam site on Indus is located 210 Km down stream of
Tarbela. It is located at 148 Km down stream, the confluence of Kabul and Indus
Rivers and 26 Km upstream of dam of the existing Jinnah Barrage. It is a rock fill
dam with 260 feet, maximum height above river bed and maximum retention level at
915 feet SPD. This is designed for 6.1 MAF live storage or usable storage. The dam
will have 3600 MW, ultimate generation capacity. Rajput (2005)

4.2.2 Pro-Kalabagh Rationale
Based on different studies, by different local and international consultants
claimed that Kalabagh is the ideal site for construction of a dam. Due to less silting
area, its life span is greater. Among the different benefits one focused is cheap and
clean hydro electricity. Rabbani (2006)
As the per capita energy consumption Pakistan is quite low. But at the same
time energy production is still lower. Pakistan depends on energy for economic
growth and development. Energy production on the other hand is dependent on water
sector development in the country. Gillani (2001)*
Now shortfall in power production has caused adverse effects on the economy of the
country. WAPDA in Annual Report 1992-93 have given another figure 11,400
million KWH annual which would be produced on low cost.
The Tarbela and Kalabagh are to be operative in conjugation, hence producing
336 million Kwh of electricity annual power in addition to its existing power
production average benefits are estimated as Rs. 46.0 billion. Rajput, (2005)
It to be going to produce the low cost energy near the major load centers. It
would minimize transmission costs and hassle is going to reduce. The existing grid
can be utilized for domestic, agricultural and industrial consumers. Memon, (1992)
Average power benefits are estimated as 46 billion Rupees per annum. A high cheap
hydro power proportion only can take country out of economic crisis. It is estimated
that power generated form Kala Bagh is equivalent to 20 million barrels of oil which
otherwise would have to be imported. This would put enormous foreign exchange
burden on the country‟s economy. Iqbal (2008)
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Due to sporadic and scanty rainfall, rain fed agriculture is limited to limited
areas of the country, as the country‟s climate ranges from arid to semi arid. Pakistan‟s
agriculture depends on irrigation. Saleem (2004)

Due to increase in population,

industrial growth, living standard and increase in agricultural water demand has
increased manifolds. Nazir (2003)
Water and Power Development Authority (WAPDA) in vision 2025, has
planned and proposed salient programmes to meet the future challenges in water
management. Kalabagh Dam stands among the major dependent programmes of the
water sector. It is envisaged that the project would provide water to fulfill future
demands. The irrigation short fall would be eliminated. The additional water will be
utilized during the Rabi Season, October – March, which would improve increase
cropping intensity during this water short period.
Improvement in irrigation system of different provinces would increase crops yield.
This annual increase in the system is estimated to be 4.5 MAF water annually
WAPDA (1988)
The major part stored in the dam would be from the flood season to be used at
ripening time of Kharif crops and fully for Rabi crops. Average benefits from the
additional irrigation supplies are estimated at Rs.12.50 billion per annum.
Flood damages not only crops and fields rather civic infrastructure worth billion of
rupees is damaged. Human lives are also at stake, mass dislocation takes places.
These seasonal floods cause damage to the country‟s economy. In 1973; more than
1.3 million acres were affected by flood which caused loss of 900 million rupees.
1976 Floods inundated 2.2 million acres, causing 1500 million rupees loss. Kalabagh
dam will minimize the flood threats, their severity and damage would be alleviated.
The area between the Dam and the rivers junction at Punjnad 300 miles (480 Km) will
be secured from flood. Before the monsoon season, the water level in the dam would
be reduced purposefully so that its capacity to absorb flood rains enhanced. It is
estimated that average flood control benefit from the dam would be 1.50 billion
rupees per annum. WAPDA (1998) Indus Rivers are silting at pace, the storage
capacity of Mangla, Tarbela and Chashma are depleting day by day. According to
WAPDA they have depleted 2.964 MAF till 2000. [Induct new update 2010 From
Net] So replacement Dam of larger storing capacity is utmost need of the time. Till
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today it is assured by different experts that all these reservoirs have played their
beneficial role in raising food grain production of the country. Kalabagh Dam is even
essential in maintaining the previous food production routine because the depletion
has caused enormous storage shortage. Due to deslucing facility this dam would last
for a longer time. WAPDA (1991 Eskar (1996) at Staff College Lahore while
addressing senior bureaucrats of the country, stressed on multi dimensional benefits of
KalaBagh including, cheap hydro power and sizeable fish stock and considerable
complementKabul River could be diverted to Kalabagh after expiration of Warsak
Dam with quite less investment. Country‟s natural gas reservoirs would long last due
to its reduced consumption in thermal power production. Reduced load shedding
would enhance industrial production. Khan (1998) All the provinces of the country
would be benefited from Kalabagh Dam. According to figures cited by Iqbal (2008)
from WAPDA (1998), the expected acreage of the land to be benefited is shown in the
table
Table4.4Expected acreage of the land to be benefited
Province

Lac acres

Sindh

8.0

KPK

4.8

Punjab

6.8

Baluchistan

5.1

Total

24.5

Source: (Iqbal 2008)
Whereas Rajput Muhammad Idris (2005) has sited shares in percentage from
WAA (1991) under clause (4) as shown in figure 6:

This additional water availability to the farmers would result in more crops,
more grain. Water would be stored during flood season in the dam and it would be
released during reduced river flow as per requirement of crops under the clause (14d)
of Water Apportionment Award (1991). Rajput (2005)
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4.2.3 Apprehensions of the Provinces
Different provinces reserve their reservations regarding KalaBagh Dam.
WAPDA with the help of different national and international experts and panel of
experts has undertaken different studies regarding the queries and apprehensions of
the provinces. Grievances of people of different provinces persist mainly due to
politicizing of the dam to gain political gains. On the other hand some reservation put
forward by the provinces carry logic. Sindhies has concentrated on the statistics of
river flows down Kotri but they are not ready to listen any logic regarding over riding
benefits than the lesser losses.

4.2.3.1 N.W.F.P
According to an unofficial report, KPK strengthened opposition to Kalabagh
dam project in the initial stage of resistance against the proposed dam. According to
N.W.F.P flood risks to the parts of the province would be aggravated. So recurrence
of August 1929 floods may take place due to back effect of the Kalabgh Lake.
Computer based studies supported by physical modeling have negated this flood
recurrence chances at Noshera even after 100 years of construction of the dam.
Chinese Expert Dr. Lianzhen, later Dr. Kennedy (USA) headed the panel of
Experts, nominated by KPK Government confirmed the same. WAPDA(2003)
Indus River valley is 8000 feet (2438.4meters) wide prior the Attock gorge, which
narrows as 1000 ft.(304.8m) This deep and narrow Attock gorge pond creation and
back effect upstream hence restricting flood levels. Imam(1994) Highest water
level of the Kalabagh dam reservoir is 915 feet (278.8 meters) from mean sea level
whereas lowest sea level height of Noshera area is 935 feet (284.98 meters),
reservoir still 20 feet (6 meters) lower.
Another apprehension of KPK is increase of water logging and salinity in
Mardan, Pabbi and Swabi areas, as water level increases due to Kalabagh reservoir.
Mean sea level height of Mardan, Pabbi and Swabi areas, are 970, 960 and 1000 feet
respectively. While highest water level of the Kalabagh reservoir is 915 feet (278
meters) which would only be retained for 3 to 4 weeks during September and
October. The water would be released for Rabi crops and electricity production. Then
water level would lower down to dead storage level, 825 feet (251.4 meters). It can
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not stop land drainage so water logging and salinity could not be caused in Mardan,
Pabbi and Swabi. A same criterion denies adverse affect to Mardan SCARP. WAPDA
(2003)
KPK has apprehension that her fertile cultivable land would be submerged.
According to statistics, total cultivable land which would be affected by reservoir is
35000 acres (14165 Hectare).
Out of these 27500 acres (11130 Hectare) land would permanently fall under
the reservoir. This land is shared by Punjab 24500 acre (9915 hectare) and KPK 3000
acres (1214 hectare). Then out of the total land under the reservoir, 3000 acres (1214
hectare) is irrigated land. Main part of which falls in Punjab 2900 acres (1173 hectare)
and only 100 acres (40 hectare) falls in KPK. Sofi (1998)

Population

dislocation

and resettlement phenomenon is protested world wide in spite of better packages
offer.
According to 1998 estimate dislocation of 108101 people would take place.
65,929 shall be from Punjab and 42,172 from KPK. The affected are planned to be
resettled on the periphery of the dam in model villages, which have better civic
facilities. Land holdings are planned to be allotted land in compensation of affected
land. Business Recorder (1994)
After October 08, 2005 earth quake occurring at 8.2 of Ritcher Scale, it is
advised that Kalabagh ability to absorb earth quake shock would be from 7.5 to 9.5
Rticher scale.

4.2.3.2 Sindh Apprehensions
Sindh Apprehensions are answered by WAPDA, on the basis of reports
prepared by experts and panel of experts for the construction of Kalabagh. But Sindh
reservation still persists. It interprets the available data in its own reference of context.
Although some points of their reservation seem to be valid whereas local rigid politics
also play role to hinder rapprochement. Actually gross root benefits and national
interest are not preferred, so the local level drawbacks are magnified in loud tone
which covers all the logics to save the country. Zulfiqar Ali Khan former Chairman
WAPDA claimed: “Kalabagh as fly wheel of our economy. If the water can not be
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shared benefits can be shared” Iqbal (2008) Sindh projects that no surplus water will
be available to fill Kalabagh reservoir. Whereas post Trabela statistics reveals that an
annual average of 35 MAF, down Kotri has flowed to Arabian Sea. Flood surplus is
available during July to September; Kalabagh reservoir would be filled by 6.1 MAF
whereas 29 MAF still be flowing down Kotri to sea. Haq (2003) IRSA on the
direction of Senate Standing Committee on Water and Power studied and reported
that sufficient water is available for storage. WAPDA (2003)
While Rajput (2005) takes three approaches on availability of water, upstream,
downstream and on year to year basis, attempts to prove that surplus water is
available only for few years as year to year river flow varies. He also includes the data
for presumptive use in future.
Sindh objects to Kalabagh dam that high level outlets would be used to divert
water from reservoir. WAPDA pleads that no outlet would be provided from the
canals as project design des not include any such provision for diverting water for
reservoir using high level outlets. On the other hand modern electronic system
telemetric system is installed at each barrage and on other flow points for monitoring
discharge of different canals. The monitoring is conducted under the IRSA. This
system can also be installed at Kalabagh. WAPDA (2003)
More surveillance may be enforced, monitored by different experts.
Sindh shows her anxiety over the construction of the dam so that this large
dam costing US $ 5 to 17 billion, there would be effort to fill the dam every year. So
in years of low flow, when surplus water is not available filling of the dam would
continue hence irrigation water supplies to Sindh will be reduced. And the project
would render the province to desert.
WAPDA in her studies have tried to negate this apprehension, Dams do not
consume water rather dams are filled during flood season and released during low
flows as per crops demand. During pre Tarbela time, Sindh withdrew 35 MAF.
Whereas after Mangla and Tarbela the figure increased to 44.2 MAF, i.e. 24%
increase. WAPDA studies estimate that after Kalabagh the water would increase
further 2.25 MAF. WAPDA (2003)
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Sindh still pleads that the natural flow would be reduced resulting in many
problems but does not acknowledge the other way different attainment from the dam.
Surplus water would be available to the four provinces as per water Apportionment
Award 1991. Arif (1998)
Still a major apprehension regarding Kalabagh dam construction is sea water
intrusion in the Indus Estuary would increase. Still WAPDA provides findings of
panel of experts on Kalabagh Dam. Studies indicate seawater intrusion is presently to
the lower parts of Delta and minimized below Aghimani guage and is not going to
extend due to Kalabgh Dam.WAPDA (2003)
There are many more apprehensions which Sindh raises. WAPDA as per her
findings and studies tries to convince but Sindh reservations persist. No doubt large
dams make morphological changes to the downstream areas of the river flow. But the
major concern should be focused on the overall need of the reservoir. All the positive
points must be added up and all negative points must be subtracted. If the answer is
positive, we should go for dam.
Rapprochement on the basis of give and take must also be implied. Otherwise
shelving/abandoning of Kalabagh dam is no solution.

4.2.3.2.1 Sindh Share Kalabagh
At the time of promulgation of Water Apportionment Award (1991), Sindh
Chief Minister Jam Sadiq Ali acknowledged the gains of WAA. He was satisfied that
politicians have reached to conclusion with consensus. He showed his pleasure on
receiving an additional 4.5 MAF i.e. 13 % more than utilization. This allocation was
highest than all previous recommendations of different committees. Sindh was
receiving 44.34 MAF under ad hoc allocation which was increased to 48.76 MAF. He
hoped that besides more water availability for irrigative purposes, additional water
would increase agricultural intensity from prevailing 81 percent to 120 percent.
WAPDA (1991)
The root of dissention (difference of opinion) lies in the policies adopted at the
time of inception of Pakistan. India foresaw the problem and brought a universal land
reforms hence breaking strong land lord mafia. It gave India free hand to implement
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her different policies.

Whereas the land

reforms in Pakistan were partially

implemented during 1970‟s hence promoting powerful pressure group. This landlord
group especially in Sindh is one way or other well connected both nationally and
internationally. Among them there are main office bearers of different political
parties. They play havoc in implementing different policies. These well off land lords
are least bothered about the gross root level benefits of the farmers.
Table:4.5 KALABAGH DAM PROJECT
PANEL OF EXPERTS: OVER ALL PROJECT DESIGN (1983-1986)
Mr. Pierre Londe (France)

Dr.

G.

Lombardi

(Switzerland)
Dr. James L. Shared (U.S.A)

Dr.

John

Lowe

(III) (USA)
Dr. Klaus W. John (Germany)

Dr.

John

Parmakian

(USA)
REVIEW OF PROJECT (MAY 1984)
Mr. Asghar Ali Abidi

Pakistan

Mr. Sheikh Manzoor Ahmad

Pakistan

Mr. Shahnawaz Khan

Pakistan

REVIEW OF NOWSHERA VALLEY FLOODING (1987)
Dr. John K. Kennedy

USA

Dr. Khalid Mahmood

USA

Dr. W. Rodney White

USA

Dr. King Lianzhan

China
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4.3 Indus Basin Water Treaty IBWT (1960)
Table4.6 Treaties on International Rivers
 Major Trans boundary river basin

=

214

 International rivers

=

263

 Europe

=

69

 Asia

=

57

 Africa

=

59

 North & Central American

=

40

 South America

=

38

 Treaties on non-navigation water use (1805-1984)

=

3600

300

Source: ICE Case Studies(2006)

4.3.1 Pre Indus Basin Water Treaty (IBWT)
While discussing water management challenges, the major challenge is
scarcity of water. If we discuss surface water then the riparian waters of Indus
becomes a major challenge as the country is located in lower riparian position. India
as upper riparian has control over the flow of rivers through Pakistan. Although
international laws do support historic flow and use of lower riparian.
Dependence on water resources, in South Asian region, is quite high and becomes
complicated because of the sharing of water among different sovereign countries of
the region. Importance of this phenomenon still supplement because of the strategic
locations and nuclear armament. Economies, dependant on agriculture are greatly
affected by uncertainty of water resources, rather international law and politics
become part of the scenario. Justification is essential to reduce tension of the riparian
states, in the prevailing law.
On sharing and limitations of water resources this region resembles with the
Middle Eastern region, on same grounds persistence problems in water resources
aggravated due to partition of Indian Subcontinent. India gets benefit from the rivers
of Nepal and Bhutan, for irrigation and power development. Her mega project of
interlink river (ILR) is underway. Nepal is silent, whereas Bhuttan is in win win
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position but rant and rave is on other national and regional level including Bangla‟s
apprehension. Yaqoob (2005)
Fifty seven rivers flow through, Indian and Bangladeshi territory, few make
international boundary between the two countries. Head works of fifty four rivers,
including the three largest one are located out side of Bangladesh territory, with little
control, being lower riparian. Farraka dam, just 18 Km upstream from the
international border on the Gangas remains one of the major disputes between the two
water sharing countries of South Asia. Since 1960 to 1993, a summit and 18 minister
level meetings were held. Ganges Accord for water sharing between India and
Bangladesh was signed on December 12, 1996. Irshad(2004)
Rivers flow into Pakistan from Indian Territory. Due to partition of India, Punjab was
split in two parts, western and eastern. Many head works were left in eastern Punjab
that is Indian Territory. Being lower riparian, Pakistan faced crucial irrigation
problems.

4.3.2 IBWT: Retrospect
Root of conflict between Pakistan and India, including water sharing of
different rivers, lies in the Radcliff award. He was appointed to divide Indian
Subcontinent on basis of majority of Muslim and Hindu population. This quasi just
award under the Indian independence act cut the irrigation system of Bari Doab and
Sutlej Valley project, originally designed as a single project, into two parts, keeping
upper reaches of the rivers in Indian control. The transfer of the control of the
Gurdaspur Tehsil and just at the end of the day Ferozpur Tehsil was transferred to
India, in variance to the rules set for partition, which put India, as an upper riparian
state, having control over flow of water. Division of the Punjab and Bengal was not
part of Partition just like other provinces; these were to be transferred on the basis of
majority of Muslim/Hindu population to the respective countries. Hindus were against
the division of India, being in majority wanted to be in unified India. British even
were also in favour of united India. Sikhs support converted in to communal riots in
Punjab. Their campaign was against creation of Pakistan. The hurried partition of
India was even denounced by British opposition leader Churchill as “Shameful
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blight” and “hurried scuttle”. Dr. O.H.K Spate, who was lecturer in Geography at
London School of Economics, termed the Boundary Commission “hopelessly vague”.
The Sutlej and Ravi rivers were cut across by the boundary, demarcated by
Radcliff and divided upper Bari Doab Canal (UBCD) and Depalpur Canal. Their head
works Madhopur and Ferozpur were kept with India, where west Punjab areas of
Lahore, Kasur, Bahawalpur were irrigated by these canals. Malik, (2005)
Dr. O. K Spate of London School of Economics, inferred, “… I cannot avoid
thinking that his (Radcliff) Award in the Punjab… leans rather heavily against the
Muslims and represents on attempt to appease Sikhs…..” Spate (1948)
Quaid-e-Azam (founder of Pakistan) in a Radio Speech accepted the Award
“The division of India is now finally and irrevocably effective. No doubt we feel
carving out of this great independent Muslim State has suffered injustices. We have
been squeezed in as much as possible, and the latest blow that we have received was
the Award of The Boundary Commission. It is an unjust, incomprehensible and even
perverse award. It may be wrong, unjust and perverse; and it may not be a judicial but
political award, but we have agreed to abide by it and it is binding upon us. As
honorable people we must abide by it” Afzal (1980) On 8th August Governor Punjab,
Sir Even Jenkins, received map drawn by Radcliff dividing the province into East
Punjab and West Punjab and a memo describing the boundary. It showed Muslim
Majority tehsils, Zira and Ferozpur, having control over Hussain wala Barrage in west
Punjab. Transfer of Power Series(1947)
Chaudry Muhammad Ali, Muslim League representative, conveyed Jinnah‟s
deep concerns to Lord Is may Viceroy‟s Chief of Staff regarding disturbing reports of
contiguous Muslim majority areas in the Punjab Boundary Commission being
transferred to India.
On his denial, Chaudry pointed to the border line drawn in pencil on the map
hanging on the wall of his office. But Chaudry M Ali did note that Ferozpur and Zira
tehsils were marked on Pakistan side of border Chaudry (1973).
On 17th August Radcliff Boundary Award was released in the public but
without due head works of West Punjab after manipulation of Radcliff on persuasion
of Mountbatten.
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The Indian independence act and the Radcliff Award was developed under
conception that prevailing shared canal systems will be respected by the government,
which is in control of relevant head works. The standstill agreement of Arbitral
Tribunal, signed on December 18, 1947, also included the guarantee “there would be
no interference whatsoever with the then existing flow of water.” 31st March 1948,
was terminal date for the agreement, India stopped, mid night between 31 st Mach and
1st April 1948, water supplies to the Dipalpur Canal, UBDC and Bahawalpur
distributaries from head works in her territory, with the blame that Pakistan had not
renewed the „standstill agreement.‟ It astonished even Chairman of the said Arbitral
Tribunal, Sir Patrick Spans, addressed East India Association on February 23, 1955 in
London: “… I am going to say nothing without except that I was very much upset that
almost within a day or two there was a grave interference with the flow of water on
basis of much over award had been made”.
The miserable condition encompassed Pakistan, Arbitral Tribunal Ceased, none to
contact, millions of acres of irrigated land of Lahore, Sahiwal and Bahawalpur, was
without water, no storage reservoir yet developed on IBRS
The Pakistan delegate headed by Finance Minister and from Indian side Prime
Minister of India discussed at Delhi. This also gave India upper hand because of
hierarchy difference in the delegates. Nehru was for Pakistan waters even prior to
partition. Due to Indian controlling position of water head works, she wanted to get
full benefit from the bargain and Pakistan to sign the agreement draft without any
change. She wanted Pakistan to pay for the water even during the replacement time in
spite of Pakistan right of prior allocations.
According to first bilateral agreement May 4, 1948, on canal disputes, India
revived the partial flow of water in these canals on certain conditions. During
replacement development on Pakistan side, she got not to stop water. Chaudry (1973)
Flow was allowed in Dipalpur Canal and in the main branches of CBDC but
denied to Bahawalpur distributory and to nine lesser branches of CBDC system. 1st
April 1948, stoppage of water affected 1,700,000 acres of cropped land. Pakistan
suffered 2 crore (20 million) rupees loss because of this scenario. Nawa -e-Waqt
(1948)
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Paragraph 15, report of committee B, on the shares of East and West Punjab
Waters stated: “The Committee is agreed that there is no question of varying the
authorized shares of water to which the two Zones and various canals are entitled to.”
The Committee B report was considered by the partition committee in 28 July, 1947
meeting. Irshad (2004)
Pakistan protested the stoppage of water on 1st April 1948. East Punjab Government
made it clear that: “(It) would not restore flow of water to the canals unless West
Punjab acknowledged that it had no right to the water”
A Negotiating Committee was set up for “exploring possibilities of
settlement of the dispute”. In its Karachi meeting held on 27-29 March 1950, Pakistan
proposed storage dames on four rivers, Sutlej, Ravi, Beas and Chenab to conserve
their surplus flow waters, costs be shared according to benefit of share.
India proposed that total flow of Sutlej should be left for India, as Bhakra dam
was under construction on it. Whereas rivers; Beas, Ravi and Chenab were to be for
existing uses of Pakistan with certain adjustments. After reviewing the plan by the
engineers, findings were to put in the next meeting at Delhi May 1950. She changed
her stand totally. Rather she demanded exclusive flow of Sutlej, Beas and Ravi and in
addition that 10,000 cusecs for Chenab by a link canal through a tunnel built at Maru.
It was also stated by India that the May 4, 1948, bilateral did not
guarantee the supply of water unless finalized. She insisted on „proprietary rights of
Eastern Rivers‟ in July 21, 1948 bilateral meeting at Lahore. Indian East Punjab
government on September 1, 1948, issued a statement that May 1948 bilateral
agreement would expire on September 30, 1948. At one stage Pakistan suggested
International Court of Justice (ICJ) which India denied. It seems that she was aware
that her hold of Pakistan waters can not be defended according to International Law.
Being members of British Common Wealth, case could not be referred unilaterally.
But India in May 1950, filed the Joint Settlement of May 1948, to UNO under
Treaty Number 794 in an attempt to compel Pakistan to recognize India‟s legal right
to the waters of Ravi, Beas and Sutlej. Pakistan immediately responded that it is not a
treaty rather just an arrangement for pending talks. Salamat (1992)
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During this hang on tenure Indian insistence to develop projects by diverting
natural flow of water into the Indus Valley continued. March 1950 bilateral meeting
made further observable change.
During bilateral maneuver delays kept on diverting waters to her side constructing
required infrastructure. Bhakra Dam, Bhakra Canal, Harike Barrage, Ferozpure
feeder, Ravi-Beas link canal, Rajisthan Canal and New canals were among different
projects completed during this time period. Malik (2005)
Larger Bhakra by developing Harike, Sutlej waters from Bhakra diverted at
Harike to Thar Desert via Rajasthan, Canal off taking at Barrage. From Harike
Barrage, completed in 1952, two more canals, Ferozpur feeder and Sirhind feeder.
Work on 8 MAF storage capacities Bhakra, live storage 6.3 MAF, boosted in 1955.
Bhakra project availed 40% of the annual run off of Sutlej River.
Historically, Sutlej, Beas and Ravi, irrigated 5.6 million acres of land in
Pakistan, supporting millions livelihood, was threatened.
Entry of extra actor in Pakistan-India dispute took place on August 4, 1951.
David Lilienthal, an American, Chairman Atomic Energy Commission appeared with
an article „Another Korea is making‟, in Collier Digest. He personally surveyed the
area, after his visit of India and Pakistan, stated that: “Partition gave the major lands
of Punjab and Sind to Pakistan: the head works of some of the largest irrigation canals
that feed Pakistan were left with India or Kashmir. Two thirds of the entire water
supply originates in Kashmir, where the snow-fed Indus rises…” He assumed that
India could destroy Pakistan by deception in canal water. 20 million acres of land
would dry up with in a weak, putting millions lives at stake. Lalienthal (1951)
According to Lilienthal two points for the success of reconciliation process,
that partitions of subcontinent is final, countries need not to worry reunification of the
both. He proposed unified development of the Indus Basin as one unit, as Tennessee
Valley seven states were developed exclusively. Pakistan and India should join in
economic, social and cultural cooperation, like USA and Canada. Apart from these
two propositions, he accepted Pakistan being strong on legal basis but supported India
on equity basis. He was of the point of view that whole Indus Basin should be
considered as „One Unit‟ for designing, developing and operation. This proposal
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provided a way forward for the peaceful resolution of the dispute with World Bank as
third party arbitral.
David E. Lilienthal was concerned with international scenario occurring in different
parts of the world. Emergence of China in 1949 as communist country was a set back
for USA. India, the 2nd largest country in Asia had her inclination towards
communist USSR. He expressed in his journal Collier on January 3, 1951, that “India
presents the United States and democracy an opportunity, such as we had and missed
in China…. But it is not too late in India.”
Viewing India an increasingly important place, he was planning to visit India.
Because he narrated “It (India) is now neutral, somewhat unfriendly to US”.
He intended to discuss TVA idea with Indians as they had liked the project.
US President Truman and Secretary of state Dean Acheson appreciated and supported
his patriotic concern and diplomatic visit to India. Lilienthal (1951)
His discussion with Nehru, as his personal guest, reassessed around on U.S
relations, „Lack of understanding‟ and „unfriendliness‟ toward USA the regional, Indo
Pak water dispute. He wanted to extend support to India, expressed in his article, “Are
we losing India”, “I firmly believe there are things that can be done with a reasonable
prospect of turning this tide……. And helping Nehru and his people in the
development of a modern nation” Lilienthal (1951)
Korea was a burning issue in America in these days as America was in battle
field under UN flag. Lilienthal (1951) concern regarding India was deepening. His
article regarding her, captioned, “Another Korea in the Making” on August 3, 1951 in
Collier‟s Magazine. Lilienthal was a high hierarchy, well Connected Public Servant,
who held key posts in the U.S.A. At the same time Collier‟s magazine was an
effective magazine. One end he offered support of Americans, on basis of communist
shadows on South Asia and on the other hand, he projected canal water dispute
between India-Pakistan as a threat to regional peace, at a time when water issue
between the two countries was in dead lock. Due to evasive tactics of India, Pakistan
decided to plead her historic water rights in the UN Security Council. Nehru being
keen to become world‟s statesman, had hesitation to face U.N.O for her exploitation
of waters share. It was the time when on plea of David E Lilienthal articles and his
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meetings at different levels, eased Eugene R Black, the then World Bank President, to
prepare a Joint Plan to develop according to Lilienthal proposed plan. As referred by
Indian journalist Kuldip Nayar, “In 1951, when Pakistan was on the point of bringing
the dispute before the security council…… comprehensive engineering plan under
which India and Pakistan could develop the entire Indus Basin jointly, perhaps with
the World Bank‟s help ….” Nayar (2003)
Consequently it barred Pakistan from pleading her case against India in the
United Nations Security Council. Pakistan did not support this plea during the on
going negotiations. The Bank altogether changed her plea of unified development of
Indus System. In her proposal of February 5, 1954, exclusive use of all the Eastern
Rivers was put for Indian use, arguing operational difficulties in riparian.
There are number of unified jointly developed riparian systems, inter and intra
nations. The Tennessee Valley project became well known in South Asia due to
Lilienthal involvement. It consisted of Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi,
North Carolina, Virginia and Kentucky states of USA. The joint venture was because
of multiple aspects, major being quality, was adopted in 1955. Another interstate
compact of the same valley was on major aspect of quantity, adopted in 1972. Cech
(2005)
Catchment of River Nile, the world‟s largest river, is shared by nine African
states together with political boundaries. Calder, (2006)
As per proposition India‟s united India stance, she did not accept partition as
final and permanent settlement of „Two Nation Theory‟. She stopped, in 1952,
supplies from Sutlej Water to Pakistan unilaterally, drying down Bahawalpur, having
arid climate, with scanty rainfall. Pakistan received 40% of its due share. In 1953,
only in February, due share of water was released. Pakistan imported wheat from
USA because of drought and scarce canal water. India even refused to entertain 3
member commission established for the settlement of the issue. Chaudry (1973)
President of the World Bank wrote a letter to Prime ministers of the both
countries, Jawahar Lal Nehru of India and Khawaja Nazimudin of Pakistan, on
November 8, 1951, hence initiating tri party negotiation of settlement for the Indus
Basin waters, World Bank being arbitrator. 1 st round, in May 1952, in Washington,
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discussed Pakistan‟s right for the continuous flow of water at time and integrated
development of the Indus Basin
Working Committee surveyed 9000 Sq miles (23310 sq Km) area of the Indus
Basin. Pakistan claimed for the right on „existing use‟ of the water allocated prior to
partition. India defined that „existing use‟ is actual withdrawal of water accomplished
in the past. Inadequacy of the Basin, even after development and limitation of the plan
being two sovereign states, were pointed out by the World Bank. Irshad (2004)
Jointly financed scheme, with the help of World Bank, could be operated for
storing

and

distribution

of water.

Lillienthal (1966) in his journals stated:

“Accordingly, I proposed that India and Pakistan work out a programme jointly to
develop and jointly operate the Indus Basin river system, upon which both nations
were dependant for irrigation water. With new dams and irrigation canals, the Indus
and its tributaries could be made to yield the additional water each country needed for
increased food production”
Mr. Eugene R. Black president of the World Bank confirmed on March 13,
1952 that both sides were agreed to proceed further on development negotiations and
not to reduce supplies for existing use of Pakistan. Legal rights were to be recognized.
After a series of meetings, in mid September 1953, it was decided that each
party should make its own plan and present before Indus Work Party “Preliminary
Outline Plan”, on October 6, 1953.
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Table4.7 INDIAN PLAN: WATER SUPPLIES ASSIGNED FOR:
INDIAN SHARE

PAKISTN SHARE

100% Flow of the Eastern

Zero Flow of Eastern Rivers

Rivers
7% Flow of the Western Rivers

93% Flow of the Western
Rivers

Table4.8PAKISTAN PLAN: WATER SUPPLIES ASSIGNED FOR:
INDIAN SHARE

PAKISTN SHARE

30% Flow of the Eastern

70% Flow of Eastern Rivers

Rivers
Zero Flow of the Western

100%Flow of Western rivers

Rivers

except insignificant use in
Kashmir

Pakistan Rejected the Indian Plan because Indian existing uses were 16 MAF
out of 33 MAF, total Eastern Rivers. Most of India new proposed irrigative area was
out side Indus Basin. Failure to present acceptable plan imposed the Indus Working
Party, to the end of 1953. Malik, (2005)
World Bank put forward its plan on February 5, 1954, that: the entire flow of
Western Rivers, the Indus, Jhelum and the Chenab should entirely be available to
Pakistan exclusively except insignificant use in Jammu and Kashmir. Whereas
Eastern Rivers, the Sutlej, the Beas, and the Ravi should be available for exclusive
use by India, except during the estimated 5 years transitional period, flow would not
be intercepted, as per historic withdrawals schedule from these rivers. India should
bear the cost for the construction of the replacement link canals from western rivers to
eastern rivers lands according to the proportion of the benefits to be accomplished by
her. Salamat (1992)
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Table 4.9 Different Plans (MAF)
Plan

For India

For Pakistan

Total Useable

World Bank

22

97

119

India

29

90

119

15.5

102.5

118

Pakistan

Source: IBRD press releases no 380. December 10, 1954;
This did not include losses and unusable supplies. World Bank proposed 22
MAF for India and 97 MAF for Pakistan out of 119 MAF, historically available to
Pakistan, at the time of Partition, India just escalated her portion to 29 MAF by
reducing Pakistan‟s share of 7 MAF. Pakistan proposal was most rational proposing
15.5 MAF for India and 102.5 MAF for her.
As the statistics reveals, World Bank plan was quite suitable for India. She
accepted it on March 25, 1954. According to Malik (2005), Bank gave India more
than her thoughts. But Pakistan was disappointed, being deprived 100% of historic
shares of Eastern Rives. As Mr. Muhammad Ali Bogra, Prime Minister of Pakistan
pointed out May 14, 1954: “The Government of Pakistan is in accord with there
principles (of Bank Proposal). The regret to note, however, that bank‟s proposal as
regards the division of supplies does not in fact meet the test of fairness laid down by
the Bank and unless necessary adjustments are made my government is unable to
accept it. ”
“The Bank proposal also states that, „it is desirable, so far as practicable, to
avoid control of supplies by India over waters on which Pakistan will be dependant‟. I
must say that I have greatly perturbed by the affiliation of this concept suggested by
the back representation. I can not understand how it is practicable under a plan that
meets the test of fairness to cut off the supplies which Pakistan had traditionally
received from the Eastern Rivers……. It became clear…. And as I believe the Bank
management must now appreciate, that it is neither practicable nor equitable to cut off
Pakistan‟s historic supplies from the Eastern Rives. The Government of Pakistan can
not visualize with equanimity the possibility of implementing a plan which could
affect its vital interest adversely for all times to come. Adjustments in this regard will
also, therefore, be necessary if the proposed plan is to meet the test of fairness…”
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Bank presented a memorandum, just after a week of Pakistan concern,
conveyed by her Prime Minister, on May 21, 1954. To support its proposed plan, the
memorandum emphasized the replacement requirements from the three western
rivers. It included historic withdrawals of all the canals and bringing most of the
Sutlej Valley Canals up to allocation. Even planned annual requirements of Thal (3.6
MAF) and Kotri (9.6 MAF) were projected from the Western rivers. Sukkur and
Guddu additional uses were supposed to be fulfilled from the storage. The
memorandum also stated that the proposed water division plan does not work out for
the Pakistan irrigation system, then Bank would use its good offices for adjustments
acceptable to both sides.
Indian delegate Gulhatri (1973) confirmed that the memorandum was issued
after clearance by India “Draft of the memorandum had been shown to us (Indian
Delegation) and our comments thereon duly noted”.
“With the tacit consent of the Indian delegation the bank had informed
Pakistan that the bank would undertake to bring about such adjustments….”
An American firm, „Tipton and Kalbach‟ consulting engineers based at
Denver, made an independent study of the World Bank proposal. The study narrated
that Pakistan would be badly affected by the bank plan of water division. It was
projected that certain areas would be permanently without water supplies. It would
not be possible to maintain historic withdrawals. Different plans for use of water
before partition would suffer. Pakistan future development in water related fields
would not be up to mark. The consulting engineers concluded that the bank‟s
proposed plan did not have standard of fairness as required under the international
law, it failed to apportion equitably the waters of Indus System. And it does not tally
to the principle of using water resources to promote most effective development.
At times when Pakistan‟s study confirmed the short fall even after
replacement work was progressed. 16 MAF water was required from Western River,
as replacement to Eastern Rivers. It was quite uncertain situation for Pakistan. Rather
India opened the Bhakra canal on July 8, 1954. Prime Minister of Pakistan protested
it. “Opening of the Bhakra Canal on July is the most serious and the most recent
violation of the agreement of March 13, 1952….” India did not bother and later
opened Rajisthan Canal as well. He affirmed the new projects of the link cannot to
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divert waters to eastern rivers region. Although the Bank Plan was signed as
transitional agreement on June, 21, 1955, hence recognizing water rights of India over
Eastern Rives. Another phase of talks opened on December 6, 1954 in Washington, to
consider a comprehensive plan for the consideration of the both governments on the
basis of World Bank‟s proposal of February 5, 1954.
After Two years study of Bank‟s consultants, it was realized that supplies and
storage potentials are not sufficient for the needs of Indus Basin. Bank issued AideMemoir May 21, 1956 which bank conceded to her proposed. It realized that late
September to early April, Rabi season, shortages of water would be there. These
shortages bank declared as intolerable. An adjustment in the February 5, 1954
proposal adjustment was realized by the Bank to assure sufficient in time water. This
adjustment could be made by in time deliveries from Eastern Rivers or the
construction of storages on western rivers. Bank preferred the construction of storages
on the western rivers. [Malik (2005)
Lilienthal (1951) plan of unified water development was changed by the bank
to the February 5, 1954, proposal of the bank. Two main articles of the proposal were
to deal with „the Eastern and the Western Rivers‟. Eastern Rivers were for exclusive
use of India whereas Western Rivers were for exclusive use of Pakistan except for
“Insignificant volume of Jhelum flow presently used in Kashmir” World Bank (1954)
In spite of Pakistan repeated demand for specifying “Insignificant use of Jhelum,
water.” India avoided replying. Her delaying tactics surged with an unreasonable
demand in summer 1959 meeting at London, after Pakistan‟s acceptance for the bank
proposal unconditionally, as Indian delegate head Gulhati (1973) quotes “India should
have right to construct small storages on the tributaries of the Western Rivers for
generation for hydroelectric power, for agricultural use and for flood control …” As
interference with flow to Pakistan of exclusive waters of Western Rivers, Pakistan
opposed this Indian demand. Even Indian press observed that this demand is against
the bank‟s original proposal which both countries have accepted in principles, as the
traditional use of waters of the Western Rivers in Jammu and the delay as “foot
dragging antics”.
Pakistani press reported Indian delaying, called the delegate as Shylo Kian.
Dawn(1959)
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Bank turned down Pakistan repeated pleas against the storages on Western Rivers
rather supported India being elusive of the facts put by Pakistan. Bank representative
Iliff indicated breaking of the treaty negotiations so the Indus Basin Development
fund. Pakistan accepted to Indian constant demand of maneuvered storages under
bank‟s obligation , May 13, 1960 agreement handed over India unplanned 5 MAF of
river flow with Jammu and Kashmir state and depriving Pakistan the same Malik
(2005) argued that even in 2005 India could not use more than 3 MAF because there
is no more area to irrigate.
Moreover bank assented India in finances worth 5.6 million dollars in July for
dams at Beas and Pong in foreign exchange. IBP in Pakistan was developed by the
foreign engineers, consultants and contractors hence taking back more than two third
as services etc. India was permitted to develop IBP in her part through her own local
resources.
Pakistan unconditional acceptance on December 2, 1958 of the Bank proposal of
February 5, 1954 and an aide memorandum was basically climax of the whole
discussion. Further one year and seven months to September 1960, negotiations were
protracted to settle for final draft of the treaty. During this period developmental
mechanism in the light of financial support of the donors was to be finalized. In spite
of getting full

hold of the Eastern rivers, India still engaged to get more precious

commodity from the Pakistan share by getting adjustments in the preliminary drafts of
the treaty and ensuring in the annexure as to be part of treaty. Due to unconditional
acceptance of the core proposal of World Bank, Pakistan interventions were hardly
accepted
According to Chaudry Muhammad Ali (1973) hard negotiations consumed
time. Apart from bilateral negotiations contentions, finance was major problem, as the
costs of construction according to World Bank plan was beyond the capacity of the
both countries. Economic diplomacy of the bank with the friendly countries made it
possible
The Indus Waters Treaty was signed on September 19, 1960, at Karachi, then
capital of Pakistan, by the Prime Minister Jawahar Lal Nehru of India, President Ayub
Khan of Pakistan and representative of the World Bank, Mr. William B. Iliff.
Smashing MagazineRSS (2010)
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The Treaty was ratify by Pakistan on December 27, 1960 whereas India ratified
December 28, 1960. The ratification ceremony occured at New Delhi on January 12,
1961. Times of India (1961)
Simultaneously an international financial agreement was signed to execute the
Indus Basin Development. The Indus Basin Development Fund agreement signed by
the representative of Pakistan, the „friendly countries‟ of Australia, Canada, West
Germany, New Zealand, United Kingdom, United States of America and the World
Bank. IBDF amount was 895 million US dollars. The Indus Basin Project was set up
for replacement construction works in Pakistan, it included eight link Canals for
transferring water from western rivers to the areas which were previously irrigated by
eastern rivers. Two storage dams with power stations, one on Jhelum other on the
Indus were planned. 2,500 tube wells also part of the plan, for integration of the whole
system.

Ahhuja (2007) narrates five barrages and a Siphon were also constructed

under this treaty.
Later detailed studies for engineering works revealed the project total cost is
for more than the notified IBDF. So $ 315 million supplementary Indus Basin
Development Fund was signed on April 6, 1964 by the same signatories of IBDF.
Active participation of Eugene Black and the World Bank made the Treaty possible.
Financial assistance of $900 million from the international community was good
incentive for newly imposed marshal law government. At the same time sensitivity
and necessity over ruled misnomers.

4.3.3 Summary of different provisions of IBWT
Article I few terms used in the writings of the Treaty is explained for
exactness.
Article II deals with the provision of Eastern Rivers Ravi, Sutlej and Beas, provides
exclusive use of the water of Eastern River to India.
In Article III all the waters of western Rivers are accepted for exclusive use of
Pakistan except for 5 MAF flow for use in Kashmir. Among the other salient
provisions of the Treaty is the replacement works would be built in Pakistan for
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transferring of water from western rivers to the irrigated areas of Eastern Rivers with
in prescribed transition period.
The transition period was agreed to be 10 years for the completion of the
replacement works. The Transitional period would be April 1, 1960 to March 31
1970. In case of extension in transition period, Pakistan would pay India a specified
amount per year after April 1970. Cost of the works was estimated to be US $ 1,070
million. The amount estimated for replacement works built in Pakistan was set $ 870
million.
Construction cost for the replacement works in Pakistan would be covered
from the Indus Basin Development Fund (IBDF), established by the Bank by the aid
of friendly countries, USA, U.K, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and West Germany.
The fund was to be administered by the Bank.
A permanent Indus commission was to

be set,

comprising of one

commissioner from each government. The commissioner would be a high ranking
engineer, competent in the hydrology and water use. Each commissioner would
represent his government and would serve as the regular channel of communication
on all matters relating the implementation of the Treaty.
Annexure A to H was annexed with the Treaty. Government of Pakistan (1960)
Table 4.10 Contents of the Indus Basin Water Treaty 1960.
Article I

Definitions.

Article II

Provision regarding eastern rivers

Article III

Provision regarding western rives

Article IV

Provision regarding

Article V

Financial provisions.

Article VI

Exchange of data.

Article VII

Future cooperation.

Article VIII

Permanent Indus commission.

Article ix

Settlement of differences and disputes.

Article X

Emergency provisions.

Article xi

General provisions.
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Article xii

Final provisions.

……………………

……………………………………

Annexure A

Exchange of notes between Government of
India and Government of Pakistan

Annexure B

Agriculture

use by Pakistan from certain

tributaries of Ravi.
Annexure C

Agriculture use by India from the western
rivers.

Annexure D

Generation of hydro-electric power by Indus
river

Annexure E

Storage of water by India and western rivers.

Annexure F

Natural expert.

Annexure G

Court of Arbitration.

Annexure H

Transitional arrangements.

Source: Government of India-Pakistan, The Indus Water Treaty 1960.

Table4.11 TECHNICAL EATURES OF THE INDUS BASIN PROJECT
Dams:
Project

River

Storage

Discharge

Length

Completion

(maf-live)

(Cusecs)

(Miles)

(Year)

Mangla

1967
Jehlum

5.34

Tarbela

Indus

9.4

1976

Chashma

Indus

0.5

1971

BARRAGES:
Rasul

Jhelum

** 850,000

1987

Marala

Chenab

1,100,000

1967

Qadarabad

Chenab

900,000

1967

Sidhnai

Ravi

167,000

1965

Mailsi Siphon

Sutlej

229,000

1964
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Balloki

Ravi

225,000

1965

(Remodeling
**Maximum flood discharge.
LINK CANALS:
Chashma-Jehlum

Indus

21,700

63

1970

Tansua- Panjnad

Indus

12,000

38

1970

Rasul- Qadarabad

Jhelum

19,000

30

1967

Qadarabad-

Chenab

18,600

82

1967

4,100

22

1967

Ravi

6,500

40

1968

Trimmu-Sidhnai

Chenab

11,000

44

1965

Sidhnai-Mailsi

Ravi

10,100

62

1965

Mailsi-Bhawal

Sutlej

3,900

10

1965

Bombanwala-

Chenab

Ravi

15,000

60

1954

Chenab

22,000

63

1957

Balloki

Lower Chenab
Feeder

BallokiSullemanki II

Ravi- BomdianDipalpur

BallokiSullemanki
Marala -Ravi
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The Treaty did not mention specific names of Mangla and Tarbela; one on the Jhelum
and the other on the Indus River respectively. It was because of India‟s objection to
Mangla dam being mentioned by name. She was hesitant for fear that it should imply
her recognition of Azad Kashmir.
The Indus Basin project was started, by taking world greatest engineering
plan. It included largest of their type and time, Tarbela and Mangla Dam. According
to Treaty cut off date for this massive project was set April 1, 1970 after the
completion of transitional period. India stopped waters from the eastern rivers
supplies to the west Punjab canals on this day. In spite of Indo-Pak 1965 war, the IBP
was completed in time including Mangla Dam, barrages and link canals. Tarbela Dam
Development Fund was established on May 2, 1968 after prolonged debate resulting
in to build Tarbela Dam instead of Kala Bagh or Raised Mangla. Overall cost
excluding land acquisition and substitution was 827.5 million US dollars.

4.4

Indian Violation of the Treaty

4.4.1 Indian Dams on Western Rivers
While finalizing replacement works due to Indian reservations on mentioning
of Mangala Dam, as per her reservation for the Azad Kashmir recognition, terms a
dam on Jhelum and a dam for Indus were used. But at the time of implementation of
IBP (Indus Basin Project), task leader told that bank considered Kalabagh Dam not
the Terbela as part of settlement plan contrary to the original plan. This misnomer was
because of the expenses, as Terbela was the most expensive part of the IBP. WAPDA
after detailed study revealed neither Raised Mangla nor Kalabagh dam fulfill the
objectives of settlement plan, i.e., economic development and the regional peace.
Government of Pakistan decided to finance Tarbela Dam through US Aid. One
pursuance of technocrats and WAPDA team President of Pakistan, General Ayub
Khan pleaded Eugene Black president of the World Bank that if economic shortfalls
of the area are not addressed then peace cannot be guaranteed. Khan (1967)
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Comment:
Pakistan Foreign Policy or diplomatic level talks for conflict resolution shows
weakness and defect at different periods. Delegates are over confident and over
optimistic. Despite repeated Indian delaying tactics and their violations, Pakistan
protest is not profound and pervasive. At the same time over careful attitude on
delivering facts and information of issues, gives other party advantage to propagate
unduly. Government statements are either mild or totally reserved. Lack of
coordination is also observed among the different politicians and officials. Further on
certain vital issues official remain tight lipped, unduly restrictive. The crucial
dilemma of Baghliar Dam violation by India, government barred her officials from
press statements and interviews on May 20, 2003.

Earlier Ayub

Khan barred

officials and politicians for commenting on the Treaty in 1960.
According to Treaty Article III (2) (d) allows provision to India for building
run of the river hydro plants on western rivers in compliance with conditions which
detail is annexed in annexure D para 8 (a) to (g). And para 9 binds India to
communicate to Pakistan in writing the specified information, Pakistan got to
communicate India, any objection, within three months para (10). Any material
change in the design is proposed, India would immediately communicate particulars
to Pakistan para12 (a). After operation, if alteration is proposed then India got to
communicate Pakistan four months in advance making alteration para12 (b). Small
plant on a Tributary, a maximum discharge through turbines does not exceed 300
cusecs, crest of diversion structure or the top level of the gates shall be higher than 20
feet above the mean bed of the Tributary para 18.

Appendices to Annexure D

elaborate some more phenomenon. Government of Pakistan-India (1960)
India has bindings to comply with the rules for the run of river hydro power plants
without changing river flows to Pakistan. A number of hydropower plants in Indian
occupied Jammu and Kashmir are being built. Different sources give different number
of dams being built and the dams proposed to build. 19 dams of different power
producing capacities are listed in Table (page 311 BA Malik).
Since 1970‟s when India provoked treaty and started Salal dam with 690 mega
watt power producing capacity on Chenab River. After prolonged protest from
Pakistan, in 1978 by the change of Indian political Government, Morarji Desai Prime
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Minister of India agreed to lower the dam height, which is under operation since then.
Malik (2005)
Water discharge in the N.E in the Chenab varies with the changing season,
3500 to 42,000 cusecs. The dam started in 1970 and completed 1978. India agreed to
reduce height by seven feet out of 40 feet gates. Gates and run-off-river plant seem
poles apart from the essence of the Treaty.
Design of Salal Hydroelectric Plan was provided by India in 1974. It did not
corresponded to the conformity provided in the Para 8(a) of Annexure D to the
Treaty.
Gated Spillway was contrary to para 8(e) of Annexure D to the Treaty, giving
provision of ungated spillway. According to 8(d) of Annexure D does not provide
outlets below dead storage.
The proposed plan level of intakes for the turbines contradicted Para 8(f) of
Annexure D.
The matter was switched over to the secretaries‟ level from PICW. After a
prolonged session India agreed to reduce spillway gates height by 10 feet and to plug
6 low level outlets within a year of the completion operation of the project. Shah
(2005)
Kishan Ganga is a tributary of Jhelum after crossing borders of Indian
occupied Kashmir its called Neelum. India stared work on the project for production
of 330 MW hydro electric powers. The diversion of tributary to Jhelum main is not
allowed in the Treaty. After holding up for some time, this issue was again discussed
in the press. Net, Press…

4.4.1.1 Wullar Barrage
During 1985 India started work on Wullar Barrage unilaterally,
without complying with the Treaty Article VI (2) and the Article IX provision to
provide information prior to commencement. On Indian request the matter was taken
to Government Secretaries level in 1987.
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The Barrage project is on the outfall of natural Wullar Lake on the main
Jhelum River in violation of the Treaty. The proposed Barrage would be of 439 feet
(133.8 meter) length, the storage has gates with Navigation Lock of 40 feet wide. At
most discharge capacity is 50,000 cusecs. Wullar Barrage Lake can store 0.30 MAF.
Accordingly the project would convert natural Wullar Lake in to manmade reservoir.
At the same time the Tulbal Navigation looks to be a shelter behind the scene, a very
good road link exist between Srinagar and Baramula Shah (2005)
Kishan ganga Hydroelectric cum storage project is located on River Jhelum.
According to information provided on June 1994, Kishan Ganga project on Neelum
near Kanzalwom is a proposed concrete gravity dam having spillway with gates and
low out lets. It has 0.14 maf storage capacity: A 28 Km tunnel is to be built to divert
Kishangana (Neelam) to Wullar Lake, in way producing 330 MW Power. India
informed of the project in June 1994 under Annexure (E) of Treaty under article III
(4).
Pakistan objected under Para 10 of Annexure E of the Treaty. Which does not
allow any storage on the Tributary of the Jhulum on which Pakistan has agricultural
or hydro electric use is badly affected. At the same time diversion of flow a tributary
to another tributary of river Jhelum is not provided. In this case Kishanganga is to be
diverted to Bunar-Mud mati (Under Annexe E). Moreover this project design is
against the harmony described in Para 11 (a). Full Reservoir level to the extent of
flood storage (c) volume of any reservoir shall not exceed the conservation storage
capacity to the design specification (e) and (f)

outlet specification are not met

accordingly whereas (g) finds infringement in intake height for the turbines of power
plan.
According to government of Pakistan, she had started Neelam-Jhelum
Hydroelectric project at Nauseri in 1989 to produce 969 MW power from river
Neelam. If Kishanganga constructed as per Indian proposed design, 21% reduction
would occur in annual flow of Neelam Dam site, reducing 9.25% of power production
potential of the Neelam Jhelum Hydroelectric project.
India has started construction of Kishanganga project in 2002-2003. [present
condition]. Shah (2005)
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4.4.1.2 Baglihar Dam
A major project on the Chenab in Doda dolunt near Ramban, with 450 mw (or
900 mw) power generating capacity, built in shear violation of the Treaty. It is 425
feet (129.54 meters) high concrete dam, 8 spillway submerged gates, high breast walls
across the river. Storage capacity is 324,000 acres feet violating the run of river dam
provision, with 7000 cusecs discharge, she can stop Chenab flow at Marala Headwork
for 24 days in winter. Hence damaging crops and hydropower generation between
critical December to February Malik 2005
The site on river Chenab is 147 Km above Marala Headwork in Pakistan.
India supplied some information regarding Baglihar project in 1992. Talib, (2003)
Pakistan objected the plan and demanded more information about the technical
aspects and visit of the site as provided by the Treaty. For seven years, controversy
prevailed. But India secretly and silently began its construction in 1999, which
intelligence reports revealed later. Pakistan protested, demanded to stop work and to
facilitate the site visit by engineers. India avoided this visit till October 2003, i.e. for 4
years of construction commencement. Again India was asked to stop work till the
objections are addressed. She continued the construction work on the dam.
Violations of article VIII 4 (b, d) and (5) were obvious along with the run ofriver plant being violated by submerge gates and concrete dam. She paced the work
with the conception that when dam is complete that how to reverse 1.6 billions US$
plan. Kiani (2003), Akhlaque (2003)
Due to reservation for Praful Patel of World Bank, Professor Lafitte was
appointed as neutral expert. Aziz (2007)
Win win claim by India and Pakistan was projected after World Bank
appointee Professor Ramond Lafitt gave Baglihar verdict on February 12, 2007.
According to the details provided by India regarding Baglihar construction of 317
meter (1040 feet) and 144.5 meter (474 feet) high concrete gravity dam with a gross
storage of 0.32 MAF and live storage of 0.03 MAF. At first stage 3 units for
production 450mw production 450 mw utilizing 15,475 cusecs of water. Another
important aspect of the dam planned was gated spillway with orifices, i.e., with
opening, crest level at an elevation of 808 meters (2650 feet).
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Minor changes were recommended in the verdict, free board to be reduced to 3
meters (10 feet) from 4.5 meters (14 feet). Power plant intake change to 821 meters
(2693 feet) instead 818 meters (2683 feet). The storage capacity of Pondage (water
hold back lake) be reduced from 37.772 mcm (MAF) to 32.56 mcm (…MAF)
In contrary to Indus Basin Water Treaty IBWT, spillway gates objection raised
by Pakistan, was decided as per conformity of international practice by Ramond WB
appointee. Cheema (2007) was quite optimistic that the third party involvement can
be used for future for guideline in different controversies. Cheema (2007)
It would be such, if the different parameters including appropriate time line, is
observed in accordance to the issue.
Aftermath of the Baglihar is reduction of water in Chenab River. Babar
Bharwana, Secretary Irrigation, protested that water in River Chenab had been
reduced to 50 percent, after Bahlihar is made operational. During September
minimum water level in the Chenab river is 40,000 cusecs, which had reduced to
18,000 cusec. Daily Times, September 13, 2008.
Pakistan‟s Indus Water Commissioner, Syed Jamaat Ali Shah apprehended:
“Although Indian can fill the dam between June 21 and August 31, they can only do
so by releasing at least 55,000 cusecs downstream”. But this has not been the case and
is a clear violation of the Indus Basin Treaty. Inflow in the Chenab has never gone
below 35,000 cusecs, now dropped to 20,000 cusecs. Dawn International Edition
http://dawn.com, August 23, 2008
Earlier Pakistan demanded to inspect the Baglihar, as World Bank (W.B)
neutral expert recommended some changes, before India operationalise the dam. The
Hindu Friday, Feb 01, 2008
Jamaat (2005) described that Indian design was properly studied; it revealed
that low level gates provide India to manipulate 164,000 acre feet of storage behind
the dam. During winter low flow, she can stop water from Marala Head works for 2628

days,

affecting

agricultural land

severely

fed

by Marala

–Ravi (MR),

Bombanwala-Ravei-Badian-Depalpur (BRBD) link canal and Upper Chenab canal
(UCC).
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Baglihar Dispute:
According to Pakistan Baglihar storage is far more than the agreed in the
Treaty but India says the Dam criteria meets the criteria of 1960 IWT. Pakistan
requested neutral expert appointment. Earlier WB declined that she is no guarantor of
the Treaty that differences would be referred to neutral expert. Indo-Pak dispute on
Baglihar.http://rediff.com/news (2005)
First meeting of WB neutral expert, Raymond Lafitte, convened on Jun 9 to 10
in Paris, to address 450 MW Baglihar, Dam. Gargi (2005)
Jasjit Sing, former director of the Institute of Defence Studies and Analysis,
New Delhi commented on the issue of Baglihar Dam “Under normal circumstances,
India would have continued to fulfill its normal obligation sharing its water with
Pakistan. But unusual circumstances call for unusual action.” At that time Pakistan
was held responsible for terrorism in India. Ahmad (2006).ICE case studies, takes
effects of impoundment of Western Rivers water by construction of dams like
Baglihar in four ways:
1. Rise in poverty and degradation of Eco system in Pakistan.
2. Agriculture would be badly affected as according to CIA World Fact book
21.6% of Pakistan Gross Domestic Product (GD) and 42% of labour is
involved in Agriculture. Central Intelligence Agency (2006)
3. Energy crisis escalation, although same problem of more energy requirement
is present even in India. But may produce energy through Indo-Pak-Iran gas
pipeline.

On the basis of July 2005 incident of floods in Pakistan which occurred because of
564,000 cusec water was released in Chenab from Baglihar Dam study refers to the
flood threat which in researcher point of view is not so valid because damage caused
by the floods is repairable and if the threat continues precautionary measures, in form
raising embankments, may be taken care of. Ahmad (2006)
The conflict in South Asia has emerged due to construction the dam (Baglihar)
on river Chenab in India part of Kashmir. lib.Utexas.edu/maps (2006)
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Indian hydro electricity share is 6.3% where as 80% is from thermal power of
coal and petroleum. EIA (2004)
India pleads that Baglihar dam is essential for her energy resources. At the
same time she claims it as environmental reform as carbon emission would be
reduced by induction of 450 MW of Baglihar. Ahmad (2005) links this interstate
dispute to the chronic Kashmir issue between the two countries since independence.
Further more both countries are equipped with nuclear weapons which makes the
whole world at stake.
In 2004 Indian Held Kashmir Chief Minister claimed that Pakistan is unduly
afraid: “We have no plans to stop water in reservoirs. Pakistan objections are
unacceptable and should be withdrawn.”
Pakistan has objected at such a time when India has already spent US$ 2
billion on the infrastructure of Baglihar dam. Pakissn.com (2004)
Pakistan has asked U.S.A. to intervene in the construction of 2nd phase
Baglihar dam and the other projects in Jammu & Kashmir. Baghlihar stage II (450
MW), Sawalkote (1200 MW), Kirthai 240 (mw) Kirthai II (990 MW) Lower Kalnai
(50 MW), New Ganderbal (93 MW) and Parnai (37.5 MW) are to be executed.
Whereas Pukhal Dal (100 MW), Kiru (600 MW) and Kawar (560 MW) are proposed
for power production.
Moreover under central sector Bursor (1020 MW), Uri-II (240 MW) Kishan
Ganga (330 MW), Nimo Bazgo (45 MW) Chutak (44 MW) and Sewa-11 (120 MW)
hydro projects are under execution.
Pakistan has urged Hillary Clinton, US Secretary of State to intervene India
from stopping Pakistan‟s water by construction of dams Sarthak (2009) “
Jamaat Ali Shah, Pakistan‟s Indus Waters Commissioner, pleads like many
other officials that the then intention behind the Treaty was to limit India to Eastern
Rivers.

Clause of small storages run off-river for power production was inducted

later. So that as upper riparian she can not interfere or manipulate Pakistan‟s reduced
share. Shah (2005)
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Table4.12 Storage capacity on Western rivers allowed to India
River System

(1)

(2)

General

Power

Storage

Storage

(3)

(4)

Flood Storage

(5)

Million acre feet………………………..
(a)

The Indus

(b)

The

Jhelum

0.25

0.15

Nil

(excluding 0.50

0.25

0.75

Nil

As provided in

the Jhelum main)
(c )

The Jhelum main

Nil

Paragraph 9
(d)

The

Chenab

(excluding 0.50

0.60

Nil

0.60

Nil

the Chenab man)
(e)

The Chenab main

Nil

Source: Indus Basin Water Treaty (1960)
Table4.13 India‟s entitlement for Agricultural uses from western rivers
River

Effective

Add-Area

Total

Date

From Flow

03-04

Figures in Acres

1

2

3

4

5

6

Indus

42,179

70,000

112,179

112,179

50,766

Jhelum

517,909

400,000

917,909

667,909

644,362

Chenab

82,389

231,000

313,389

157,389

117,446

Total

642,477

701,000

1,313,477

937,477

812,574

Source : Shah,Syed.Jammat. Ali., (2005) “Implementation of Indus Water Treaty
1960”. World Water Day, Pakistan Engineering Congress Lahore pp20-21
The Treaty was to avoid Indian control over Pakistan waters. Treaty is promulgated
without political under-currents.
Division of rivers in Indus Basin Water Treaty, Shah (1998) considers such a
division as „distinct departure‟ from the concept of the International Law of rights of
upper and lower riparian rights, i.e. to protect existing use. Pakistan has to relinquish
flows the Eastern Rivers, which was under her use historically for irrigation purposes.
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Under the provisions in Treaty India was allowed agriculture uses from
river flows and storages are among few uses, in addition “run-off river plants”
which shall conform the criteria:
According the provision of the Treaty Pakistan has right to object
India.
(a)

Dimensioned plan showing diversion works, head-race fore bay,
powerhouse and tail-race.

(b)

Type of diversion works, length and height of crest of top level of
gates above the mean bed of the Tributary at the site.

(c)

Cross-section of the Tributary at the site and mean bed level.

(d)

Head-race and tail-race length, size and design maximum capacity.

(e)

Aggregate designed maximum discharge through the turbines.

(f)

Spillway, if any: type, length and crest level; size, number and top
level of gates.

(g)

Maximum aggregate capacity of power units (exclusive of standby
units) for Firm Power and Secondary Power.

In the Treaty Pakistan got right to object the design of the planed reservoir as
per Treaty.
Ahuja (2007) has given figure of 1.3 million acres, which India was allowed to
irrigate from the western rivers.

4.4.2 IBWT Scarp (Abrogate)
Indian control over subcontinent waters dates back to pre partition since
Radcliff Award. Pakistan signed Indus Basin Water Treaty under pressure conditions.
Since then Indus River System is subsiding slowly due to multidimensional pressures
India is using millions of acre feet of water from western rivers annually. Her
construction of dams on Western Rivers is an ongoing serial to thrash fresh waters as
a weapon. These projects play as multi prong either causing shortage to the lower
riparian or to induce floods. In this scarcity scenario, every drop of water is precious
to Pakistan. Due to Incident of World Trade Center, after 9/11 world has changed,
Pakistan is being inflicted with terrorist blames and attacks. India feels free to plan
her own rules of game, as US is busy in her own missions in Middle East, South and
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Central Asia. At this time her violations to Indus Basin Water Treaty (IBWT) have
escalated. Her presence in Afghanistan makes many matters dubious. Pakistan in spite
of ally to US Forces faces threats of Indian and Israeli intelligence agencies active in
the region. Khan (2006)
In all this scenario India threatens to abrogate Indus Basin Water Treaty (IBWT). To
conceal extra judicial construction of dams on Western Rivers, she denies Pakistan
experts for in time inspection of treaty tempering projects and prolongs inspection for
years. Irshad (2004)

4.4.2.1 Treaty: Abrogation; Threats to Pakistan
At different stressful times India and Pakistan exchange number of threats.
Wala Bhai Patel, a radical minister in the Indian Cabinet threatened Pakistan of
starvation in 1948. Indian leader and press some times threaten to abrogate the Treaty.
In year 2002 Indian Minister for Water Resources Mr. Bijoya Chakroborty at
Guwahati said: If we decide to scrap the Indus Water Treaty, then there will be
drought in Pakistan and the people of the country would have to beg for every drop of
water” Indian Press: 23-5-2002
His statement was in response to attack on Indian Parliament on 13-122001.abrogation is not an easy task as the document of Treaty is also signed by World
Bank as a guarantor.
Article XI Para (3), reads “The provisions of this Treaty may from time to
time be modified by a duly ratified treaty concluded for that purpose between the two
governments.”
Whereas same article XI Para (4) reads “The provisions of this Treaty, as
modified under the provisions of paragraph (3), shall continue in force until
terminated by a duly rectify treaty concluded for that purpose between the two
Governments”. Government of India-Pakistan (1960)
Feasibility of Indian abrogation of the Treaty, at moment, deems least. Since
promulgation in 1960, India is getting full benefit of Eastern Rivers and 5 MAF from
Western rivers, in contrary to historic flows. Other than legal rights, impoundment of
water by infringement, is also adding to her water and power prosperity. She at the
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same time can not afford political defame. On technical grounds, 125 MAF water
needs mega storages to hold back colossal amount, on the steep gorges of the
mountains. Indian provocation can destabilize the regional peace, which was another
ultimate goal of the Treaty. Malik (2002)
Magazine, New Scientist (2002) discussed that Pakistani hydrologist think breakdown
of the treaty could result in famine so ongoing Kashmir conflict could aggravate.
More than half of the irrigation and half of electricity is dependant on Indus River
System.
Indian Magazine projects Baglihar dam as floods threats by India rather
scarcity of water. Peace (2002)

4.4.2.2 Indian Assistance to Afghanistan
India is providing technical and financial assistance to Afghanistan for
construction of dam on river Kunar, a tributary of Kabul River to divert the water in
the desert of Afghanistan. Other projects in the offing by her assistance in
Afghanistan are dam in Nangar Har and one in Drounta at Warsak river near
Jalalabad. Irshad(2005)

4.4.2.3 Indus Basin Treaty II
Having fully utilized her river water, after the Indus Basin Water Treaty
(IBWT), now she has started campaign under the World Bank Banner for Treaty II
that is to develop all the western rivers in Indian Occupied Kashmir then sharing
water and power resources between the two riparian. As Pakistan has been
unsuccessful in developing 30-05 MAF, being dumped in Arabian Sea due to internal
dissent. It would be again signing of another treaty against the national interest.
World Bank is stated to launch a plan of new Indus Basin Treaty-II. According
to World Bank the proposal for Indus Basin Treaty-II has come due the Indian
construction of storages and reservoirs on the Pakistan allocated western rivers of
Indus system. 2ndly Bank is of the view that large scale changes in the river and
associated canals topography and the demographic changes in the Indus catchment
area has changed the demand for water. She also thinks that because of success of the
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Treaty, it would be easier to get consent of the both countries for the new Treaty.
[Pakissan.com (2004), Business Recorder Karachi August 23, 2003
Iqbal (2008) has picked, and Indian point put forward during the international
negotiation that upper riparian would have absolute right to control the water and
lower riparian be entertained only under the agreement or treaty. This is misnomer to
the international law of lower riparian‟ right of existing historical use. This sort of
interpretation would deepen the riparian conflicts and crisis all over the world,
pouring fuel to uncertainty and tussle in already prevailing among numerous riparian.
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Chapter 5
Water Management Issues of Pakistan
Discussion, Conclusion and Recommendations

5.1

Sustainable Water Management
It

is not possible to

achieve sustainable water management without

government policy outline. Rescheduling of water historical allocation, according to
the climate change, is a managing task of planners. Climate change affects are dual,
water scarcity during a part of a year and surplus water in another part of the same
year. Qureshi Sarfraz Khan; Hirashima. S, (2007) Water security needs top most
attention of apex chain of command of government. This may be more successful if
applied with sound knowledge base. Water resource development can bring
sustainable economic, social and environmental concerns.

5.1.1 Future Core water concerns
Different aspects are to be considered for successful water demand
management. Efficient use of water is obvious for efficient productivity, for this
matter pricing of water is stressed by some planners. Cropping pattern change
according to the need, demand and availability of water is required. Demand
management also require integration of different water resources including recycling
of the water.
Pakistan has arid to semiarid climate. Due to global warming temperature of
the country is rising. Which has induced rapid glacier melting, drought, floods
phenomenon is to be tackled by construction of carryover dams, improved irrigation
system, cropping pattern change and by controlling population growth with priority.
Government of Pakistan (2009) Economics Survey of Pakistan

5.1.2 Government Efforts
Government is trying to increase storing capacity of the dams already in
operation; new dams construction is also at different level. Although repairing and up
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gradation of the existing canal system is practice of the irrigation department but due
to old mega system funds shortage is experienced by the concerned department. All
government efforts are at study and scrutiny level. Long term perspective and insight
for more appropriate aspects of sustainable water management are important.
Different

departments

are

working

with

water

management

and

agriculture management at different levels. At integrated management level coaching
of public and the farmers for water saving and productivity increase should be
enhanced. Serious attempts have not been made to educate growers that production
varies under different degree of irrigation input. Farmers should be encouraged for
experimental production of different crops with lesser availability of water. Here one
point discussed is least bothered by the planners or managers that is insecurity among
the farmers regarding their crop output. This creates haste and gets going attitude
which become a retard in their learning and applying their knowhow. Rice is water
intensive crop in some parts of the world it is practiced successfully on experimental
basis under dry conditions with encouraging results. So lesser water input should be
tested. On the other hand water intensive rice may be experimented with less water.
At the grower level best results can be achieved if timing and water input
effectiveness to the crop productivity is well understood. This sort of interaction with
the growers by agri-educators can promote awareness and zeal of saving water.
An ignored vital phenomenon of society is the prevailing hereditary law in
our agrarian culture. Sometimes this inherited share is very little i.e., 1/8 th of an acre.
This not only becomes a social problem among numerous owners rather cultivation
and irrigation water sharing is affected considerably. The tiny patch of land even does
not serve as livelihood for the owner; it only serves as tie to the ancestral village. It is
necessary to formulate such laws which should protect such minor divisions of the
land. According to water conservation point of view, a yard stick is to be fixed, an
acre as smallest hereditary agricultural land division. Although it is going to be a
complicated process but certain bench mark is to be set on legal grounds. For Sindh
Province Azad (2003) has mentioned smaller land holdings occupy more than 90% of
the land. Natural succession has fragmented land to quite smaller patch. The large
holdings are nonproductive as considerable land is left fallow, particularly in the case
of absentee land lords. Another rational, comprehensive and unbiased land reform can
alleviate many problems. For this purpose some successful models may be adopted,
e.g., Indian model.
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5.1.3 Integrated Water Resource Management (IWRM)
This requires integrated water management, taking into consideration all
relevant aspects. The wide-ranging approach would require supply and demand
management simultaneously. A list of factors concerned with entire management has
to be organized. Among the outstanding aspects water quality management, recycling,
reuse of water, economics, conflicts resolution, public involvement, public health,
environmental and ecological issues, socio-cultural issues, water storage, conjunctive
use of surface water and ground water, water pollution control, flexibility, regional
approaches, weather modification, sustainability, etc. Bouwer (2000) Water problems,
issues and their solutions are multidimensional and complex. The philosophy,
principles and process of water resources management (IWRM) is well understood all
over the world. Rather new technologies are being introduced in IWRM. Pakistan
needs to apply the principles of the IWRM theoretical agenda for all resources and use
of water in all sub sectors.
Catchments, command, irrigation water saving and increase in productivity by
new harvesting technologies, water treatment and reuse of waste water, aquifer
recharging technologies, purification of water for villages etc. stand for IWRM for
future water resources sustainability. Ahmad (2007)

5.1.3.1 Concerns
(a)Low water use efficiency: Low water use efficiency is calculated in the
Indus Basin with range 35-40 percentage. For improvement, water use efficiency is to
be increased; government is trying to improve water use efficiency by lining of
certain water courses at tertiary levels. Precision land leveling also improves water
use efficiency. This method is to improve water use efficiency as generally flooding
method is in use in the country. This method is least efficient method in water use as
wastage due to many local self-created problems. Latif and Tariq (2006)
(b) Water wastage: Water wastage at all levels, agricultural, household, industry and
civic level is customary. Degradation of irrigated areas and water pollution due to
industrial effluents and sewage defectiveness is risking human health. All these
problems can be linked with the fact that in Pakistan we do not treat water as scarce
resource.
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(c) Low Water Productivity/Improving Water Application Efficiency: In our country
water productivity is quite low as compared to other countries including our
neighbour India, i.e., less than 0.1 Kg /m3 as compared to 0.39 kg/m3 in India. A
number of factors are involved for such low water productivity. To enhance water
productivity a number of measures with careful notion need to be applied. Increase in
water application skillfulness would produce encouraging results for increase in water
productivity. Normally farmers persevere with flood irrigation in the country for
surface irrigation. Different techniques and technologies like border, basin, and
furrow

and

surge

irrigation

can

improve

water

application

efficiency.

For

implementation of such techniques farm layout is to be designed according to the
principle of irrigation hydraulics. Proposed planning would be effective in application
efficiency as planting on beds and furrow basin irrigation can save 30% water than the
border and basin irrigation system. For light textured soils, surge irrigation can even
save more water

5.1.3.2 Agriculture
Water is becoming scarce because of persistent increases in its challenging
demands. In spite of rapid growing demands chances for further development of water
resources is decreasing.
Ministry of environment has calculated consumption pattern of water with
agriculture as highest user 69%, industries 23% and domestic uses 8%. So it becomes
prime option for the planners to improve all aspects of agriculture both on
government and private ends. It is not just water saving rather fiber and food also
depends on agriculture. So a detailed review of agriculture is essential for IWRM.
Economics Survey of Pakistan 2009- 34-38
With 21 percent of GDP and 45 percent of country‟s total labour force,
agriculture plays the major role in the country‟s economy. Despite central role of
agriculture, a decline in agriculture growth performance is noted.
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Table5.1 Agriculture Growth
Years

Percent

1960‟s

5.1%

1970‟s

2.4%

1980‟s

5.4%

1990‟s

4.4%

2000‟s

3.2%

5.1.3.3 Integrated Use of Water in Agriculture
Being a vast irrigated agriculture area of Pakistan, 18.84 million hectares, a
variety of techniques are to be used according to intensity and effectiveness. After
independence in 1947, population growth was 3.2% against 1.43% growth of
agriculture. To narrow this gap increase in irrigated area remained a solution. During
1959-64 agricultural growth reached 3.7%, this agricultural growth was due to ground
water use in agriculture. Indus Basin projects (Mangla etc) increased water
availability in canals,

different green revolution aspects; the green revolution

technologies raised agriculture growth to 6.3% during 1965-70. While overall 1960‟s
agriculture growth remained 5.1% due to regional geo-politico scenario. Pakistan has
to cater food needs of Afghanistan and 5.6% increase in agriculture per annum.
Ahmad (2007)

5.1.3.3.1 Cropping patterns
Zafer (2007) takes cropping patterns as remedy for recurring water shortages
in the country. The researchers consider that storage may one day come to an end.
The quantity of water and cropping pattern would be helpful in resolving the future of
agriculture and needs of water. The large agricultural land holders are indifferent and
inefficient in use of water.

These farmers are unconcerned regarding efficient crop

production it will force next generation to reset options. Authorities‟ interference for
the sake of personal gains or indifference to issues delays or distorts the planning.
Water requirement for different soils vary. Comprehensive study to determine
the quantum of water for different soils is needed. At the same time our water
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distribution system may be linked with the requirement of soils and crops demands
rather usual traditional distributary system, which is supply oriented. The difficulty
arises of the historical users who are not convinced with quantum of water. In the
present mechanism water cannot be supplied on demand.
Pakistani farmer attitude on the quantity of water is fixed, more quantity of
water is considered as more beneficial for the crop. This idea has matured in their
mind as this idea cannot be taken out of their thought. Studies were conducted in
Sindh province where authoritative feudal system exists. Wheat crop was given 8
watering, whereas poor farmers made 2 to 3 watering. But resource less farmers with
less watering achieved yield 3.6 tons wheat per acre whereas resourceful farmers
received yield 2.6 tons wheat per acre. Same results were noted for consecutive six
years. In Pakistan now research is being carried out for comparison of crop yield and
quantity of water applied. Country‟s rice yield per hectare is 1.8 tons and it gets
sixteen, seventeen watering. In Egypt in spite of 50% decrease in watering the rice
yield has gone to 9.9 tons per hectare. On the other hand Mozambique achieved
double yield in spite of reducing water supply by 50%.
Sugar industry in Pakistan plays an important role in economy of Pakistan.
Sugarcane has 4.5% value addition in country agriculture and has 0.9% GDP share of
the country Pakistan. Economic Survey 2007 – 08 page21 Sugarcane is considered as
raw material for sugar industry. Sugarcane is annual crop grown in Indus Basin by
farmers as raw material supplied to sugar industry. During 2007-08 1241000 hectors
(1.24 million) land was under sugarcane cultivation.
Table5.2 Growth of Sugar Mills
Year

No of Sugar Mills

Sugar Production (1000 tons)

1949 – 50

3

17

2000 – 01

78

2,956

2007 – 08

86

4,351

Source: Chaudry Iftikhar Akram (2010)
Crop substitution on basis of Water saving should be introduced in agriculture.
Sugar cane is 12 month crop with 18 irrigations, requiring quantum of water. One
suggestion of crop substitution is sugar beet which on average is 4 months crop in
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different parts of Pakistan. Moreover more than two crops may be attained in a year.
At the same time sugar content is 14% in sugar beet as against 9% that of sugarcane
yields. In KPK some factories are producing sugar by sugar beet. Although
comparison of economic value to the both crops can persuade industries to opt this
substitution because sugar industries producing sugar by sugarcane get profit from
bye products as wax, sucrose used in distillery is exported and bagasse used for
energy requirements of sugar industries boilers. Laminated wood panels and paper
industry now a day are used to reduce shortage and expensiveness of forest wood. A
serious research in agriculture universities of the country in collaboration of chambers
of commerce, for sugar beet crop as substitute crop of sugarcane can be beneficial in
various aspects, ranging from conservation of water to end products. While in a
personal meeting (2011) a farmer from Opal village, Lahore opposed this substitution
as he considered that more employment is entertained in way long from sugarcane to
sugar. Other crops wheat and cotton also need thorough research for reassessment,
both are low delta crop. Water shortage can be managed in Rabi season as compared
Kharif season. More production can be attained by the same quantity of water than
what is being attained at present. Zafar (2007) PP 9-15

5.1.3.3.2 Pressurized Irrigation System
Sprinkler irrigation is effective to enhance water productivity. Different types
of sprinkler system are in use according the efficiency, requirement, availability or
affordability. Solid set system is stationed at single location, irrigates entire field, with
a single set of components. It is costly with minimum maintenance requirement but
may limit some farming operations. Move-stop sprinkle system and Rain-gun
sprinkler irrigation system can be moved to next location after completing the one.
Continuous – move systems are used for large farms. In Pakistan these system are suit
able for over 100 acres farms. USA large farms mostly use continuous move system.
Ahmad (2007)

Sprinkle irrigation :
These are more efficient methods of water use although these methods are expensive
but these methods are much more efficient methods. Studies carried out in India and
Pakistan have showed encouraging results, more than 50% water can be saved by
sprinkle and trickle irrigation as the same water quantity was used for twofold
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land.Table shows average 58% water saving by the sprinkler irrigation for maize and
different vegetables. Although the prospects for the implementation of sprinklers to
irrigate rice and wheat has not been calculated in the Indus Basin of Pakistan, where
water is transported to farms by water courses based warabandi, a rotational means for
fair share of available water, by turn, with a fixed day, time and duration of supply to
each irrigator. Warabandi provides a continuous rotation of water in which one
complete cycle of rotation generally lasts seven days. The duration of supply to each
farmer is according to the size of the farms and the land holding (Bandaragoda, 1998).
It is estimated additional expenditure of taking up of pressurized irrigation methods,
which require water to be available for irrigation when soil moisture is in insufficient.
Ultimately farmers would bear additional expenses for sprinkler irrigation system and
on-farm storage. A study showed average crop water productivity of rice and wheat
were 0.55 and 3.95 kg/m3 with sprinkler irrigation and 0.25 and 1.34 kg/m3 with basin
irrigation. On benefit–cost analysis based on water saved indicated that investing in
rain-gun system to irrigate rice and wheat is a economically feasible preference for
farmers. Kahlown et al (2006) anticipate slow adoption for the sprinkler technique
because of present price of water, although in Potohar, a dry land agriculture region
this method is being adopted.
Table:5.3 Saving irrigation water, using sprinkler technique in Pakistan.
Crop

Water Applied (cm)
Furrow / Basin

Water saving %

Sprinkler

Turnip

27.18 (Furrow)

9.4

65.3

Pea

19.00 (Furrow)

7.9

58.5

Radish

33.00 (Furrow)

11.7

64.5

Maize

25.5 (Basin)

13.8

46.0
58.60 Average

Source: Latif (1990) page: -9-23
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Table:5.4Saving the irrigation water, using sprinkler technique in
India.
Crop

Water Applied (cm)
Full surface

Water saving
%

Sprinkler

Bajra

17.78

7.82

56

Jowar

25.40

11.27

56

Cotton

40.64

29.05

29

Wheat

33.02

14.52

56

Barley

17.78

7.82

56

Gram

17.78

7.82

56

Potato

60.00

30.00

50
Average

51.30

Source: Latif (1990) page: -9-23

Drip and Trickle: irrigation systems:

In this irrigation system water and

fertilizers are applied to individual plants. This system is ideal for orchards and
spaced crops. Optimal soil moisture environment is produced as the water is applied
to individual plant. Researchers demonstrate that by drip irrigation system water
productivity can be increased by 50% than the surface irrigation system. It is now
time for government to facilitate this system to Baluchistan, KPk , Baltistan and
Potohar region of Punjab where different fruit orchids can considerably improve
water productivity. In a personal meeting with Dr. Farooq Punjab University Lahore
(2010), pitcher irrigation was discussed to support substantive agriculture in ultra
desert areas of Pakistan (discussed in chapter 2). In this method Pitchers are buried in
the farms with provision to fill the pitcher. The moisture from the pitcher support
crops to be grown in ultra dry conditions, providing subsistence to poor locals. Farooq
(2010) Personal Meeting
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5.1.3.3.3 More Crop per Drop / More crop less Drop
This is to achieve higher yields from fixed amount of water. This is to increase
water productivity. Under water scarcity and increasing water demand irrigation is
facing reduction in water in future. Domestic and industrial demand is also increasing.
So to produce amount of water from the existing limited resource, it is only possible
by its efficient use. Abdullah, (2006)
Water course improvement programme commenced in 1980. This is a simple
technology with bricks or pre-cast concrete lining. After improvement through this
programme 8 MAF saving is possible at maximum but his saving would be attained if
the Katcha (unlined) portion is regularly maintained otherwise this quantity will
reduce with passage of time. In international conference on water Resource
Engineering and Management at UET Lahore Ghuman (2011) have pointed to the
remodeling of canals is case of lining of canals. Further investigation in this project is
necessary to upgrade the lining projects.

5.1.3.3.4 Farm and Field Layout Improvement
OFWM (0n farm water management) is mainly engaged in water course
improvement and land level by laser. Some parameters are neglected in laser land
leveling, system of water leveling conveyance and application, integration of surface
and ground water use etc. In this respect taking in view farmers, priorities, and
combination of different factors should be promoted. While laser land leveling,
surface irrigation aspects like stream size, infiltration leveling advance, recession time
be considered. In farm and field layout, type of irrigation system, conjunctive water
use and

cropping pattern must be taken in consideration.

Under effective

management, land leveling produce very good results by increasing cropping
intensity, 6-70% .Laser land leveling still give high efficiency in surface irrigation.
Land leveling and Laser land leveling have been started in different parts of the
country under OFWM (on farm water management) for a decade. The Punjab OFWM
provides Laser Levelers at 50% cost sharing. Okara district statistic reveals 50%
increase in irrigated area and 30% saving in fertilizer.
Water productivity enhancement is primary duty of planners, managers and
agriculture researchers. Farmers at secondary level are to be educated and pursued by
the managers and agriculture experts to adopt new technologies for improvement of
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water productivity and efficiency. By realization of increase in profitability farmers
cooperate and adopt the new technologies. Cropping pattern plays major role in
determining water productivity as per water availability crop substitution with less
water intensive crops present observable results in water saving.
Use of Tube well irrigation in addition or substitution to canal irrigation can
produce better results if microclimate is taken into account in different ecological
belts specified in the country.
Disease resistant and high yielding crops varieties need a thorough research
programme, keeping in mind microclimate, soil moisture and water availability.
Import of seeds development technology from agriculture specialist countries is
beneficial. Just import of high standard seeds may not fulfill standards as the countries
that develop such seed may vary greatly in micro climatic zones. French ambassador
in Pakistan have claimed France to be 2nd highest agricultural grower of world, in a
symposium at Agriculture University Faisalabad. Nation 4 April, 2011 This offer
would

be more beneficial if French research is rationalized

according our

microclimate zone. Here high temperature little moisture in arid to semi arid climate
does not match with French extra tropical mild temperatures and better moisture
content. A better seed technology is beneficial in many aspects. There is threat of
ultimate pests attack on crops having flood irrigation technique. The collective steps
in this regard are necessary, imported high standard seed technology be followed by
adopting according to micro climatic zones and micro irrigation services be applied.
In this regard disease and pest threat would be reduced. On the other hand precision
irrigation would raise water productivity.
Water availability depends on water allocation. The water is allocated
according to set schedule adopted in historical manner by irrigation department.
Lining water courses and canals improve water transport as water flow improves due
to reduced seepage to the end users. In this routine water allocations setting some
important factors are not taken into consideration as local environment, crop water
requirement, cropping pattern, intensity etc. Although in present set up, it‟s not easy
to implement environment and requirement oriented water allocation schedule but
revision of canal water supply is needed according to environment (Et) requirement,
cropping pattern, intensity, soil requirement. Ahmad (2007)75
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5.1.3.3.5 Conjunctive use of Water
As it is learnt by different studies that ground water plays central part in
agriculture in the Indus basin with surface water. This share varies province to
province. Seepage from precipitation and canal is the main source of recharge of
ground water. In conjunctive management water use, scheduling for ground and
surface water is essential. Mixing of fresh water with saline water (of lesser degree),
its cyclic use in the fields, according crop and soil conditions can save water.
Conjunctive water management at canal level may be beneficial in balancing salt and
water balance Ahmad (2007) 74-75

5.1.3.4 Water Recycling and Wastewater Reuse
Recycling is one of the most essential way-out for the country. Recycling is
neglected by the planners and managers both in public and private sector. Priorities
are set by policy makers which are implemented by the concerned authorities.
Different standards, levels and stages may be fixed in this regard. At gross root level a
common man can recycle water at domestic level, per unit, per street or at mohallah
level.

Household used water can be recycled for usage of routine petty utilities.

Water for cleaning of floors, cars; lawn watering, toilet flushes, need not higher
standards of water quality recycling. Treatment plants are required to purify water for
water usage at different levels as agriculture, drinking water, urban usage, in mosques
etc. Treatment plants for purifying sewage have a range of designs. The conventional
treatment plants consume considerable energy. Microbial and biological treatment
methods and systems are least energy intensive. According to requirement and
circumstances microbiological and biological system can be used in combination with
traditional treatment plants.

5.1.3.4.1 Water Recycling in Mosques
Water is compulsory for different religious practices. Pakistan being a Muslim
country enjoys 97% of Muslim population. Ablution (wadhu) is obligatory for
preparation of every prayer. A faithful each time have wadhu with 2-3 liters of water.
It is commonly observed that most people waste a lot of water while making wadhu.
To rectify habit of wastage of water, leaders of the mosques, scholars, religious
ministers can make a campaign to educate followers about wastage of fresh water. But
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simultaneously very simple treatment plants can be installed in each mosque. The
handful amount of water daily used in the mosques is little degraded because least
chemicals are used in this practice. Skin dead cells, salts in on human skin and some
amount of sputum carrying some bacteria are mixed in this used water. The used
water in wadhu may be recycled after simple treatment in a simple treatment plant
developed for this purpose, for each mosque independently.
A way forward:

for this purpose comprehensive survey of mosques and

assessment for amount of water used in the mosques. Still more, censor taps, which
pour water only when sense presence of hands beneath the taps. All mosques can fund
these projects independently as faithful love to donate charity for mosques but
government has to make regulations in this regard and implement.

5.1.3.4.2 Water Recycling at Service Stations
Car service stations are established as part of business activity especially in
the premises of petrol pumps. A large quantity of potable water is used in washing
different vehicles. Service station waste water contains oil, grease, suspended mud
and settles able particles. Which do not tally with national environment quality
standards (NEQS) designed by the Pakistan government. In the Urban centers these
service

stations use civic water supplies by the municipal or metropolitan

corporations. These are the main water supply lines which carry fresh water for
domestic usage. Service stations in the suburban areas and high ways or on branch
roads pump groundwater for this purpose. The potable water once used is drained to
the sewage as permanent loss of this scarce commodity. Roughly 600 liters water is
consumed in washing a vehicle with servicing pressure pumps. According to a
conservative approximation there are 5 million vehicles in Pakistan, if it is supposed
that that on average a vehicle is washed once month subsequently 3 billion liters
potable water is wasted every month in this trade. Jahangir M.A.Q et al (2011) There
is no regulation at present which can bound all the service stations to have their own
recycling unit and not to use fresh water for washing vehicles. In civic or municipal
laws recycling treatment plant for each service station should be made compulsory.
This is not going to be an expensive project for the entrepreneurs. Main dilemma is
ignorance of relevant bureaucracy.
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5.1.3.4.3 Put a Stop to Civic Wastage
Fresh water in urban areas is filled in water tanks and is sprinkled on roads,
pavements and road side green belts. For this purpose urban development authorities
provide filling spots, pipes erected 10-12 feet (3-4 meters) high. In addition to this
posh housing societies, army garrisons and cantonment areas, lawns, grounds, gardens
are watered lavishly under to instruction of the concerned officers. Moreover another
pathetic scene is commonly observed with shear negligence by all and sundry; trees
are being washed by drinking water with pressure pipes installed on these water
carrying trucks in such localities. As these localities enjoy a handsome budget
whether by defense or by housing schemes. For all such purposes treatment plants be
made obligatory for recycling of water. Small gardens in the cities should have
recycling of their own waste water. Law must be formulated for implementing rule
that only recycled water would be utilized for all civic purposes.
Individuals sprinkle and wash the roads in front of their houses, institutions and
offices from the A-grade water, supplied for domestic purposes. This practice is apart
from the plenty of wastage of water within houses hidden from officials. Potable
water is flooded to wash floors, lawns and grounds by house maids. Highly paid
metropolitan managers never think to save water in the country hit by Falkan‟s
scarcity meter.

5.1.3.4.4 Waste Water Reuse
For future use of sewage and agricultural effluents as additional water
resources would become practice for managers and the farmers. Untreated sewage and
drainage water being used in different parts of the country especially for vegetables in
the countryside of major urban centers. Effluents are of different grades according to
the source, industrial effluent even varies in impurities, ranging from mild chemical to
heavy metals. Human and animal health is at risk due to use of polluted water in
agriculture. The agricultural effluents are injurious to the soil health as salts,
residences and fertilizers accumulate with the soil. Ahmad (2007) 75
Water reuse; discharge of sewage effluent in the surface water requires thorough
treatment before discharging in surface water. It is an expensive treatment so the
municipalities of respective towns should consider treatment of water for local reuse.
The most coherent reuse of treated water in urban areas and peripheries are
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agriculture and urban irrigation, industrial uses (cooling, processing), urban lakes, fire
fighting, dust control, toilet flushing etc. The degraded river banks and reaches due to
closure of river under IBWT, can be revitalized for wild life refuges, recreation parks.
Near Lahore Ravi River banks are occupied by slums, life is below the minimum
hygienic standards. This may revitalize life for the squalid part of the Lahore.
Infrastructure and separate distribution system is necessary.
The World Health Organization (1989) guide for safer water is based on the
epidemiological analysis for the documented diseases. For this purpose low
technology treatment such as ponding in series, lagooning of waste water, retained for
more than one month. Lagoons can be used for artificial recharge, underground layers
work as natural filter. This soil-aquifer treatment is beneficial for Pakistan and other
Muslim countries because of religious aesthetics for clean water use as the water
drawl is form wells not the treatment plants. This soil aquifer treatment is also
odourless. Bouwer (2000)

5.1.3.4.5 Waste water irrigation drawbacks
The untreated urban wastewater is used for agriculture irrigation in many parts
of the country. As the urban waste water availability is regular and nourishes the crop
growth. It is evident that agricultural use of urban waste water causes growth of
parasitic roundworms and tape worms as intestinal infection among exposed farm
workers, their families and the consumers of uncooked crops on lesser scale intestinal
bacterial and viral infections are also reported. A study carried by Jeroen H.J. et al
(2005) revealed 67% positive of Giardia in 3 villages of Faisalabad district in Punjab,
using untreated Urban wastewater irrigation. While comparison made with the nearby
village using river water irrigation showed very low prevalence of Giardia intestinal
parasite. Jeroen et al (2005).

5.1.3.5 Ground Water Recharging - As an Integrated Resource
Management Approach
The natural recharge rates can be applied for sustainable use of aquifers
without depleting the groundwater resource. In many parts of the world ground water
is utilized as main source of water. Dry areas of Bluchistan, Punjab, Sindh and KPK
are pumping ground water excessively. Worst conditions are projected on drying of
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wells in all these dry areas and the dry reaches of eastern rivers of Indus basin are
affected due to IBWT.
Storage of water underground via artificial recharge: An alternative being stressed
now days is storage of water underground via artificial recharge of ground water. This
artificial recharge is achieved by downward infiltration of purposefully dumped
water, to the aquifers. To get maximum advantage of this recharge permeable soil
with sands and gravels, in areas of unconfined aquifers with freely moving
groundwater table is recommended. A reasonable infiltration, 0.5 to 3 meter per day
during flooding is estimated. However continued flooding can reduce infiltration as
suspended particles accumulate on soil surface make blockage in the soil pores.
Different biological action may further obstruct the infiltration. For that reason from
time to time infiltration system must be dried and if needed, mechanical removal of
clogging can be done. In usual practice in-channel and off-channel infiltration systems
are applied. In-channel infiltration low, dams across the stream bed or T or L shaped
levees, spread the water over larger area for infiltration in the river bed. In the offstream infiltration system constructed shallow pond or basin are flooded with water
for infiltration to recharge groundwater aquifers. In areas of highly variable stream
flows, upstream storage dams or deep basins are necessary to hold back short duration
high water flows for gradual release for recharge. A multipurpose recharge system
may be designed to achieve environmental benefits such as aquatic parks wild life
refuge and trees etc.
In absence of land with highly permeable soil (sand and gravel) land with low
permeable soil such as loamy sand, sandy loams and light loam soil land may be used
for recharge. Although low or medium permeable soil may enhance evaporation by 3
– 6 % of the flood water as the reduction in percolation keeps water on the surface for
a long time. Bouwer (2000)
Another method of recharging water needs a bit engineer pits, trenches or
shafts. This way is beneficial for the land with less permeable or contaminated soil.
For the confined less permeable aquifers injection wells are drilled to the aquifers.
Such recharges are expensive as compared to of infiltration cost. For exploitation of
this method, to avoid future clogging, water must be treated so that suspended
particles and nutrient be removed as clogging at the well border is difficult to remove.
Pyne (1995) is for dual purpose wells for water recharge and abstraction, to recharge
at water surplus and to pump during water shortage time. Municipal water utilities for
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Pakistan have to be diverted to treatment plants. The storage and recovery wells can
be used for municipal water demands along with treatment plants to lessen the
pressure. Storage in underground aquifers saves water loss by evaporation.
In aquifer storage and recovery process (ASR) water is stored underground
through artificial recharging during water surplus period (flood and monsoon) and is
recovered in shortage times. Proper planning can reduce flood damages and surplus
flows can be conserved underground by recharging. Sufi et al (2011)
Recharge wells are suitable for the areas having impervious layer between
ground surface and aquifer. This underground water recharging is used to directly
recharge water into deep aquifers. If the overlying soil layer is unconsolidated then a
screen can be used for filtration of water clogging or obstruction of the screen need
clearing after a suitable period. Reasonably high rate of recharge can be achieved by
recharge wells.
Percolation tanks remain another option for recharging of groundwater. The runoff
water in several seasonal streams in large watershed is gathered by raising earthen
bunds across the stream, percolation tanks are formed during the monsoon season
behind such bunds. The catchments area ranges 10 to 50 sq kilometers for collecting
runoff water. Water percolates during winter months (October – February) at the start
of summer the percolation tank dries up. To enhance percolation efficiency of the
percolation tanks it is important to make duty of the concerned farmers to desilt the
tank bed when ever tank dries up in summer. Runoff should be collected in the same
way whenever available and let it percolated accordingly.
This the option which is not being practiced in the country in spite of need for
recharging as the ground water level dropping excessively as discussed in chapter 3.
This researcher has contacted different concerned departments but they provided least
satisfactory reason. A lot of potential is present to save water to use according to
need. Aquifer recharging is carried out in many countries even countries rich in water
resources perform this method.

5.1.3.6 Hill torrent network of the natural surface water: for
growing crops
Some

mountainous,

semi mountainous

and

plateaus

parts

of Sindh,

Baluchistan, Punjab, and KPK utilize residual moisture of hill torrent flooding to
grow crops. Most part of 10 MAF (12.33 BCM), flood flow of rivers and hill torrent
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of Bluchistan go waste. The hill torrent in all the four provinces and AJK make a
secondary network of the natural surface water which can be used of development of
irrigation system in the vicinity of hill torrents. Underground recharging from hill
torrents potential will be effective in aquifer storage and recovery process.
A great potential exists to develop waste culture able land in hill torrent areas
of Pakistan Sufi et al (2011)
Table: 5.5Culture able waster land water conservation potential of various Hill torrent
areas of Pakistan
Province

Area

Culturalable waste land

Average Annual
Water conservation
potential

(Hectares)
Federal

KPK

149,929

0.940

1.159

A J Kashmir

33,600

82,992

0.400

0.493

FATA

178,700

441,389

1.500

1.850

Sub Total Federal 273,000

674,310

2.840

3.502

D.I. Khan

419,000

1,034,930

0.800

0.986

FATA

178,700

441,389

1.500

1.850

Hazara, Kabul & Banu

442,300

1,092,481

3.760

4.636

2,568,800

6.060

7.472

D.G Khan

349,700

863,759

0.854

1.053

Pothowar

220,800

545,376

1.860

2.293

Rachna & Chaj Doab

--

--

--

--

1,409,135

2.714

3.346

Khirthar Range

279,300

689,871

0.296

0.365

Karachi

64,560

159,463

0.094

0.116

Schwan & Petaro

207,000

511,290

0.330

0.407

1,360,624

0.720

0.888

Sub Total Sindh 550,860
Baluchistan

(MCM)

60,700

Sub Total Punjab 570,500
Sindh

(MAF)

Northern Area

Sub Total KPK 1,040,000
Punjab

(Acres)

Indus Basin Component

837,900

2,069,613

4.067

5.015

Kharan

1,060,500

2,619,435

0.789

0.973

Makran

2,781,500

6,870,305

3.000

3.690

Sub Total Baluchistan 4,679,900

11,559,353

7.856

9.678

Grand Total 6,935,560

17,130,833

18.690

23.036
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Source: Sufi et al (2011)
Saline agriculture: Tamarisks, eucalyptus, popular are salt resistant plants and can be
developed as a saline agriculture. Halophytes like salicornia and salt resist and grasses
are also advised in saline agriculture Bouwer (2000) In Pakistan it is suggested, bio
saline technology can help developing 25 MAF of saline ground water.

5.1.3.7 Virtual Water
Virtual water is the term used for water substantiation with the agricultural
commodities. Global renewable water supply is 7000m3 (5670MAF) per person per
year but it‟s divided unequally in the world.. The water scarce countries can import
commodities from water surplus areas hence reducing pressure on the water
resources. The main purposes are solved both ways, i.e. water is saved and necessary
commodities are accessed at the same time, for example every 100 kilogram of wheat
import also save 100m3 of water which is virtual water food grains can be imported
from the water rich countries, to save water for other agricultural produce and civic,
industrial, recreational and environmental up gradation. The term virtual water was
firstly used by Professor Allan J.A. (1999), virtual water embedded in the commodity.
Bouwer (2000) has suggested Organization for Food Exporting Countries
(OFEC) Like Petroleum exports organization OPEC (Organization for Petroleum
Exporting Countries). In this way virtual water channel can be opened. Qadir et al
(2003) has suggested as solution to regional water deficit by importing all sort of
water intensive agricultural products. Proportion ratio can be made for food items,
utilizing water.

5.2

Dams for Water Management and Development
An aspect of integrated water resource management (IWRM) is availed

through reservoir construction where water supply is managed according to need,
demand or distribution as per share, waste water and flood water is also managed in
the system. On the other hand Bouwer (2000) has pointed that good dam sites are
quite few due to natural constraints. Different dam limitations and disadvantages are
projected

by different agencies and

environmental

degradation,

displacement

the stake holders as stream ecology,
of

people,

public

health

problems,

evaporation losses, high cost, limited life because of sedimentation etc. But in
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developing countries and energy deficit countries have out weighing advantage of
cheap hydroelectricity and availability of water during water shortage periods.
River Storages do not consume water rather conserve and regulate it
accordingly. Reservoirs regulate inter seasonal and inter river transfer of water which
improve water supplies for productive irrigative agriculture, cheaper hydroelectricity
and at the same time floods‟ damages are minimized.

5.2.1 Down Kotri Water Flow
Kotri Barrage is considered as monitoring parameter for the water flowing to
Arabian Sea. Different extensive studies have been conducted to affirm below Kotri
water requirements for combating seawater intrusion and addressing environmental
concerns.
The average flow in Pakistan Rivers is 138 MAF. For all the four provinces of
Pakistan, annual river diversions for canal irrigation, have wide-ranging 77 MAF to
108 MAF. Down Kotri average escapage is 31.31 MAF (1976 – 2010). WAPDA
(2003) in vision 22025 page 3 has stated an annual average of 39MAF which looks to
be get going average. In Economic Survey of Pakistan (2009-2010) post Tarbela
(1976 – 2008) average water escapage down Kotri to Arabian Sea is 31.48 MAF, with
a maximum 91.83 MAF in 1994-95 and minimum 0.79 MAF in 2000-2001.While
Sufi et al (2011) has extended this figure for1976 – 2010 with average escapage as
31.31 MAF. Habib (2010) has discussed 2010 floods and preceding period; few
months down Kotri flow approximated 50 MAF.

Kharif season witnesses more

water down Kotri flow due to heavy rainfall and glacier melt. Rabi season has very
little water flow to the sea. Ali (2007) has stressed this down Kotri availability for a
short term, 60 to 90 days period of summer high flow. Taking 1976 – 2010, 35 year
data sensitize 1094.88 MAF, excluding 300 MAF for down Kotri environmental
requirement, the resultant water wastage in Arabian Sea have US$ 149 billion loss in
monetary term as estimated.
Down Kotri minimum escapage to check sea intrusion vary among different
analysts, according to Sufi et al (2011) 8.6 MAF average seems to be appropriate
average requirement down Kotri. Although in WAA (1991) among provinces 10
MAF remained under consideration. But further studies were agreed. Even then it is
matter availability of water which ranges widely season to season and year to year.
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Table5.6

Average Annual Flows of Rivers of Indus Basin (MAF)

River

Average

Average

Average

Average

Annual Flow

Annual Flow

Annual Flow

Annual Flow

(1922-61)

(1985-95)

(2000-09)

(2009-10)

Indus

93

62.7

81.28

81.31

Jhelum

23

26.6

18.52

21.05

Chenab

26

27.5

22.52

17.90

Ravi

7

5

1.1

0.28

Sutlej

14

3.6

0.39

0.01

Beas

0

0

0

0

Total

189

148.8

142.71

138.00

Source: WRM directorate, WAPDA

Normally it is projected that dams would be harmful for different stake holders
especially the large dams. No doubt all the harms and disadvantages should be
considered while planning establishment of a dam. Comprehensive studies are
conducted by the consultants keeping in view all the aspects. These studies are cost
intensive and time extensive. Study findings are reviewed by the concerned
departments‟ experts followed by approval of the cabinet of the country. In spite of
limitations advantages excel in terms of water availability cheap energy production.
President Musharaf while deciding construction of differ dams during 2005,
announced to take risks instead of lingering energy and water crisis. Then chairman
WAPDA Zulfiqar argued if water can not be shared by co riparian but the advantages
and benefits can be shared.
In different studies reviewed by international experts, it is affirmed that
storage dams are critically required to control Indus river flows. It is also concluded
that there would be no harmful impact of sea intrusion rather delta conditions would
improve.
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Table5.7 Different Studies
Sr. No.
I

Name of Study
Study I
Study on water Escapage below Kotri
Barrage to verify sea water Intrusion

II

Study II
Study on water Escapage down stream.
Kotri Barrage to address Environmental
concerns

III

Study III
Environmental concerns of all the four
provinces

5

volumes

excluding

areas

covered under study I & II
Source:Ministry of Water and Power (2004), (2004), (2005)

Ali (2007) has concluded from the water strategy study under Asian
Development Bank (ADBP) and the water policy study under the World Bank that
water needs at field level by year 2020, would be 15-20 MAF. By reducing seepage
losses 5 to 6 MAF of water might be saved. Corresponding additional storage capacity
would be 20 to 25 MAF or 3 to 5 major dams would be needed in a row to fulfill these
demands.
On the other hand down stream co riparian settled share has nothing to do with
the reservoirs established; relevant shares of different stakeholders are monitored by
Indus River system Authority (IRSA). Still up gradation of relevant modern telemetry
technology can remove doubts among different stakeholders. Due to different
reservations by provinces IRSA head office have shifted to Islamabad being federal
chapter.
Storage capacity of Pakistan is very low. At present our storage capacity is
approximately 11MAF i.e. 8% of the total flow whereas for better water management
40% storage is appreciated by the experts. Economic Survey (2009-10) has depicted
Indian storage capacity as 33%. Whereas per capita storage capacity in Pakistan is
also quite low, 80 cubic meters in comparison India and Chinas per capita storage are
300 and 2200 cubic meters respectively.
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Over years storage capacity of the country is depleting year by year due to
sedimentation.

This aspect has been discussed as requirement for the new storages.

Planners are of the point of view that construction of first major reservoir will only
replace the storage loss caused by the sedimentation, 4.37 MAF sedimentation loss is
projected for 2012 and 5.82 MAF projected for 2025 by water resource management
directorate (WRM) of WAPDA. Mangla raising 2.9 MAF, Diamer Diamer Basha 6.4
MAF, environmental requirement down Kotri 8.6 MAF makes 17 MAF. Government
also extracts 3 MAF from the total flow for Indian use on the Western rivers either
under IBWT or Indian self acclaimed share. Dams on Kabul River still sensitize
planners for reduction of 2MAF for future planning.

5.2.2 Reservoir Sedimentation
For planning a dam, reservoir sedimentation is quite an important factor which even
determines the economic life of the storage project. A number of problems occur due
to reservoir sedimentation, depletion of reservoir capacity, aggradations in the back
water area, abrasion of structural components of the passages. Sediment concentration
is affected by temperature and rainfall. Haque ( )
According to IRSA up to 30% loss of storage of reservoirs have taken place
due to siltation. This loss of storage capacity is directly linked with agriculture water
deficit
Table5.8 Loss of storage of reservoirs (MAF)

Reservoir

Original
Gross

Tarbela

Mangla

Chashma

Total

11.6

5.88

0.87

18.35

Present

Live

Dead

Gross

9.69

1.92

7.95

5.34

0.72

0.54

0.15

15.75 2.61

4.67

0.32

12.94

Loss

Live

Dead

Gross

Live

Dead

6.77

1.18

3.27

2.92

0.74%

32%

30%

39%

1.21

0.80

0.41

21%

15%

76%

0.55

0.45

0.10

63%

63%

62%

5.42

4.18

1.25

30%

27%

48%

4.54

0.26

0.13

0.06

11.57 1.37

Source: Government of Pakistan (2009) Economics Survey of Pakistan 2009-10 Dam
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5.2.2.1Sedimentation control
Hussaini (1972) in 1972 had described solution for life span enhancement of
the Tarbela Dam. Indus brings an estimated 440 million tons of sediment every year
reducing the life of the reservoir. Indus water may be diverted from Tarbela and
reserved up to 40 MAF in the off-channel storage in River Haro and River Soan
basins. The other solution suggested was to install up stream low dams
Keeping topography and precipitation pattern of Pakistan, potential locations
for construction of multipurpose dams have been ascertained by WAPDA on the
Western rivers and their tributaries.

Table 5.9 POTENTIAL STORAGES OF RIVER INDUS
Proposed Project
Bunji

Storage (MAF)
0.06

Status
Feasibility

completed.

Detailed

design

and

tender document in progress
Diamer

Diamer 6.4

Ready for implementation

Basha
Dasu

0.7

Feasibility study completed. Detailed and tender
in progress

Pattan

0.06

PC – II approved

Yulbo

0.12

Desk study field reconnaissance done

Tungus

0.05

Desk study initial

Skardu

5.5

Desk study initiated

Shyok/ Yago

5.0

Desk study initiated

Total

18.5

Source: Hydro Planning Organization WAPDA

5.2.3 Kalabagh Dam
In energy starved situation, country is in need of ample of hydel energy
production which is many times cheaper than thermal energy. In world electricity
power generation, hydel-thermal ratio is 70: 30 but this of hydel-thermal ratio is
reverse in Pakistan terms i.e., 28: 72 while production price ratio of hydel – thermal is
1: 12. Due to dependence on thermal power production, power tariff has escalated in
the country and beyond common man affordability. Multipurpose dams can conserve
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the surplus water in addition to injection of cheaper electric supply to the system by
hydro power production.
In spite of present PPP government‟s shelving the dam in files; at this moment
Kalabagh dam discussion will be helpful for understanding its significance. Due to
comprehensive studies, dam project is ready to launch. 6.1 MAF storage capacity with
3600 MW hydropower generation, it comes out as sensible option. The dam site is
located 110 miles (km) below Tarbela, the lower most available dam site on Indus,
gathering maximum annual water flow, 90 MAF, against 60 MAF at Tarbela, 50
MAF at Diamer Basha and 25 MAF at Skardu. This additional flow is gathered from
Kabul, Soan and Haro tributaries below Tarbela. Kalabagh reservoir site is the only
site where summer rains additional 30 MAF can be regulated for utilization. Gravity
irrigation stands as another salient feature of Kalabagh dam, 500 thousand acres
through right bank outlet, of D.I Khan and Bannu areas in KPK (Khyber Pakhtoon
Khawa). Any other upper Indus storage would require lift irrigation putting extra
financial burden on the farmers. Kalabagh dam site is the only site which would
facilitate integration of Indus-Jhelum-Chenab Rivers in to one single river basin for
optimum use through left bank outlet. Steep slopes of 10 miles at Attock gorge would
act as desilting tunnel. Even after 100 years, the siltation of Indus River could not
travel up to this gorge as all silt would be washed down. Kabul River joins Indus
River above Attock gorge at Khairabad so Noshera flooding can not be enhanced due
to Kalabagh dam. Diamer Basha and Kalabagh dams are mutually complementary and
not mutually exclusive. It is wise to start both simultaneously. Ali (2007)
In Institute of Engineers Pakistan (IEP) 46 th annual meeting held on 20th June
2011, construction of Kalabagh Dam was stressed. It is thought by the experts as the
prime solution to the emerging water and power crisis. Politicians should not
politicize technical matters.
6000MW energy shortfall can not be made up by smaller hydro-power units.
Government can not produce electricity to the full by thermal power houses because
cost of the fuel imported is higher than the revenue collected by the government. The
cost of electricity generated by the power houses range Rs. 15 to 25 per unit. On
return government receives from public Rs. 3.5 to Rs. 10 per unit depending on
different tariffs. Kalabagh dam would be providing water to all provinces, controlling
floods and generating electricity (3600MW) at rate Re 1 per unit. This dam can be
completed within five years with 5 billion dollar funds. Other dam options Diamer
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Basha and Bunji may be put next to Kalabagh. Each 15 to 25 billion dollar projects
will take longer time for completion, which shall provide almost 5000 to 8000MW.
Neelum-Jehlum project shall provide 1000MW and will take five years time for
completion although less irrigation water will be accumulated by this project. The
Nation Lahore 21th June 2011 page 13
Limitations and reservation of different provinces have been discussed in
detail in chapter four. Point under consideration is water and power crisis which are
taking country down to trodden. Time is most important factor in decision making, as
time lapsed can not be retrieved; delayed decisions can not be productive. Talking in
terms of price escalation it becomes beyond affordability of developing countries.
With the passage of time water development and management have become
quite expensive. This is true for irrigation, domestic and industrial water supplies and
infrastructure. Price escalation shoots many folds if some project is delayed even for a
year or so. Kalabagh discussed is an example. Now slow progress on the Diamer
Basha Dam is causing cost escalation due to reluctance of sponsors / investors
consortium.

5.3

Climate Change
Gleick (1998) denotes climate change as one of the stresses to be faced by

water resources and management over next few years. Main pressures of climate
change include supply and demand stress. Supply side pressure is in shape of water
availability increase or decrease due to climate change. Environmental degradation
also influence water supply as pollution reduces the useable water availability.
Demand side pressure is increased by population growth and increased demand for
industry, agriculture, environment etc.
Pakistan economy being agriculture based is dependent on Indus irrigation
system. Variability in water resources can increase debate on inter provincial water
distribution. Impacts of climate change are observable in water variability in Pakistan.
Downstream stake holders especially Sindh province may get low flow in dry season
and floods with high flow in wet season. Irrigated agriculture is at risk to climate
change and installed power capacity is to be affected. Akhtar. M (2008)
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Table: 5.10 Indus Basin Statistics
Indus

Annual

% age of

Basin

Pop

Population

Water

River

Mean

glacier

Area

density

X 1ooo

Availabilitym3

discharge

melt in

Km2

m3 / Sec

river flow

5533

Up to 50

Indus River

/person/year

1081,718 165

No f Glaciers
5,057

178,483

978

Total Area

Total Ice

2

850 Km2

8,926 Km

Source: Mats et al (2009)
Climate change has accelerated glacier melt, different world glaciers show retreat.
Pakistan Metrological Department (PMD) has reported receding of Himalayan
glaciers, faster than the world average, Siachin glacier in particular shows retreat
during last 30 years. Nebura River, an Indus tributary starts off from Siachin. The
precipitation decrease and temperature increase

cause

shrinkage of glaciers.

Reduction of ice and snow reduces fresh water natural storage. The glacier melt in
Pakistan has long lasting effect on the water resources as Habib (2007) states 70% of
the river flow in the Indus plain is reliant on glacier melt whereas 40% of the rivers
flow is from glaciers present at higher altitude. ICIMOD statistics states dependence
of the irrigation system in Indus Basin as 50% on snow melt run off from the western
Himalayas, eastern Hindukush and Karakaram. The fourth assessment report IPCC
(2007) affirms that in the coming decades many glaciers in the region will retreat
whereas smaller glaciers may disappear totally. Keeping different climate setting on
board, different models are formulated. One concludes that a 2 o C increase by 2050
will decrease 35% existing glaciers, runoff will be maximum during 2030 – 2050.
Even under the uniform warming of +0.06o C per year river flow will be greater in the
small, more highly glaciated basins and may get 150 to 170% to initial flow around
2050 and 2070. Mats et al (2009)
At RIM (River Inflow Monitoring) stations less water inflows is recorded. This has
increased chances of higherdrought occurrence. Habib (2007) Intergovernmental
panel on Climate change IPCC (2007) refers that more than 1/6 th of world population
live in the basins which are fed by snow and glacial melt. This huge population will
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be affected by the change in river flow due to glacier melt. Monsoon increase is
projected by different climate models. Intense precipitation would increase the
frequency of heavy flood rather glacial melt may enhance flood severity due to glacial
out bursts lakes. In the long term, in due course of glacial receding, reduction in river
flow will affect dams and hydropower projects. The reduced river flow will intensify
water demands, and allocation. World Bank (2005) estimates fifty years of glacial
retreat,

predicted

heavy rainfall will enhance draining and flooding problems

especially in the lower Indus region in the next few decades. Conversely when the
glacial cover is gone there will be amazing decreases in river flows probably by 30%
to 40% in the Indus basin in one hundred years time.

Table:5.11 Indus Basin flows depend on snow melt, Rainfall and glacier melt
Contribution of snow, rain fall and glacier melt in Indus rivers flow
Location

Snow %

Rain %

Glaciers %

River Indus above Tarbela

30 – 35

5 – 10

60 – 80

River Jhelum above Mangla

65

35

--

River Kabul above Noshera

20 – 30

20 – 30

30 – 35

Source: Government of Pakistan (2009) Economics Survey of Pakistan 2009-10

5.3.1 Policy Recommendations
Scientific knowledge is vital for policy development with regard to climate change. It
will help

in policy implementation to

minimize climate change consequence.

Government organizations and academia make researches and monitor both satellite
and ground base. Countries of the region should mutually develop action plan for
control of gas emission. Integrated water resources management (IWRM) should
include climate change dilemma and it should be expanded from water sheds to river
basins. Water storage at local level in the mountain regions should be supported. It is
essential that native and local communities should be fully informed impacts of
climate change in their own languages. Academia and media can play major role in
public education, awareness and trend changing. Mats et al (2009)

5.3.2 Forecast Assurance
Due to lack of data and complexity and diversity of regional phenomenon climate
forecasts can not be accurate. Uncertainty is entailed in the prediction of climate
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change. So the planning should be comprehensive but flexible. So that capital
intensive investment may be avoided. More studies are needed to research Himalaya‟s
precipitation processes as most studies have excluded the Himalayan region due to
complex and inaccessible topography.

5.4

Environment
Indus River remained environment supporting because of numerous factors as

perennial rivers, alluvial floods and banks, a good drainage basin, recycle able ground
water, lakes are of fresh water, easy access to useable water. River performs multiple
functions as support irrigated agriculture, recharge to the nearby aquifers, functions as
drainage channels, wetland are developed due to reservoir development.
Impact of river flow reduction is severe it reduces recharge to ground water
aquifers, lakes and wetlands. Acute reduction of water affects river channels badly.
Loss of Ravi and Sutlej due to IBWT has ever lasting impact on the dry channels and
river reaches. Moreover Indus flow reduction due to less inflow and reservoirs has
developed dry river reaches affecting number of environmental functions. During
drought years water is reduced so much that some reaches do not receive water.
Drought 2003 played havoc with the reaches, least water received in different section.
Natural bodies, freshwater lakes, wetlands and deep water aquifers have positive
rate to augment useable water due to increased water use in the basin, recharging of
these water bodies have decreased. The gradual decrease in replenishment and over
exploitation of these bodies is now causing shrinkage of lakes, wetlands and active
flood plains. To recover 3 BCM (MAF?) capacity losses more than 6 BCM (5MAF)
water is required, according to federal flood commission study.Sindh is rich with
water bodies. There are 10 declared wetlands of international importance (Ramsar
Sites) in Sindh. Most of these wetlands are directly fed by the major canals or their
seepage and from rainfall. The World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) prepared an
Action Plan for Wetlands in Pakistan in August 2000. A. Azad (2003)
Save able potential of the water bodies in the Indus Basin must be calculated
systematically.
Different ecological functions are shrinking due to lack of knowledge, interest
and off course lack of water flow. Regeneration cycle is also minimized. It is essential
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to redress negative environmental affects, suffering due to reduced flows. Designing
formulation of strategy, accurate estimate of environmental degradation must be
assessed. Upcoming need of environmental water must be considered in comparison
to the existing uses. Different eco system, forests, grassland, wetlands, lakes
mangroves used different quantity of water.
Several of environmental issues are to be assessed and tackled but water
remains the key reason. A particular quantity of water is required to maintain Indus
delta, mangroves and to stop further sea intrusion. As rivers rangelands are being
replaced by irrigated agriculture and forestation so numbers of ecological changes are
taking place at all rivers. Reduction in river flow is reducing flood plains which affect
valley storage and return flows. River reaches are badly affected. Only environmental
laws and regulation can not maintain water and environment quality. Quality is being
deteriorated in spite of environment protection agencies and laws. Mining of ground
water is depleting the resource in absence of proper regulation.
A revised plan to monitor and evaluate Indus Basin comprehensively is need
of time. Calculations are needed; demand and availability of water would provide
gaps. By reducing water losses at all levels these gaps can be minimized. Badly
affected natural water bodies need regular planning to combat deterioration.
Water losses in river reaches, increase during the dry years. A considerable
amount 10.5 BCM (8.6 MAF) was estimated by WAPDA in 1976 for river seepage
and percolation losses.This value increased to 18.5 BCM (15 MAF) in 1991. The
actual river losses during recent year have reached 30 BCM (25 MAF) or more in a
data provided by WAPDA and IRSA (1996 to 2006). The river losses include all
consumptive uses along river banks, surface and sub surface diversion, losses due to
technical and management flaws. This increases results in reduction of water quantity
and flow at Kotri upsetting development. Habib(2007)
For next few years new storages, in spite of need for more water, can be
constructed. Pakistan is extra ordinary dependent on the mega water infrastructure
which is capital intensive and extensive but not so efficient. Due to heavy silt in Indus
River meandering is common river changes its course, occupies more land and
disturbs human settlement. In world silting rivers have been trained to confine in their
beds.
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The mega ecosystem of the Indus Basin suffers with many human
interruptions and degradations. harness river for productive utility is beneficial in
many economic and civic aspects but at the same time construction of a dam or
barrage find new equilibrium when water is diverted to deserts and extra ordinary
evaporation in hot arid climate sets for water losses. Government of Pakistan (2009)
Economics Survey of Pakistan 2009-10

5.5

Ground Water
While

considering

potential

for

ground

water

in

Pakistan,

lack

of

understanding in groundwater storage, recharge and then abstraction is prevailing.
Private tube wells expansion has been extended enormously, both in rural and urban
areas of Pakistan. Even areas assigned to canal waters have benefited by ground water
irrigation.
In some areas due to excessive abstraction depletion of ground water is
evident. Shortage of water due to dry spell for years is one of the major causes. The
other is ground water excessive drawl. Individual irrigators pump ground water
excessively with the fear that the water left in the ground aquifer may be taken away
by some other irrigator or some probable future user. Steps are required to manage
groundwater use rationally. The Formulation of quantity based and price based
regulations and their implementation is necessary for ground water management.
Although in the absence of any precise methodology for the quantity and price based
control, issue remains vague. Wells and pumps control system may be practiced as
quantity control. Well capacity and pumping quotas, with fixed specified annual rate
of extraction for each water user. Pumping permits for already installed tube wells and
for the new ones are likely to be made obligatory. While issuing these permits size
and spacing specification should be made clear. This is not to affect the farmer /
irrigator rather it is to optimize the groundwater use. On the other hand pricing
specification with the pumping quota based on the time duration and or based on the
land acreage overlying the aquifer may improve regulation. At present private tube
well owners trade this natural resource locally with the farmers at times to
amalgamate with canal water at farm gate or tertiary level. Energy pricing (electricity,
gasoline, diesel or acid operated pumps) is to be part of pricing regulatory method.
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Trade stocks floating in stock market suggestion seems imprecise and indistinct in
less educated agrarian society of rural areas of the country. Qureshi (2007)
Abandoned SCARP tube wells and the government operated tub wells were
abandoned in non canal areas were bought by land lords of the locality. Individual
irrigator in canal and non canal areas installed tube wells. These individual irrigators
not only irrigate their own fields solely by groundwater or amalgamate with canal
water; they also become water traders, sell ground water to the other farmers of the
area. An interview with the farmers of Lahore district by the researcher has revealed
that Rs. 300 per hour is charged by the individual tube well owner having 25
horsepower motor with 30cm (12 inches) diameter outlet pipe. This investigation also
revealed that energy theft in rural areas by tube well irrigator is common. Personal
interview (2011).

5.5.1 Groundwater property rights
At present in Pakistan least awareness prevails regarding groundwater storage,
conservation, recharge and management. In Pakistan, groundwater is considered as a
God‟s endowment and there is no ceiling or control on its abstraction. There is neither
any mechanism for allocating groundwater rights nor for regulating its use. Everyone
can install a tube well anyplace in his land and extract any amount of water at any
time without consideration of detrimental effects of his act on the water resource and
public. Qureshi (2005) Water extraction regulation is very important for sustainable
development of the resource. In the changing scenario like temperature rise,
underground storage is suggested widely in the world. If groundwater is effectively
utilized, conserved and monitored. rights of ground water is accordingly, ground
water becomes public resource if extracted by a public tube well, community water if
extracted by community tube well and becomes private if installed and extracted as
private tube well. Due to lack of clear-cut property rights, groundwater has not been
utilized, conserved and administered properly. Due to absence of any relevant law
ground water is not a public good. So government can not manage ground water.
Combine use of ground and surface water in future is anticipated by water
managers. Irrigation dependence on ground water would increase significantly in
coming years. Considering present status of groundwater rights it would be difficult to
determine the efficient combined use of ground water for irrigation. Resolution to the
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problem sighted is in declaration of ground water as public good. This stance still
becomes important as surface water is allocated according to water Apportionment
Award 1991. As water demand is increasing for domestic and industrial use, ground
water can only resolve this demand without indulging in to rescheduling of water
Apportionment among provinces.

5.6

Water Depletion in Indus basin
In Indus basin depletion of water resources is based on multiple factors. Due

to decrease in precipitation over number of years, the quantity of water in the Indus
basin is decreasing. This decrease is occurring since 1947; Indus Basin water treaty
resulted in the loss of three Eastern rivers to India. According to Habib (2004), 16%
loss in gross flow of rivers is due to IBWT, Western rivers also have a declining
quantity of 2 MAF. Baghliar dam operation has enhanced depletion of water in
western rivers water quantity. Habib (2004)
After completion of two reservoirs in Afghanistanfor drinking and hydropower
purposes, would reduce further inflow in Kabul River an Indus tributary. WAPDA has
calculated 0.6 BCM reductions in Kabul River due to Afghan development for dams
Kabul River is an important tributary of Indus Rivers system, shared with
Afghanistan, 322 Kilometers of Kabul River lies in Afghanistan. Warsak dam, a
concrete gravity dam has an installed capacity is at the Kabul River. In addition river
water is fully utilized in Indus basin irrigation system. Dams are being planned on
main Kabul River or on the tributary of Kabul River; Koner River would have main
power producing units for energy deficit Afghanistan. Storage of water for even
power production during low water period would reduce Kabul river inflow in
Pakistan affecting multidimensional aspects especially in the absence of agreement
between the two countries Pakistan and Afghanistan. In a phase of Afghanistan
reconstruction donor agencies have formulated the strategy for development of water
resources in Afghanistan for irrigation and power. For the improvement and
enhancement of confidence and cooperation between the two countries a water treaty
between Pakistan and Afghanistan is needed on priority basis. Ahmad Hussain (2009)
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5.6.1 Irrigation water Availability
In Pakistan, at canal heads normal surface water availability is 103.5 million acre feet
(MAF). But it‟s seen from the table below from Economic Survey of Pakistan 2008-9
that the overall (both for Kharif and Rabi season) water availability has been less than
the normal, ranging from 2.5 percent (2005 – 06) to 20.6 percent (2004 - 05). More
shortage is observed for Rabi season than Kharif season during the years.

Table5.12 Actual surface water Availability (MAF)
Period

Kharif

Rabi

Total

%

age

decrease

increase/
over

the

Average
Usage / Average system

67.1

36.4

103.5

--

2002 – 03

62.5

25.0

87.8

-15.2

2003 – 04

65.9

31.5

97.4

-5.9

2004 – 05

59.1

23.1

82.2

-20.6

2005 – 06

70.8

30.1

100.9

-2.5

2006 – 07

63.1

31.2

94.3

-8.9

2007 – 08

70.8

27.9

98.7

-4.6

2008 – 09 (P)

66.9

24.9

91.8

-11.3

Source: Pakistan Economic Survey 2008- 09, Government of Pakistan, PP 17-18

Table5.13 Canal Head with drawls (Below Rim Station (MAF)
Providences

Punjab

Kharif

Kharif

% change in

Rabi Oct-

Rabi Oct-

% change in

Apr-Sep

Apr-Sep

Kharif 2008

March

March

Rabi 2008-9

2007

2008

over 07

2007-08

2008-09

over 07-08

37.66

34.23

-9

15.25

13.28

-13
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Sindh

30.29

29.51

-3

11.21

10.30

-8

Baluchistan

1.75

2.13

21

0.78

0.61

-22

Khyber

10.8

1.06

-2

0.70

0.74

6

70.08

66.93

-5

27.93

24.94

-11

Pakhtun
Khawa
(KPK)
Total

Source Pakistan Economic Survey, 2008-2009, PP 28

A decrease of 5% is recorded in canal withdrawal in Kharif 2008 (April –
September) 66.93 million acre feet (MAF) stood as compared with 70.78 MAF during
the same Kharif period of 2007. While Rabi season 2008-09 (October – March) the
canal head withdrawals decrease by 11% i.e., it stayed at 24.94 MAF as compared to
27.93 MAF during the same period last year.

5.6.2 Irrigation and Rainfall
Rainfall varies from place to place and from year to year in Pakistan. The
rainfall varies 1000 mm to 100 mm in six rainfall zones. During 2001 drought the
country received 150 mm. Another rainfall pattern change is observed during recent
years, higher spread in annual precipitation and with fewer monsoons. The incident of
drought and fewer monsoons are expected in future.
Irrigation

system

efficiency

is

essential

for

higher

agricultural

production as it increases crop intensity. In Pakistan a large amount of water is wasted
in irrigation process. Rainfall during monsoon and winter season varies to large
extent.
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Table:5.14: Rain Fall 2008 – 09
Monsoon Rain Fall

Winter Rain Fall

(July – September) 2008

(January – March) 2009

Normal

137.5 mm

70.5 mm

Actual

140.6 mm

77.8 mm

Shortage (-) excess (+)

+3.1 mm

+7.3 mm

% of shortage (-) / excess (+)

+2.3%

+10.3%

Source: Pakistan Economic Survey, 2008- 09 PP 28

During 2008 – 09 an increase in rainfall is occurred, during (July – September
2008) the monsoon months normal rainfall is 137.5 mm while the actual rainfall
received was 140.6 mm, an increase of 2.3% is evident. During winter months
(January to March 2009), the actual rainfall was 77.8 mm while the normal rainfall for
three months has been 70.5mm, so an increase of 10.3 percent is observed. Whereas
during 2009-10 decrease in rainfall was noted, the monsoon season (July –
September) the normal rainfall is 137.5 mm but the actual rainfall was 101.8 mm with
a 26 percent decrease. On the other hand normal winter rainfall is 70.5 mm but the
actual rainfall was 30.2% less i.e. 49.2 mm.
Table5.15RAINFALL RECORDED DURING 2009- 10

Monsoon Rainfall (July-sep)

Winter Rainfall (Jan-Mar) 2010

2009
Normal

137.5

70.5

Actual

101.8

49.2

Shortage

-35.7

-21.3

%shortage

.26-0

-30.2

Source: Government of Pakistan Economic Survey of Pakistan 2009-10 Page-15
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5.6.3 Participatory irrigation management
Farmers are involved in operation and management of the irrigation system for the
improvement of the existing irrigation system. It is pleaded that performance of
irrigation system would improve beside reduction of financial burden on the
governments. This has been practiced in the developed countries long ago. Qureshi
(2005) narrates 43 developing countries have already adopted the same. China,
Turkey, Mexico, Nepal and India are included in the list of countries which have
adopted participatory irrigation management
To promote participatory irrigation management was included in PIDA acts.
For the purpose pilot projects accomplished favourable results. In Southern Punjab
Hakara 4- R distributary‟s management was transferred to farmers‟ organization, on
pilot experimental basis. Latif and Pomee (2003) have projected success of the new
participatory management as irrigated areas increased by 6 percent; cost recovery
showed 25% increase for Kharif season and 14% for Rabi season. Farmers
organization looked after the legal discharge from the system due to favourbale
outcome of Hakara 4-R distributary, one canal command in each province has been
transferred to the concerned farmers organization under the particularly irrigation
management scheme. Latif and Pomee (2003)
Areas water Board (AWB) of Lower Chenab canal (East) Faisalabad has been
established and 85 farmers organization (FO) are working for the improvement of
quality, equity, efficiency and accountability of the irrigation services. Many other
activities have been carried out and the participatory irrigation management including
conducting of farmers‟ conventions, workshops, consultation, in the provincial
learning tours and short training courses. Pamphlets, charts, newsletters, newspapers
and other media forms are used for propagation of information.

5.7

Population effect
Mostly People suggest improvement in water management and water

technology as primary concern. One major issue which is ignored is our rapid
growing population. National Geography, August 2010
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5.7.1 Population Control
Increasing population poses threat to the decreasing land and water resources
and environmental condition. The population growth rate increased from 1.79%
annually in 1951 to 3.69% in 1972 – 73 and declined to 2.4% in 1998 still
questionable decline in population growth rate is mentioned in statistical year book of
Pakistan (2009) as 1.90% for 2005

Table5.16Population (in millions)
1951

Census

33.78

1961

Census

42.88

1972

Census

65.31

1981

Census

84.25

1998

Census

132.35

2000

Estimated

137.53

2001

Estimated

140.36

2002

Estimated

143.17

2003

Estimated

145.95

2004

Estimated

148.72

2005

Estimated

151.55

2006

Estimated

155.36

2007

Estimated

158.17

2008

Estimated

160.97

2009

Estimated

163.76

Source: Statistical year Book 2009 page 311
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Table: 5.17 Natural Rate of Growth
1989-94

1995-97

1997-2001

(Avg)

(Avg)

(Avg)

2.94

2.62

2.12

2003

2005

2005 (P)

1.95

1.90

1.89

Source: Statistical year book 2009 page 312
Pressure on water resources is mainly due to high population and its higher
growth in the country accompanied by higher water demand due to higher standard of
living. On the other hand poverty and pollution still degrade this scarce commodity.
According to assessment till 2008, 58% increase in canal water withdrawals against
four fold population increase is increasing the water scarcity graph.
Table 5.18 Total Population (Million)
2007

162.91

2008

166.41

2009

169.94

2010

173.51

Source: Economic survey 2009-10 page 235 – 240
Table: 5.19Water Scarcity Indicators (Faulkenmark Indicator)
> 1700 M3 / capita

Water scarcity

< 1700 M3 / capita

Country faces seasonal or regular water stressed condition

<1000 M3 / capita

Water shortages hamper the health and well beings economics
activities are affected

< 500 M3 / capita

Shortages are sever constraints to human life

Source: IRSA in economics survey Pakistan 2009-10

According to Faulkenmark water scarcity benchmark, Pakistan is placed in the high
water stress country with 1066 m3 per person per year.
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Table5.20 Pakistan: Per Capita water availability

Year

Population (Million)

Per Capita water
Availability (M3 )

1951

34

5260

1961

46

3888

1971

65

2751

1981

84

2129

1991

115

1565

2002

139.5

1282

2010

167.7

1066

2020

195.5

915

2025

208.4

858

Source: Planning Commission In: Government of Pakistan (2009) Economics Survey
of Pakistan 2009-10 Finance Division, Economics Advisor‟s wing, Islamabad 34-38

Table5.21 Population: Pakistan Projection (000‟s)
Year

000‟s

2005

155,772

2010

173,383

2015

192,262

2020

211,397

2025

229,377

2030

264,272

Source: Government of Pakistan, Economics Advisor‟s wing Pakistan Economic
survey 2009-10 2010 page 235 – 240
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5.7.2 Urbanization
Urban-Population:

Third world countries have higher population growth rate.

This increase in population will increase in demand for quality water to many folds.
At the same time a tendency for migration from rural to urban areas is increasing
water demand for the cities.
For higher living standards in the developed countries renewable water supply of at
least 2000m3 (1620 MAF) per person per year renewable water supply is required.
1000m3

(810MAF) to 2000m3 (1620 MAF) is water stressed country and less than

500m3 (405MAF) is water scarce country. Bouwer (2000)
Pakistan is world‟s sixth most populous country having 169.9 million
estimated populations at June 2009.With an annual growth rate (revised 2.05),
Pakistan stands fourth most populous country of the world by 2050.
Pakistan urban population increased seven times during 1950–2008, while
country‟s population increase was over four times. So urbanization is faster than the
population growth. According to data (2008) 36% population is urban, while
urbanization rate is 3% (2005 – 10). It is projected that in 2030 the urban population
will make 50% of the total population. It is emphasized by policy makers that
population control be observed to attain balance between resources and population
size. Considerable increase in urban water demand is projected in future by planners
due rapid population increase in urban areas. Economics Survey 2009-10 (page 241,
245)]

5.8

Water Management/Projects
Government of Pakistan has given focal importance to water sector throughout

the last decade. Government vision for poverty alleviation is related with the
enhancement of GDP. Water is the primary source for GDP growth and poverty
reducing mainly because of population growth and factors related to this. In this
regard

efficient measures need

effective implementation for development and

management of water resources. Government has invested in different areas of water
resource sector. Extension and expansion of the water resources besides controlling
conservation of water remain focused. Investments were made by government in
infrastructure for floods protection. Construction of small and medium dams, lining of
irrigation channels and water courses, rehabilitation of irrigation system and surface
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and sub-surface drainage have been under way by concerned departments. Despite
financial recession and transition economy of Pakistan, Rs. 59.92 billion, including
water management programme (during 2009-10), has been provided.

Table5.22Major Water Sector Projects Under Implementation

Projects

Location

Total APP.

Live

Areas

Completion

Cost (Rs.

storage

under

date

In million

(MAF)

irrigation
(Acres)

Gomalzam dam

Khyber

12,829

1.14

163,086

Oct, 2010

30,467

--

1,53,000

Phase1

Pakhtunkhawa
Greater Thal canal*

Punjab

complete
Rainee Canal*

Sindh

18,862

--

412,000

June 2010

Kachhi Canal*

Baluchistan

31,204

--

713,00

June 2010

Raising Mangla

AJ & J

62,533

2.90

All over

June 2010

Project 30 ft
Satpara dam Multi

Pakistan
Skardu

4,397

0.05

15,536

June 2010

purpose
Right Bank out
Fall Drain

Sindh

RBOD – I

Sindh

14,707

Dec 2011

RBOD – II

Baluchistan

29,014

June 2011

6,535

June 2011

RBOD – III

*Date of completion for all these canals for Phase-I, whereas cost is reflected for the
total project
Three hydropower projects‟ civil work is being started at cost of over Rs.56.2
12billions by the Khyber Pakhtoon Khawa (KPK). Country is going to get 57
megawatts of electricity within three years. This include Machai Hydro power project
(3.5 MW), Ranolia Hydro Power Project (17 MW) and Daral Khawar Hydro Power
Project (36.6 MW). It is over and again projected that Khyber Pakhtoon Khawa
potential of generating cheaper hydroelectricity is 30,000 to 35,000 MW. Khan (2011)
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While in 2011-12 in the federal budget of Pakistan about Rs. 18 billion have been
allocated for construction of Basha dam whereas total cost would be Rs. one trillion.
APP (2011)

5.9

Conclusion and Recommendations
At present Pakistan is facing enhanced challenges to maintain water quantity

and quality and to arrange the rising demand for water resources. Mainly water is
used in agriculture in the country, in future water may be diverted more for the urban
requirements and industry. Hence a reduction in agriculture water supply would be
faced. Many of strategies are being applied to save water and to get maximum use of
it still water losses are growing. Continuous population growth with limited land and
water resources has put an enormous pressure on the economy of the country. Due to
continuous rise in population, water demand for domestic, industrial and nonagricultural uses will increase; Bhutta (1999) states about 8% and is expected to reach
10% of the total available water resources by the year 2025. Azad (2003:21) has gone
to 50% increase by 2025 for irrigation water requirements for agriculture. In any case
the amount of water required for future requirement would be quite below the
sustainability.
Current dams‟ storage capacity is reducing due to siltation. And for last 37
years no large dam has been constructed, at the same time a considerable amount of
water storage has been lost due to sedimentation. So any new dam would be actually
replacement dam for siltation losses. WAPDA has planned number of reservoirs to be
constructed on different tributaries with the aim to produce cheap hydroelectricity and
to conserve water for agriculture. These are capital intensive and time extensive
projects and the progress on the projects is very slow, this in turn is degrading
economic condition of the masses and the treasury benches stability has also become
doubtful. Down Kotri term employed for securing environment below Kotri Barrage
from saline sea water intrusion, has become hurdle for construction of Kalabagh dam.
In Water Apportionment Award (WAA, 1991) 10MAF was recommended, this may
be increased to certain extent as per provision existing in WAA, 1991. To combat this
political pressure, increase of one to two MAF down Kotri in the Accord, seems
compatible in comparison to 30 MAF on average flowing to sea. On the other hand
water flows down Kotri are according to availability of water. Kalabagh dam seems to
be best possible option for alleviating energy and agriculture crises. The other
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proposed dams progress should be accelerated with priority for future viable
economy.
On the other hand global warming is also affecting this region. CICERO (2000)
anticipate 0.9o C increase in temperature by 2020, by 2050 it would double, 1.8 o C.
The CSIRO9 model predicts 17% increase in wet summer spell in South Asia. Wigley
and Jones (1985) showed that a little change in precipitation could affect water
supplies considerably. The little variations in the climate could have a considerable
effect on water availability, as experienced in recent years, in some parts of the world.
Climate changes could have major effects on precipitation and runoff. In 20th July
2011 meeting of UN Security Council climate change repercussions were discussed as
agenda item. Floods in 2010 have overwhelming effects on economy and political
stability in Pakistan (Vivekananda, 2011) During a conference at LUMS Lahore on 89 July 2011 „Climate Change and Disaster Risk Management-Managing Risks:
Sharing Benefits‟ it was established that climate change is a immense threat for the
region. (Sahi, 2011)
Indian intentions are ambiguous for faithful compliance of Indus Basin Water
Treaty. Over and above construction of power generation units on river Chenab and
repeated attempts for diversion of river Jhelum is upsetting agriculture-dependant
Pakistan. Farmers who have been cultivating during Rabi season since long now see
Chenab as small drain during winter. This situation has taken place after erection of
five structures and her planning for 50 structures on the Chenab and Jhelum rivers
may cause security problems. Indian economical gains are not much by blocking the
rivers as compared to total agricultural losses in the lower riparian Pakistan. (Javed
2010:352) Bashir A Malik former technical advisor to UN and member of
negotiations team in IBWT talks during 1950‟s has pointed to Indian violation of the
treaty (2011,July 25) Dawn Karachi.
Growing demand for water has put immense pressure on the ground water
resources. Consumption of ground water has reached the higher limit in the majority
parts of Pakistan. Ground Water mining has created threat to the water quality as
surrounding saline water may intrude in fresh water aquifers. Free-for-all groundwater
development through private tube wells is reportedly putting pressure on the aquifer
in the form of excessive drawls. The qualitative or quantitative monitoring of
groundwater is not yet introduced by government. This pressure is not only on
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agriculture sector rather other vital fields are also at stake; all the urban areas use
groundwater for almost all the civic utilities and in the absence of water reuse plants
pressure has started building on the concerned departments. Every government works
hard to maintain the matters for its regime, long term planning remains ever obscure.
New deep tube wells are used for political projection; these are projected to secure
vote bank of local public. As a result in Lahore Metropolitan aquifers are being mined
at 700 feet depth. This ongoing practice is also affecting drinking water quality. The
current water use for civic and industrial supplies in the urban sector has exceeded 5.3
BCM (4.29 MAF). Except for Karachi and Hyderabad and part of the supply to
Islamabad, most of urban water is supplied from ground water. The demand is likely
to enhance to about 14.9 BCM (12.06MAF) by the year 2025.
Agriculture is major consumer of water; here scope for development exists if
planned properly. But as water and land resources are limited, so irrigated agriculture
expansion

is

also

limited.

The

agriculture

problems

are

complex

and

multidimensional which are quite difficult to settle. Water logging, salinity, shortage
of canal water, poor drainage, poor quality groundwater for irrigation, over use of
water and low crop yield are among different fronts which country has to combat for
sustainable agriculture for sustainable economy. No short cuts can be suggested for
long term issues prevailing since inception of the country.

Supply and demand

management is often discussed as way out by executives but in Pakistan water
management it‟s not practical. Indus Basin Irrigation System is supply based and can
not provide water on demand due to its limited capacity and the same position is most
likely to continue in future. Due attention to far-flung areas in all the five provinces
with regard to agriculture and irrigation development is necessary. In this regard
flood, spring, and hill torrent water may be conserved and used in water scarce
environment.
Water sector planning is not consistent; many changes are required according
to the changes in priorities, economic constraints and plans. This normally happens
with the change in political government or political setup. This trend drags back
development for years. On the other hand institutional measures absence becomes
hurdle for strategic planning and in scrutinizing national policies. Therefore strong
linkage between the organizations and rationality in management hierarchy should be
practiced. In this aspect bureaucratic setup needs to be rescheduled and hierarchic
comprehensive technical training should be made obligatory.
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Several proposals, suggestions, recommendations have been poured down by
different

experts,

practicality,

planners,

viability and

agencies

and

implementation.

organizations but main concern is
Following potential solutions are put

forward in different clauses.
Water Related
o Save and sustain water at all levels, water productivity be given vital importance
o Irrigation efficiencies be improved continuously without gaps this will save more
water for agriculture, hurdles be removed in practicing new irrigation technologies
at all levels
o Special attention be given for water distribution and reliability of water on farm.
Farmers be involved in the schemes;
o Modern agriculture technologies be attained and introduced at gross root level;
o Salts be reduced at root zone to combat salinization;
o Groundwater should be made public property by formulating relevant laws and its
mining should be checked;
o Storage capacity should be improved by constructing all the proposed dams with
determination;
o Hurdles in commencing Kalabagh dam project should be removed by taking
confidence

of

the

stakeholders

and

its

construction

be

commenced

simultaneously;
o Small dams, delay action dams plans should generalized and be accelerated;
o Hill torrents should be developed as agenda item in the coming „Five Year Plan‟;
o Wastage of water at levels be penalized in agriculture and civic water wastage,
laws have been implemented in water stressed countries like Australia;
o For all metropolitan municipal corporations treatment plants for used civic water
be made obligatory;
o Government should declare Pakistan as water stress country by pronouncing water
emergency and no political gains should be related with water politics;
General
o Awareness in public regarding water preciousness and scarcity should be
promoted at all levels including media, academia on government and non
government forums;
o Research on all related aspects should be given significance including climate
change and related scenarios;
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o Deficiencies in planning and management have been identified time and over,
earnest need is to remove these short comings. This needs bureaucratic
overhauling;
o Population growth rate needs to be minimized not only for water viability rather
for all sort of progress. This phenomenon needs to be tackled at gross root level.
o As Pakistan has 97% Muslim majority, officially religious institutions should
educate matters affecting people like wastage of water, population control,
education etc.

